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.
AN ACT To provide for the preparation and printing of compilations of materials

relating to annual national high school And college debate topics

- Be it enacted by the Senate and House (if Ppresentatives of the United
States of America in Congress assembled, That the Libranar of. Con-
gress is authorized, and directed to prepare compilations of pertinent
excerpts, bibliograp a cal references, and other a_ pptopriate materials
relating to (1) the 'ubject selected annually by the National Mil-
iersity Extension Ass iation as'the national high school debate topic
-and (2) the subject selec annually by the American Speech Associa-
tion as the national college deb9ie topic. In preparing such compila-
tions the Librarian shall include materials which in his judgment are
rePresentative of, and give equal emphasis to, the opposing points of
view on the respective topics.

Sc.E 2. The compilations on the high school debate topics shall be ,

printed as Senate documents and the compilations oh the college
debate topics shall be printed as House documents, the cost of which
shall be charged to the congressional allotment am. printing and bind-
ing. Additional copies of such documents may be printed in such
quantities and distributed in such manner as the Joint. Committee on
Printing directs.

Approved Decemberw30, 1963.

I

PUBLIC LAW 88446, 88TH CONGRESS, S. 2311,
D .EMBER'030, 1963 s
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The intercollegiate debate topic fore the academic year 1978-79
selected by the Committee on Ifttercbllegiate Debate 'and Discussion
of the Speech Communication Association, is

Resolved,-That the Federal Government should implement a pro-
gram which guarantees employment opportunities for all U.S. citizens
in the labor force. 7

Thel Congressional Research Service has prepared this compilation
of articles and bibliography on the debate proposition in compliance"

"with Public Law 88-246. These materials are not intended to provide
exhaustive- coverage of the subject but only to furnish debaters with
a start on their own research. While the articles and .ASArences have
been chosen to represent a range of views and a variety of approaches
to the problems raised by the topfc, their inclusion dots not imply any
kind of approval or disapproval or recommendation'of line of :argu-
mentation by the CongresSional Research Service. The articles in this
document were selected and; the bibliography was prepared in final
form by Dennis M. Roth, Analyst in labor Economics,and Relatiops
in the EcOnomics Division. The bibliograpily Qrawn in part from the
CRS Bibliographic Data Base created and maintained by the Library
Services Divisions Kurt Beske, Economics Bibliographer designed the
retrieval strategies which produced the working bibliography,

The Congressional Research Service wishes to ,thank those copy -
right holders who have kindly extended permission for the reproduction
of the texts. This permission in acknow,ledged in each instance.

GILBERT GUDE,
Director, Congressional Research Service.

(V)
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INTRODUCTION .

The Urilted States' came out of World War II with . the deter-
mination that's Great Depression must not occur agait and that the
maintenance of a high level of employment should be a major policy

,.goal of the Federal Government. The, theoretical:rationale for the
Government assuming this 'role wv-provided by J./ M. Keynes in his
now famous The General Theory of Eisciployment, Interest and Money.
He argued that employthentt-depends on 'the level of total spending on
goods and services (aggregate'demand), but that the economy on its
own may not necessarily. reach a level of demand to generate jobs for
all those whci wint to work. Total spending may be reqUired to be
stimulated through Government action and .particularly through
fiscal policy..

The issue of maintaining. high levels of employment after the
war was debated in congressional hearings concerned with setting up
.machinery for reconversion when the war had ended. In January 1945
Senator James Murry intioduced the Full Employment.Act of 1945
into the 79th Congtess (S. 380) and in the following morith'dongress-
man Wright Patman introduced the companion bill into thp House
(H. R. 2202). More tlaan a year later, after many congressional debates,
amendmr(nts; and restructuring, Congress voted out the Employment
Act of 1946 and it became.law on February 20, 1946. The. Act ex-
plicitly stated thatcit is "the continuing policy and responsibility of
the Federal Government.. . . to promote maximum employment,
production, and purchasing power."

The precise role of the Government in promoting "maximum
employment" has,beet 'heavily debated ever sive, but no legislation
has been passed to date'specifically to define -this role nor to define
"maximum employthent." In the .93rd Congreis, a bill was introduced
by Congressman Augustus Hawking and Senator Hubert Humphrey
("Equal Opportunity and Full.Employment Act of 1976") to amend
the Employment Act of 1946 N guarantee equal opportunities and
full ernploygrent to all adult Americans who were able and Willing to
work. This early version of the Huftphrey-Hawkins bill defined full
employment as a situation under which there are useful and reward-
ing employment opportunities foi all ,adult Americans willing and
algle' to work." The provisions-of the bill also would have established', .,
a'structure to provide '(in actdality, to guarantee) "suitable" jobs
for all adult Americans ivho,,,were ' Ole and to work, and

"-ifould have.gone so far as to establish a 'judicially enforceable right
to sue [the 'United States GoVernment] if the right to employment,
established, guaranteed and implemented by the Act",-were not en-
forced. While the legal right to sue is not in the version of the
Humphrey-Hawkins bill currently, before the 95th Congress, this
version ,does amend the declaration of policyvin the Employment
Act of 1946 to affirm that "[t]he Congress further declares and estab-
lishes as a national goal the fulfillment of the right to full opportun-
ities for useful paid employment at fair rates of compensation of all
individuals able, willing, and seeking to work:"

(vu)
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A. RESOLVED: THAT THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
SHOULD IMPLEMENT A PROGIt'AM WHICH GUARAN-
TEES. EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL U.S.
CITIZENS IN THE LABOR FORCE
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1. THE GOAL OF GENUINE FULL PLOYMENT* s
,

(By Helen Ginsburg) :
,

.
THE GOAL OF GENUINE FULL ETA PLOYMENT

.. iThe goal should be genuine full employment, Each,,person willing
and able Is work- shoulld have the right to a decent job at a decent
wage. There should be a strolig national cordmitment to full employ-

s, niept with a opriate legislation to linsure that this goal is attained.'
/ .AL genuine 11 employment "police.y is not pimply a public service job

Program. S a program cannot by.itseIf guarantee each individual
the right to 'a job. Although a greatly expanded public pervice jobs
program could be and should be a step on the road to lull employ-
ment, and public service, jobs_would play a vital role,,in a full employ=
ment economy, a full employment strategy requires much more than
the creation of public service jo6s. It wotild giake little sense, for
example, to continue to purspe policies that create unemployment and,.
then create a few pu is service jobs di compensate partially for the.i. _

wrong policies. -,. i
A. full employmen commitment would make it the responsibility

:of the federal government to deyelop, coordinate., and administer
short-terni and long-term policies that would make it possible to ..

prbvide enough jobs for all who want tbemAll agencies of the federal
government and the ,Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
Sys iffm, would be iyquired to act in accordance with this objective.
Fiscal and monetaiy policies would Se coordinated and anti-inflation
policies puisued Without curbing employment.

The productionlevel of the nation would have to be set high enough
to absorb the labor supply.-Setting th level should prOvide the nation
pith the opportunipy to rethink the rposes of production. National
priorities and social goals Could `inc: should be intergrated with the y
full temployment qbjective. While most of the jobs would be in the -

private sector of the economy and job 'development in that' sector
would be encouraged, the federal government would have the 'obliga-
tion to make up fog any shortfall in employment.

There are many possible areas of expanded job developmeAt,inthe
private and public sectors of the economy that would be consistent /
with broad social goals. A- partial list might include increased pro-
duction of new housing and' upgrading of existing. housing to achieve a

/decent ome for every family.. within a specified period of tiin4,4 4m-
I/provrn and expanding railroads and,inass transit systems, provision

1 rHelen binsburg. The gpal of genuine full em-/ ployment. Ih her unemployment,^subemploy-
ment and public policy. New York, New York University, School of Social work, Cepter for 'ilt
Studies in Income Nlainlenance Policy, 1975' 128-1:33. Reprinted by permission of Helen
Ginsberg, AHNOLV Professor, Dept. of Economics,. Rirooklyn College, City College of New
l'ork.rCepyright 1975. -;

1 The House Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities is currently gtudying a 'bill that lvoAd
guarantee JObs--11.R. 50, the EqUal Opportunity and Full Employment Act. A companion
bill has also been introduced in the--Seuate. Some ideas discussed in this section are in
HR. 50 but that bill ls mbre comprehensive. : I

(1)
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of adequate (lay care for those who ivant it, assistance to the aged
and disabled, improvement,of the environment regional' develop,
ment Of-depressed areas, making our cities more attractive, expanding ..,
and improving educational opportunities, and the extenSionof cultura

,activities to more iaf the population: ,
.

It fulre'mployment policy should be coordinated with, ii. general tax
reform, and a reordering of national priorities- away from the huge
military budget. ;Lt 'Makes little sense -and is unjust to provide jobs to
low- or modest-intome people anti then make them or those 'just
above theni orkihe income scale beat° the bitint of the taxes. Moreover,

-in a .full employnrient economy, it would be far .easier to begin to
rebrder national priorities from military use to areas of crucial
Vocial need, since careful planning would insure:that workers in.defense
inijustri s would got. have to pay for conversion with irgetriployTent.

experi Ce from the New -Careers program of the 1966's shows 'uit
Many Ow areas. of job creation would involve human services, and

many, of thesd jobs can be performe(r by poor persons.' Moreover,
these jobs use fw. natur resources, so a genuine,fullem oyment
economy Would/be consistent with the goal gi consev Con "t energy
and other natural resources.

A full employment economy with a guaranteed jo at irdectynt
Wage vested in She individual would have a major impact on ro verty.
Poverty's elimillration could easily be made a national p orgy in a. . .

:full employment economy. In ,972, when the grossly inadequate SSA
poverty threshold was $4,275, 11.3'million persogs with incomes' below
the poverty line were in 2.7 million. families headed by someone who )
worked., at least part of the year. Some 4.6 million of these persons
wei-e:n one million families headediby a full-time full-year worker.'
P 1.ovision of guaranteed ilecent-paying jobs wonl(I end much of this
ckicial povertyThough some very large families or those headed y

, someone ordxable to 'work part of the year wouhrosCill require add -
I\

tional.support." ' , .,
There is an urgent need for a substantial increase in the federal

minimum wage. It has been consistently set below any level that \wild
enable a steady full-time worker to support a family in minimal
decency. In December 1974, tht poverty line foreman urban family of
four was officially estimated by 'the government to be $5,302 a 'year,
but the new federar minimum wage of $2.10 an hour that went into
effect on January 1; 1975,.still only enables a workers.getting that
wage hto earn $4,200, if working iill year at a full-time job. °Moreover,
ma-nyworkers are not even covered by the laNt and some tire' covered
a,t- less than $2.10 an hour. A substantial increase in the Tinifpum,
wage well above the poverty level is needed at once and crirage.of
:all workers s'Iniuld not and need not await a national commitment to
:full employment. 13ut it woold be easier to implementra much higher
minimum wage as an integral part qf a fultemployment and guaranteed
jobs policy. Those who Oppose substantial increases in the Minimum
wage have always claimed that many low-wage workers will lose-their
jobs if the minimum is set too high,. The fact is that thiTe has never
heeii. an increase in the minimum that ,brought .it close to any.decent
'level, so *heir assertion remains unproven. But in a full ernployment

',rank Rle;mnan. ,"Strsteglei4 Agalnat Poverty" INew York : Random House,' 1961)),
pp. 20 40.

I' 8 linnan f -the cen...n...,' Curtent f '1)iltiln I il .11 ItvpIrt.... SIT-I.L, I' t). .:is\ti,, !II. Charaeier-
[sties of the how Income TopylatIo.,1972 (Washlrigto)i, I) C : Government %Printing (Mee,:
1973), Table A 2, p. 143, Tabfe 30, p.-97, and Table 32, p. 101

1 (
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1 /economy, the government could iisSi, "low-wake industries -to enable
,them` to.pay'higher wages. And if an labor displacement did occur,
the workers would still ''tie ,timaranteec other decent jobs.

A full, emplOYritent policy with decent-paying guaranteed fobs ..
would reduce the pressure_on the income maintenance system There
woul(l be -much less need for unemployment iriSurarre. 'Welfariii,
Mothers. wilt, .want to 'work would 'be asfured of adequate-paying
jobs and day" care facilities. The- future nVed for welfare woeuld be
reduced by providing job's 'and. giving hope to ghetto youths. Some-
disablql and older' persons would opt for jobs.. A more generous
income Maintenance system could and sheruld belirovided for thOse
still 'requiring supziet. JO at decent oi,ages and income Maintenance

' 4 deegnt standards shout be in goals of a full employment policy,
A O'nuine full ertiployment po istnot a substitute .for continued

pursuit of equar7opportunity.Inde I;"',it would proviile-the necessary
Conditions-nndo which that goal might be mont/readily attained. , 1,

And the tensions that result wheo some woilers fear that more jobs.
for, one. group .mean fewer for another rnight be expected to abate
when jobs for all are p.:uaranleed14, '

Many v'ther benefits that w6uld eesult froM t full ,employment
ec,onomy could be.:cited-t- Millions of employed workers 'wduld beriefit
'from. the elimination of insecurity and the th'reat to ,their Own working
standards caused by recessions. More taxes would.beiefollected froin
those wh2 previously required public support and thelruilsnf their
labor would contribute to the nations' output of goods and services;
there would be fewer expenses thialstem,:from poverty, in quality,;
and lack of opportunity. There would; for instance, .he a ihtbable

Teductign in the incidence'of crime since, as the National Commission
On the Cause and, Prevention of Violence 601; Amtraployment and
subemployment 'pull rnan,y 'frulkviduals nto eirminal activities.*
Therefore, fewer tax dollars would be e (led to support prisons.
And he quality Of life in a crime - ridden Con- would be improved.

\L./national coprimitmeht to full employthent is not a panacea for
all the problems that Ague society. But it would make it much easier
to-splve,-sOhie of.. then-i. It should be'_pursued 1.53. that reason ary
because it would provide many Ameritims with the chance to attain 4
the hurhan dignity they are now. denied. For a full employment pro- . .gram transcends mdre econanics. It tells people they are needed and
wanted and not objects to be diArded at will -by society. Genuine ,
full employment cannot be achieved overnight. But the oommitment '
to this goal should be nuide immediately. ., .

,.. .

.,SUMMARY OF' CONcLUSIONS ANI1 RECOMME!siDATIONS

If employment. and subemployment art to be eliminated, severa ,
sets of policies wilt be necessary,

An immediate' priority is for the federal ("rovernment. to use all its
power to encli the present recession ;as quickly us possible. To ease
the financial lia.rdship of, unemployment and to reduce the need for
Welfare all workers should, he covered by'uneniplOyment insurance at
detent levels .and withoni limiting benefits to a vertain number of
weeks. But jobs are required and 'a massive fecieralty financed public
serice employment prorrarn should he instituted, at once, with part

_ 4 .... 74,tiational Commission on the Causes and Prevention or 'Violence, To Establish Justice,
To Insurg Immestle Tranquil6ty iWashini;ton. lie :'1969), pp. 27.-:i7'.

.4 e7 ,
I
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th funds going to cities and states, ,as at present, and with'part
goin to establish a ftderal jobs agency. A large and permanent
publ' service program shOuld also be. maintained in -nonrecessionary
times. A vigorous assault on discrimination in the job market and in
other institutions is necessary, as is the need to raise the minimum
Wave to a level that will enable workers to lite decently. Many of these
proposals? such as pursuit` of equal 'opportunity and substantial in-
creases in the minimum 'wage, will be easier to accoMplish in ajull-
employment society.

Finally, the Nation is urged to accept the ultimate goal of genuine
full *einploptient with guaranteed jobs backed up by appropriate
legislation. Implementation of this policy should be tied to a general
tax reform and a' reordering of national priorities towards achieving
the,twin goals of deent job at decent wages and income maintenance
at decent standards.

1



2. CAN GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE FULL
EMPLOYMENT?*

(By Emerson P,Schmidt 1)

INTRODUCTION

. The depression of the 30's and the resulting 'unemployment raised
questions as to the possibility of eliminating or alleviating such
periods through action by private business, or by government, or
through -the, cooperation of both. Many people have assumed, be-
cause the war produced full employment, that government could
provide means for 'eliminating., unemployment in peace time. Such
thinking overlooks the fact that wary justifies the overriding of the
rights of individuals am'? that so-alled "war 'prosperity' is the ,
result of borrowing. money which must be repaid out of future --
inceme from trade, manufacturing and sekvice. Consideration given
to the depression in the 30's. and full employment resulting from
the war has tended to popularize the views of those who would
subordinate the liberties of individuals in order 'to achieve a'high.
level of employment through a planned economy under government ,

auspices.
It is time that those who have to makethe decisions as to legisla-

tion .and th,ose who would haVe to liear \the burden' recognize the
dowers in a planned economy such as is contemplated under legisht-

now advocated in Great Britian and the United States.
Rather than attempting to maintain a high standard of living

and a high level of employment through government planning and
direction, we should encourage the building of a strong-, internal
economy. based on individual freedom in this country. In- addition
to providing for our own Nvell-beink, this is desirable because of the

II impact of conditions in'this country on the rest of the world.
From a longer-term standpoint, the. hope for enduring world

peace which is uppermost in the minds Of everyone today must rest
on the cooperation of strong nations, made up of independea-
thinking, free citizens living in a Nee economy, believing in their
own institutions, and willing, if necessary, to oppose attempts to
achieve peace, prosperity and happiness on a permanent basis through
economic war or conquest. -

This Bulletin, which is the work of Dr. Emerson P. Schmidt,
Director of the Chamber's Economic Research Department, is de-
signed to shed some new light oil the instruments, devices and power

Enii.rson P. Schmidt. Can government guarantee /till employment Washington, Cham-
ber of Commerce of the:United States, 11145. 26 p. (Post-war readjustments bullet/1i) No. 13).
Reprinted by permission of Chamber of Commerce ofrthe United States, 1615 Il Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20962. Copyright 1945,

This Bulletin is the work of the author whose name Is shown on the title page. It Is
not a report of the,Chatnher of Commerce of the United States, nor of the Committee on
Economic Policy, and does not, therefore, necessarily represent their views. It is published
and distributed for the {purpose of raking questions, providing information and presenting
views that may be helpful in the consideration of policies.

(5)
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which a national government must employ if it is to guarantee full
employment. ff we desire to attain this end or goal through govern-
ment guarantees, are we prepared to employ the necessary means?

MARCH', 1945.

d. CANtErioN THONLPSON, Chairman,
Committee on Economic Policy.

,(1AN GOVERNMENT GUAR E FULL. EMPLOYMENT?

The long depression of Ow 1930's, followed by the intense economic
activity during the war, has turned the mind of man everywhere to
the problem of overcoming depressions and maintaining high levels
of employthent. There is so much agreement on the desirability of
these objectives that further discussion of their merits can serve little
purpose: .1

A dictatorshipfascist, socialist or communistcontrolling prices,
wages and workers, can secure and Maintain full employment so long
as its power endures. Whether a free society can shoulder upon govern-
ment a responsibility for sustained full employment and yet remain
a free society Chtainly remains to be dernonstrated. We have no
historical evidence that it can.

Yet, political, pressure is forcing many free societies to .make the
effort to guarantee full employment. This Bulletin is concerned with
three "full employment" plans, two public and one private, as follows:

1. Employment Policy ministry of Reconstruction, England,
1944.

2. Full Employment in a Free Society- --Sit William .Beveridge,
1944.

3. Senator Murray's, Full Employment Bill,- S. 380,- 79th
Congrfss, 1945.

Each of these documents develops a government-sponsored pro-
gram, After describing each briefly we shall turn to an analysis, of
their political implications. " %

I. EMPLOYMENT POLICY

The opening sentence of the official British White Paper (Cmd.
p527) on EM PIA)V MEN"' POLICY states: "The Government accept
as one of their primary aims and responsibilities the maintenance of
a high and stable level of employment after the war."

The blueprint for accomplishing this objective has many facets,
only the most important of which will he discussed. The White Paper
(and the other two documents) aro based on the view that aid-
expr.nditures trust he 1112111.1i ained. These expenditures gnoringt for
eign trade balance) fall into four groups:

I. Private consumption expendilures.
2. Public expenditure on current sevvices.
:t; Private investment qxpeoditures:
4. Public investment expenditures (public works- and

enterprises).
Since the instability of consumptiim-expenditures are said to

largely a result; of investment instability, most of the effort is to
made to stabilize total investment. But how?

1 'A
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First, under the British (iovernment plan the whole syst,ern of
'midi, works. 1..rom.tili)se` iirrie(i on by the smilhost rural (t,r rtrittlit
unit to thus' wider the control orpariitinittlit, is to he coordinated.
All g-overnment. units will he required t'o ei-Atiniatj annually their
public works requirements for the next 'five years. Yearly the central
oryerninent will set a "target" of public works for the whole economy
with the size dependin;r On the c..stimates or probabl c uniimployitient.
The plan is to be controlled centrally throlOi loan sanctions and
,rants -iii-aid. 'Fins simw plan is to be applied to the publir: trtilitie;.,.,

Second, private investment is to be encourn(red at the onset of de-
pressions. through 1 w() irevices: i 1 1 1(rvering, the interest rates for
borrowed capital. which rates presuniabjy are increased (luring pre-!.,
vious periods of husiness booms', (2) well ei-(tablislied businei,s, concerns,
with ii strong financial position and reasonably' assured of future (`X-
1M11:-,1011, are he ,q,(.0,,i1g.ed III ,L(lopt (.0,rio,ly a contra_ryelienil
p(ii,(..,. 01.1)10 Nii,,(, 0 th.k.,,(.t or depressions, Tio., hoHiro.(..s,
Hui he ....,.,,o;(,,,, it I. ar,rued, that plant expansion and renovation in
a deprerA,sion period is less costly, and that hey' must tISSIIIIItt 11 50e11
reSpOfISIbilitY to IIHI) I ile izoverhilieht iinive it iih.empioymeht.

"I'vlifil*, 1111'" 'Ill "-(.".11"1 1)111)11( \v"rk'' Pr"!'"1" 1110! the slig-
,2stist Ion ,that priVa t 0 enterprise expand plant In depressions are not
1.14..\\:. In 1 1.),;1 tile (.11111H :"":1h114,,:, (rove/11[110,1i adopted a somewhat
similar public 'works [ )1'w_t'l'il 10 ioh Intptti'l and 1)Hts.klelit Hoover did
his hest to stimulate private investment in 19:in :;2. It is necessary to
mention this difference: The British myw seem ready. to develop and
implement an over-all contra-cyclical prograpi of public and private
works: the pirAtterii has been laid and the central government is pre-
pared to take ill necessai.v steps ialthoiedi Parliament has not acted
as yet).

.. ,

1'111111 litring. impending devressioji,- social security- and. possibly
other tax rates are to be drastically reduced in order to leave in the
halal, td. tile elnnloyen population 8 I aT,rer silln for Immediate expendi-
ture. Since, after t he war, a Very large portion of the total national
income will filter through public treasuries, it is belreved that such ii
program of'relaxing tax collections diiriny. had times will help sustain

,...% employment and pijr(diiises, 'I'llis is deliberate planning to enlarge the
deficit in the irok-erflinent 's accolints.

Fourth, the '''i)vernment. dorm,. threatening depressaw, viii pur-
chase heavily for it: own needs, stock piling the surplus to be used
up (luring s)hsequent periods \vlien private demand again is brisk.
'11,,. report (.,,,t1(111Sly tin,(4'-; I he exploration Or Hilt Idea Or truVerlItIlellt
I11 II" ordinary r 1111)1 It I(: ditlln, ,leak fu'lItik 1111d lesttlitnt' then)
for (q.d,,Ini.v H.,,11 I. (."11tinlpt lull when prosperity' let lint,.

Tile i t t r o L t ( 3 1 In:. H t i l t ' heart of t i ' ii.iff.icuil policy of t liAe present British
izm-erlinrent. Many devices and I struments are to he forged rorrairry-
In' wit this pit ttrUtt,III. Labia' mo1 ility. is to ill' l'Illprot,"(41 throw+ t re
enipIoymew exchanLu,s, Hit ra Alloys programs, awl posit iy-e efforts 0
Inove, peon, r1.010 80.,,, n0,1 industries 01. 1,0;v opportunity to 014es
where ttpt11111'_r, tIFe in wort: 8Onteltince. ( losely tied to t Ills prnt_gtIlln
IS a prIP:Illiii of controlled 1111 ,151 loco ., New ew plants inOuding
extensibps or 111(1 ones, 511.1 require 'y:over)tnent .approvici. .Special

1 ..
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, financial and other in pntives will he used to locate produCtive facilities
lin acsordatice With nil, government plan.

B
.

etl.ause 'of the importance of advance knowledge, in regard both
to public rind private Clans on the one hand, and in regard to prospect

special e orttive frvels of econom ay. activity on the other hand, i.

will he made to sec tike much More detailed statistical materials of
;,,"urreitt and pending. Inns than was true in the pre-war period. The,i -
10110W.111g are the grin ipal classes hi IW \V information to he collected
rerulailv:

1. Statistics oft employment and unemployment, including
i(pi irterly or monthly statements of present and prospect ire

employment in. the main industries and areas in the country,
ha. ed on returns frOm employers.

,
2 Regular information rela t in!, to savings and.projectotcapital

exid'nditure by puhlic authorities, and, its far as possible, by
private industry. ..,

:1..An annual census of production showing the structure of the
11110P1 1r1'011r4S of 111(111::0111eS III t he preceding year, includimr, inter
olio, del:ids of the quantity and value of output, stocks and
,c,.,tr/,- in proores.s.

4. Mont lily fi!_ires of production, consumption andlstocks, and,
if .possible, flares of orders on howl, based 011 sample returns
'110tql.illed per10(11etIlly 1.11N/111'110111 1 he year 110111 harry firms, trade
associations, and public institutions.

, 5. Annual _ail(' quarterly estimates of foreign capital move-
ments and balance of forei.m payments:

The emphasis, it should he noted, is on prospect; re behavior as indi-
cated by the words and plirasc's-vhiclt we have italicized.
. Thus the \\line Paper, in effect, slates that if the government is to
assume responsibilrly for jobs through central planning, Many private
decisions must. give way to putilir decisions, the central e.overninent
must have the authority, power and weapons to implement that.
responsibilitV. Unfortunately, the White Paper does not discuss the
problem or imont,o,oile rreHom tinder such n poluHy; but it does
recognize that if people do not cooperrate with the government plan,
the plan must break down.

II. NIrtitty VI 1.1, f ?vIrt.oyv1e:vr 131121.

"Phis bill, introduced 111 t he t'. -'. :":4118,te 111 JailliniV, 1945, states:
AMT Americans able to wor,k and seeking work have the right to use-
ful . =. . employment . . . and it is the policy of the United States
to assure the existence Ill till t11111'S 01 :-.,11fficlent eMplOyIllellt Oppor-
(unit ie. to enable all AllWrIc}111:.. . . 10 exercise -tills.ririlt.

[oiler the lull, Ilie h.derid ,-overnineid assumes reSp0I1S101111.1; o
pursue policies which will enconra,T the highest level of employmen
thromrli private anal other nonfederal investment anal expenditures
and. only when this fail: to absorb t he total labor supply, will it resort'
to federal expiuditure to complete the task.

At the be.rinniny. or each re,ular session t he President shall t ransmit
to ( 'owrress 11. N at 1011111 P1'0(1111011 anal 11:01010yIlleIlt Budget which sets
fort h :

I `Flui svc of tho Inhor force
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2. The estimated volume of, investment and consumption ex-
penditure by both private and public, authority necessary to
absorb the total labor force

3. The estimated' deficiency in No. 2 above.
When a prospective deficiency. looms the horizon, the Presi,

dent is, first, to set forth. in this annual special Budget a program for
encouraging nonfederal expenditure. Then he must, make up his mind'
as to wirat, effect these stimuli to nonfederal expenditure will have}; and
if he concludes that a deficiency remains he is to make
Lions to Congress for supplementary rederal expenditures.. 'F,vidently.
this \\ill require a somewhat higher order of economic insighf into the
economic process than we have ordinarily expected from our Presi,
dents or their advisers.

The foregoing task of estimating may lopk sjmple'and feasible, mittl
fry.to envisage what it weans. Obviou4y, forthe President to make

-such an estimate would require the .rinine type of detailed figures,
forecasts and guesses, fO which the British White Raper called. (See
,page°6, above.) For a country as large and va,ied,as the United States,
,t he acquisition of the investment and consumption expenditure plans
of our 3 million business units, our 6 million Larmers, our 135 million
people and 165,000 government units, would' be a prodigious, indeed
an impossible, task.

AtoYet the success of this program would be depenuent, in part, upon
a reasonably accurate estiniate. Furthermore, unless the government
4cteif promptly on the deficiency indicated, we might be in the midst

/ of a depression before the progra,m;got under way. It is only necessary
to remind ourselves, for example, that in January, 1,937, when Con-
gress convened all the business-curves were rising. By the middle of
'-that year, emplVment and production were on the skids, Could the
architects of the National Production and EmploYMent. Budget
have foreseen itr time this cataclysmic deOpe? The notion that major
future ecoirOTnic. events

the
a, free society can b'e forecast is a pure

delusion. In faet,. if on the bpsis ,of a given set of facts an accurate
forecast could be made, the peopK: compensatory and other reactions
to the telecast N611 themselves upset, the, forecast..

This'point is mentioned only because nearly all t he spokesmen of
goveAm(nt-fronted full employment are finally driven to the con-
CIIISr01174i111-1 such ar ITOgalla calls for a very wide discretion of admin-
istratiige iiiititorily; in other words,. such a full employment program

w.tiiPn't 'onu-ressiena I action: commit t N' }ten introduction
the adrnin

titt alw5tysflutfive his finger on the trigger HO must be ready
Nmakin4, i,ppropriations. All t his low:1:* 41:!

4 rtri4(1 purchasing pOwer s,vstem whenever he
rge signals hover it t he horizon. Congress

se eat self-deinal, would have to recede into
odi let he administration assurne authority. It is

we'adopt this program ,Congress will be asked
only titss ad outlines"and then let the administration run it.
Whet her' f is Vbe different from t he parliament ary declines which
we-have wiltiestied in Europe prior to complete dictatorship remains
to be seen. But we surely NV011id he WI (all'/WaN'.

,
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'III. THE BEVERIDGE FITI,E EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM

The Ileteridge Platt 1 goes all the way. 1Ii comparisoris7'llie British
White Paper and the Murray bill are effete, t(smperate, halting anti
ineffectual. Beveridge does not bother to pay lip service to private
enterprise (although he finds a small corner for it It i. the time being).
Free market mechanisms, private ownership of ttie instruments of
production and. even complete free consumer choice are institutions
or liberties which the people-can well forego. 'The .goyernment'Qan do
it better and, whenever the private plans stand,in the ivay of .public
plans, the former must give way.

We.a're greatly in debt to Sir 'William H. his utter frankness and his
taking us ,through to the hitter eud. Be.,15eridge will go down in history
as try\ imin who believed that we can 4stroy the free and open market,'
in the inajorilpof ec9nomic transactions without destroying personal
and political Ilherty.

As recently Its MO; after i'arly a lifetime of study, Sir William
was inclined to attribute unemployment, except the frictional type,
to excessively high wages labor overpricing its services (pp. 9273).
But "A new era of economic theorizing about employment and' un-
employment' was inaugurated' by the publication in 19:16 of 'the
General Theory of .14:mpfovinent., Interest: and Money, by John
J.Iavnard Ievi,s." " 'Beveridge tells us that the gist of the new
revelation contained in this hook

EInpil)Y1111rnt depends spending, which i, of t WI) kinds for consumption
and invest neat, wriat people spend on consumption gives employment, What
they save, i.e., do not spend (m corekimpt ion, gives employment only if it is
invested in capital equipment, such as factories, machinery, or *hips, or in
morea.,:ing stuck:: of t-aw materials

Entirely apart from the fact that the above statement is somewhat,
inaccurate and incomplete, it seems incred,ible that Beveridge should

.' find this a new revelation or a new insi*ght, tl\'hen, as a !natter of fact,
comparable funda rentals have beensthe teaching of economics from
the beginning! It as implicit aml explicit in Adam smith (1776),
Ricardo (1s4S), and the whole school of. economists
down to tinl pre:Keyn s (flays. In fact, it is simple arithmetic, cornmon
sense, and not 'abstruse econohlics Or a new revelation. Keyt, ' con-
tribution lay in his part) mlar'ditigno$is of the reasons for tl, ,ilure
of the alleged self-correcti forces to bring about an equilibrium at
capacity mitput and IlloVe he idle savings back into the income
stream. Fu Keynes proposed a.series of measures to remedy the
troubles, of which do notolifPr in essentials from the program

whichlieveriek outlines.
The diagnosis of our ma lad ies'ils now. a Ileged to be complete ; the

remedy is obvious, The government must move 'idle savings back into
t he kncorne stream by taxation trnd borrowing, and DIGSt create
additit-rnal purchasing power whenever a gl'ip' appears. Inciclentally
this will give the e-overnment a fine opportuinty, Beveridge notes, to
determine expenditures according to "-iocial priorities" that is, to
determim what islest for the con4,,umer! (p. :II).

Ni'o to he confused with Beveridge's earlier report, Instirare and AllieaSeiviees,
1942.

That this not likely hit,: been Fil61i11111 tree Market Inseparable,
l'hainlier of Commerce of 1111.k. 1944

1ti1.1 N S. post War 11cadjustitici.t. \series, for ,1 l'rltique
91w, t+dlnti and Private Enterprise



What is Full Employment? Beveridge defines "full employfent"
as "having always more vacant jobs than unemployed men, not
slightly fewer jobs . . . the labor market should always be a seller's

- market rattier than a buyer's market." Again,
A full employment policy worthy of the name cannot limit itself cur lng t e

boom slightly and slightly mitigating depression% Its aim is the abolition of booms4...,
and. slumps and the maintenance of a level of employment hitherto not even-
attained during booms. (pp. 18 41,nd 184).

Whether such a feverish pitch of sustained economic activity .is
Consistent with the maintenance of sanity, health and the necessary
flexibility of society does not "seem to worry Sir William. Evidently
queues, shortages, delays and congestion are to- continue from war to
post-war.'

He recooilites, that some short-run, frictional, betw,een,jobs un-
employment is' inevitable even under this definition, but very soon
"one will be wardedein one's old job again or will be wanted in a new
jai."

He recognizes that such a situation of full employment is-always
'bxplosiVe, with inflation.threalening, but he asks labor to be reason-
able. "Wages ought to be determined by reason, not by the methods of
strike and lockout." The freedom to strike is generally not one of the
freedoms enjoyed by workers when the government assumes respon-
sibility (or jobs for all. The power of coercion must not be diffused
but must be concentrated in one hand, that of the government.

'The Suprerbe Instrument. As in the Murray bill, so in the Bev-
eridge plan, the supreme instrument for implementing full employ-
ment is a new type of National Budget, under which t e labor force
is counted and then this figure becomes the .startin point in the
planning; next, the Minister of National Finance, a ter estimating
the total private expenditures on investment and consumption and'
presumably ordinary government expenditures, must budget for ad-
ditional public expenditure (Beveridge prefers the word "mil'
sufficient to absorb anylvernaining unemployed.

This budget ' Pbmposed of six items:
PrivaL, ,imption expenditures.

2. Priltate ,.stment expenditures iu the home islands.
3. Balance of payments abroad.
4. Proposed public expenditures covered by taxes or other

revenue.
5. Proposed public expenditures covered by borrowing.
6. Output capacity (full employment) of the whole society.

The last item, number 6, is the starting point, the objective. Num-
bers 1-3' must .largely be taken for granted as given, at least in the
.short run. The variables to be manipulated by the government will
be numbers 4 and 5. Beveridge is not directly concerned with in-
creasing numbers 1 and 2 whereas the Murray bill, as we have seen,

4...requires the government first, or simultaneously, to try to stimulate'
private tuThrity before greater governmental expenditures are to be
considered.

'The primary and compelling duty of the British Ministry of Na-
, tianal Finance is to assure each year that the total expenditures in the

L........ ' In 1944, a year of terrific manpower shortages and overemployment, more than one
million And-Hollis applied for unempluyinent compensation. On the average day some 80,000
persons collected benefits and the average duration of benefit payments was nearly 8 weeks.

,- A later Bulletin will analyze the difficulties of this type of "budget-making."

I,
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private and the 'public sectors of the economy are sufficient to employ
the whole labbr -forie. 7 ,

Bevorittge would establish a long series of boards; bureau, Fniftis-
tries-; and other agencies to carry mit the program. To his credit We
must state that: he has elaborated the details to it considerable degree.
Each piece is fitted into the total scheme hut hp wisely-keeps wtirning,
the reader, that everyone must cooperate and that the governknent
cannot tolerate:interference. How he reconciles this prodding vith the
ribetties which he postulates is not .clear from the book-. .

IV. THE Pot.rfir:s OF, GrA liA NTEED FULL EMPI,OYNIENT
..

. ..- ..

That Government can create and guarantee full employment is
,almost universally admitted. The thousands of slave states throughout

-,- history and /he_recent experiments in Europe confirm.,this. Whether
iasuch gurantecd entployment is consistent with the_moder0 conc,Pp-'

tion of man n5 an individual. human being, with rights ot sell-determi-
nation, freedoin of mind, spirit and bodythat. is a .qirtistion
(;'ertainly, cxp'eriNice .suggests that, so far, spch 'guaranteed _full

employment can be secured only through totalittrian methods and
emit rol.

Since Sir William iliscusses this matter at length,. letlis note att
he has to say. . ,. .

.

( 'ontininty.of Policy: Bevt9.idge recogniz-es that a gove-rnment full,
employment program date riot be upset by freouentelninges of direei
t ion, 15Y prellre groups or shifts, due to chi exports. He saysi

Thore.rmoi. tie.,..retiAirrabir'VOntintiity of econonot ..,wy in .spit' of changes
[diiv to.frop,.:Occtiiins]. The mahiiiiiry of goverr tient, while responsive to general
wages (>1. Ainion, rn'tyst Iv- resistant to "lob}, s"=-that is to say, organized
.,-entionio pressures (ii.:" 22). . : . Nnpe of these freedoms can he exercised irre-
sponsibly. Perpetual instability of iqo, nornic arid social policy would make full
erripttyrnent out any other social rcforins'futile or impos,,,jblos (p. 23).. ,

Private capitalism requires similar continuity and s'abilitybut

hint, while it. has existed the people have retcined heir political
,it has not had it, in recent years and, what iS' at least ic unity impor-

freedom. Two further comments are relevant to the foregoing: CO
ifow can such essential continuity of economic policy he assured if
elections are ,friee? 4N-ill not the "guaranteed full `erupt yment party
in power and responsible for implementing that guy rantee, find it
necessary in time to dispense with free elections so tl It this essential
ii'mtinuity of policy w i l t he absolutely assured? I f so what becomes
of "full -einployment in 0 fret society"? (24, If lobbit s and pressure
groups must he resisted, what is the technique for resis ng their? Are
free association, collective laio.awing, and other forms ( ,pressure to
be tinall.1 prohibited, even though the full employment policy,- as
stated,ibire its adoption, asserts that free association and collective
bargainin, are to be permit tell?

Obviously, Sir William himself here lair is at the prospect of inevi-
table decline in liberty and freedom. In fact, he says,.". . . the problem
of maintaining full empFoment !through his outlay mainternance
program! is more complicated in ii, free society than it would be under
a ti talitinian regime" (p. 2:i). Here Sir W. Unto makes a sound obser-

on. Once a political party is Ill power and is committed to this
full employment policy it will la, very cast' for that party, when it
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runs into difliiitilties (as it will), to move from the hint here given by
Sir William to the utilization of totalitarian methods. x

Coming back to-this problem, Sir Williamagain states,
The general conclusion is that the degree of liberty in stich matters which can

he left to agencies independent of the State, without imperiling the policy of full
employment. depends on the rspousihility and public spirit with which those

..

liherties are- exercised (p. 37).

If the policy 91 full ample merit fails; Who is tube the judge of which
liberties and whose liberties are to be'reduce'd or destroyed?

Extension osf State 'Power' ,A very great expansion of governmental"
po,f,ver arid authority is r ecog ized by BeveLidge as indispensable for
this -full employment , minces no, words when he says,

Fun employnaini-caafit he won :tint held without a yri;,K exfCmsion of the/
responsihilities and powers of the st.atc e'xerciseli throughli'rferlIns of the central
government. No powei less than that of Vile State Can.;,Cilure adequate total
,nit lay at all times ru- can centre in the general interest, the location tel industry
and the u_- of the land. To a: m: for full eployment v. He objecting th flic,"se
e)aerisioris of State activity is to will_;he end and refuse the III41/1,, (p. 36).

We are highly indebted to the inter frankness of Sir William! he knows
and says, although he seems to want to deny it elsewhere, that once
this hill' employment policy et embarked upon, the state of freedom
vv.ill dn.r radicitlly from that in a free market economy. ,

Lest we overlook any ,evidence of the state of ,mind which is
-represented' by Beveridge, note his recognition t Inn I ni.14.:

. . . gives to th State all the necessary powers for that purpose. flow the State
should exercke those powers, how much it should undertake directly and how
ninth should he done by private citizens, ran he left to bee settled later in dal light of
differing View: as to the' advantages and disadvantages (p. 192, italics supplied).

Although Beveridge insists that the government's policy must have
"reasonable continuity," lie is not willing to tell us in advance just
how far the g{tvernmen-iiunav live to go in shearing the individual
of his freedom and how NI, Ow gbvernment may have to. go in taking
over additional [lino ions and tasksi',,- ..,

The Place of Private-Enterprise, if Auv: The British White Paper,'
'i'Employment Policy," appears relatively neutral with regard to the
place- of private enterPrise in the new "order; the Murray bill would
seem tee place some responsibility on the President to give private
enterprise an ir4itial boost when it flags. But Sir William "feels" that
really private enterprise is about dead, we have:.not vet buried it.
Indeed, he would let it stumble' along as best -It ian until it reaches
the cliff then its obsequies can be celebrate'd.

Actmilly, Beveridge hops back and forth on this issue throughout.
Ins hook. T1111:-; he says: "Therc is -every 'reason for /roping that full
employment cure /(/; 'Ire secured in peace by the policy outlined 'here,
while leaving the maj())7pap( of industry tee private enterprise" ( p. 205,
italics supplied). Again he says, that the "significant doubt that arises
MI this is as tee the possibility, under& sueh conditions, ()I bringing

cyclical fluctuation. }t is reasonable tee I t' tha) doubt be resolved by
tabout a sufficient stability ()I' private in estmenl, and preventiing its

experience." hi Other words, let this threat orsocializat ion of produc-i,
lion overhang privare enterprise. Nothing could be better calculated
to criipple, stifle and thwart the necessary,new private investment and
technological improvement than such ectlirent. Who would 'invest in
nt.w ventures or improvements under such circumstances? One of the

0-0

c_
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)a ) 1chief "'reasons for the colossarine-fficiericyAtlie trtglishvOl .inelutry
0, is that for a .,,e5tieratiot,i tile' tbielit_.(ffnettonalization'hafi".hung. over it.

To.4Inv th output perniang ift 'is 'tlie sang, as befote.the,First World..
' W

.

ar: Sir iilliam would now t, this threatl'ifing over all ind,ustry:' ,,

- So' a tql reassure the ad , Beveridge flys,.... ,,The poliCy of fulli
vemplo, ent outlined here is policy of socializing- demand rather

than Prdduction."-(p. 190.) ,Br t'lle,also said f'
It /nay lie found ennyenieht, :1,,,..a. suhsidiary (!) measure, to transfer parti ular

industries from private PJ public ownership, in order to icrefsse thep er or
, the state directly to stabilize dismand in'it specified sector and-in order to hring

mppopolies under iissured-control..(Thar rsr give the Siate.a monopoly.)
" _ Beveridge insists on everybodics cooperation. Thus he says, if

labor will not cooperat© but insists on,04' reas.onable wages, on restrict-
ing output, on being undisciplined ,or on, being. inefficient ; or if, the
capitalists sabotage 016 system "desiring to make-difficulties for the
State;" or private, ownership 'intkrferes with the desired equalizing
of wealtlk,if these Ahings happen then we must also sociallze''
Production'.
-, Elgewhere in the hook, he, says.that. this policy "makes.pos4re the,

retention of private enter ise. .... . At the same time it does not
black, the way to 5ocia)v.irtlon of production in general' Or in any

A pafficular industry.'' (p.'191.)''Earlier he had said:
The list of essential liberties ' given ahoy(' doei-i not include liherty of a private

citizen toown. hicans of production and to employ, other citizens in operating
them at a' wage. . . . On the clew taken in this Report full emplovraent is in
fact attainable while leaving this conduct of industry in the main tir priv to enter-
prise. . . . But if, contrany to this view, it should he shown by expeFe ee or by
argument that abolition of private property in the means of 0 lc ion was
necessary for full-employment, this' abolition would have to he tf/iler aken (p.
23,talies supplied). .

Ate foregoing is enough to suggest how long private ownership and
ente'')riS'e would survive the inauguration of the Beveridge program.
We are indeed highly indebted to Sir William for raising some of the
rig t questions about the compatibility of private enterprise and full
employment guaranteed by government.. ,

Free Labor and 'Collective Bargaining: All will agree, that Beveridge
is ,right in appraising private enterprise as a device, as an `instrumen6
for attainipg some desn'able end of 'man. All we ask, however, is that
this device e appraised from all angles, in terms of its total potential,
in terms of,bot It its merits andiits demerits, arul not merely in terms of
one or the other:

When we come to labor, there can he no compromise: Labor is. not
ii device or iin'instruinent--rather, it is an end in and of itself. -The
hunitin being was' not made for the State; the State was made for man.

Although Beverid!,e's heart goes out to the disemployed worker and
lii;; family, he thinks of the worker primarily iis a producing and: con-
stinting unit an econniontic unit. Security must be had for him,
apparently, at the price of his liberty. And this is sandy in spite of Beve-
rnb,e's postulated essential liberties, noted. above. Why is this a fair
statement about. the freedornor labor under Beveridge's full employ-
ment policy? rl'o get the iim;wer, Nye must note what he says and NI1111
be implies. . '',a,

a

4---\41'lle essential liberties Ihveridge states its : freedom of worship, speech, writing, study
and teaching; .'freedotti of assembly and of nnsoclittIon ; freedom In choice of occupation and
freedom In outiutlement of personal income (p. 21).



Beveridge is promp to recd Pk that a f ull emplOythent prepkam
under :Which there are lways.

r
jobs th people II, them rs, an

explosive situ' On. Ph vressue u on wages may .ti, irfesistible.
,Employer w uld be forced to bid 'wages in order t attract labor,
/and the workers, both individually and' could make and

enforce wage demuids.or (femtinas_fin shorter hours and other personal
advantaoes Beverldcre states: ,' 4. ...

.r, r, . ,

.There is a I danger that secti I wage ,gaining, puts ed without regard
,r. to its effects p prices, may lead to Aftie4ous's 1.r:a.1-bf inflation, it:h money wages

6hasin9). g price karqbwithout any gain in teal wage, for the working class as a whole

qc,.'' I.-Again, he say t. a 4. t... /
..

If trade uniOrig ti- full'employment ptes)3. age cMfii unreasonably, malt'-
tenance .of it stablil juice level %ill beeeme impossible; wage d,eterminal.ifth, will
perforce becony; a function of the Stag' (p. 2(17) : . C ,

He is ex,ceellinglyi-yritival: of/collective' bargainini;' by 'plants;'4
individuals industries iind insi46that the present British inetilrOd of
collective bargaining (similar, tot,tittt of tip United States) must give
away to-ivn over -all approach under winch the individual union will be
told what to do and when it can do it, .

The central labor federation would become an arm of the State: a
. .;. the central organizations of labour, such- m: the Trades Union Congress , ..

General Council, should devote their attention to the problem of aehiqking- a uni-
fied wage policy which assures that the dem:ends of individual unions; wilt be judged
with reference to the economic situation at, a whole (p. 199-200). '

It will be recalled that in totalitarian countries, Italy, liuss a -and
Grerman, for example, the free labor unions were quick13 abohs ed,
and all workers were reqpire( o become members of government
unions. ,

. Beveridge expresses 'the pious hope, ". . . wages ought/to be.deter-
mined by reason . . . and 4,6t. simply by the bargaining power of
particular groups of men" (p4200). If the parties fail to, agree, he sug-
gests w'a!res be settled, by "an agreed arbitrator," but fails to suggest

chow he is to be selected or whir methods are to be used to force the
liarties t(4 agree to submit a dispute to such an arbitrator. But he
adds this somewhat' ominous stat*ment: ". . . men 'should not be
impriS6ied for 'striking, though they may rightly be deprived of all sap-
pKt:if the strike is contrary to.a collective bargain or an agreed arbi-
tratton" (p. 200, italics supplied.

.

.

Although Beveridge. is more.'specific than4he British White Papeff
(Employment, Policy), the hitter agrees that unless labor exercises
great self-discipline, the policy must fail. Thusethe White Paper states:

Action taken by the Government to maintain expenddure will be fruitless
unless wages and prices are kept, reasonably stable . . . it will he essential that
employers and workers should (;xercise moderation in wage matters.

isThe reader must, judge for hin6I1 ivhether in practice free labor
aind free labor unions would survive "jobs for all" as`planned by the
.tate. Discussing these same problerm,-; another renowned Englishman,
Geoffre ' ter, editor of t he Economist. (London), states, "I have
...a sus .cion that the Naii alternatives, diabolical though they are,
have far too flinch logic of events in them to be brushed aside by the
military defeat. of HillOr." (lioreign Affalis; January 1944.) But this
will not be the only route open to us if we have the-courage and wit,

°.to make the voluntary market economy function effectively.
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V. No ALTERNATIVE?

We have arrived at the'point wheat,, if one daises any otiijections -,

to any and all "riin .employMent" progra is, -he is labeled. as bing,

against jdlis for all. Until the last decade Ow ,.synorrytin- for "full
einployment",penerally wa.-; not hilig more no less4han "prosivrity",;
therefore, it can scarcely be pr!ruifil that-the critic of certain rnettio'cls
for att-Aining. And maintaining tagainst'his,prosperity is against' what is cow
terined "fidl ernployMent." litindreds of proposals (lave lien ildvanced,.
for attaintrig prospecity, from the programs pf the single-taxexs,4 ,

social yi;ediitors and the -cooperative movement to fascism, nazism,
socialis;m; eimmtunisj,,,yi and, indeed, capita.fisin ,with a free Markel:
Froi1 time to t ime The vogifei-ticanges. Today the panacea is iii, terms
of;governruent spending-, 111421PE _Wt!'lliell h Ile gov'ernment 'always sivrto
it that t hereiis enough purot(a,singitiorpr'smovin,, th ugh the nntrkets

How ,do we, low -that his currc.nt ,ogue is the best' saint ign or
Ito .absorI9 all the output a ca.pacity )evelit;. i., ,

e,i7'efi solif,t io ?":Itist because it is the ukrent f,ashion does not make
"74, it -ri it, does not make it workable ;mil does not assure us that we .

wo d 'accept it xyillinti;ly, once we ikdopted it.
4 -`lie derision we face is: Shalt. -1,,_ shoulder. upo'n government this
,respbusietility for full employment or shall we adopt policies which
xvill radipilly al41-yitite suffering., mitigate iyass unemployment,

. and tiqii,ouragt,i ,more 'effect iye opera t ion 'of a yriluntary, free society. ,
''*i based/ upon individual responsilifyv turd effort?

Wi need to-remind ourselves 1 hat there is a vast body of perietrt.ain'ge'
and fli roughgoino scholarship xvhich has placed its fihg,er upon a host

c
of private and public policies which tin-nisi-Ives are responsible for
the unsatisfactory, performahres of the private capital.. -systam in
the Ce(cent past. 116fore xve embrace a new philosophy which,,bag not
provern satisfactory in Europe, we surely :should make cc lain that the
blenQi lies on our system cannot be corrected. hi a sense, this wIroleserif Bulletins inis been corWerned with such reconstruction.

,_.,,,__,

f.

N`ere there 10)
cif une plovnierlt
laity 17P('-I1121Eke ,

VI. SI'MNIARY APPRAISAL

therreasonably satisfactory solution to the problems
yt, all might emhrare the-new philosophy-.' A Yolun-

pitalistic society can function satisfactorily only-.
in er a, rule of law a il it Iiitlitical and social environment which are in

2 PODd with its funda ientol nature.
(ireat have been t h achievements of this system in the past. tirent

is tts. po`tential Zf VVe.Ii ye the it to provide it 11 soctal and political
milieu wincli it con 0 a-rate. F,yen its instability is not inherent in it.

hiss unemployment is of 4 necessary. result of a really free; flexible
market economy. It rr-su s from In accumulation of wage and price

unwise credit. pt cies, WI1E-t ren ted distortions and ,mM-
adjustn-Chts" and 1112111V 0111e1 111110ES are not inevitably parts
of the system.

Furthermore. thrmitdi tmemployntent compensation 211-1,1 other
devices We can spread income more evenly orcr timt nn(1 thus'ini-tigiate
file hardships of such unemploymentas is unprevNitable.

1111.111'2111 No .1 111 1102: Seiles 0;12111,1, 1.'1111 Employment Rs ('olittes wad Ecommes. explampt1 why,
under a'fie, voltott or ,tircit 111, one I'LL,: or grout) is responsible for Jolts. The toil-otakiiii; process (1e-
11.1,k on of to I I i I ill ci I wul t tits. I II t I , rests on a VLSI 1./1111,1,X of forces and factors.

" Two 2:101,ai war., 50511111 t Ito uieuiurs of m t :Oohs 1 t01,114 Incur belcuKttereil 111atit't tuts', all fifth destroyed
I lie foundations upon Which ...l4f1,111. free voluntary society can operate.
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Pei-haps thetraditional England is (lead and. we still 'Oolonial-
rnyinded, are destined':tb arto..ber ways. It is highly unfortunate-t-hat the
sponsors of tlhe Murray bill have not disclosed the degree of 'centralized
power and authority which their proposal will involve in practimy_
Only if they do this, are they iii a posit.jon to determine whether they
would, be driven, to the same' conclusions- and the same
hitter end reached by Beveridge.

Whim. Mils birppened to, the England of yesteryear which, under the
lead of her bold and courageous businessmen, snoishecf the closed '

Of the earlier atirlioritarian systemthat of pre-Adam Smith
..mercantilism. and gave us our great shipping. fleets, our iron, tyxtile,
machine find trf011ern transport atiim industries and our conception of
an intermitionaf 'division or inbor and trade? It W01111. a Stivrepie
Ttrii.g.'edy if in 11.1i, crucial hour', England. turned her back on her own

past 1144,1 We, ns Mere 11111tators; followed in her train. -
C(rnsiderire, dtir.lirAited fich-ievernent of the 1930's iu solving, tile

'unemployment "problem, iminy pergons believe that a much More
sonable..,..,moid 'them "full employmenr would be the prevention of Mass
unemployment .9 Siyce we failed in a 11111(.11 more simple task, is it
hitoowt rtlt iolod to set for ourselves a much more difficult objective?

Thiks the editors of Life (Nlarch, 5, 1945) state: "Althot the
Murray bill calk itself the 'Full E'isiployment Act of 1945,' shies .

ii\viiv from Beveridge's controls.. Therefore, it cannot. an I-. will
not. guarantee full employment. Vhat such ti hilt can 11,11) to (-1 is to
ulfset, minimize, perhaps clilninatr, the real et.0110111y(11(9111' 111 An ellen,
W1111.11 is not individual idleness. but Mass unemployment. America
must try -A111(1 SI10111(1 he Sat 1Sf1(1(1-1-t0 lick that problem over the next
20 years. But to call that 'jobs for as Wallace does, is at worst
demagoguery, at, best sloganeering.

The Murray bill, if it forces us to examine honestly .illid realistically
every proposed bill, rule aild regulation and every public and private

,4>tilicv in order to determine whether each contributes Or 111.1iders; 111 the
propps, or absorbing our who], Inhor force into, productive economic

could verve a 1A111.111 purpose.
If we can aSS1111111 that the sponsors of the hill have a workable 11011-

'ccpt of t he job-111111(11e, process in a free society, althou,11 this may be
a large order, t here 1101y he sonic benefit 11'0111 an over -all review- of t he
factors making for economic prosperity. This point will ,he disc,u*sed
in a later Bullet

ApeENiu X

job:, are it b pro(1101 of iut effect ivel ,,-onoiny
are a means, rather t han stn end. Yet the, current emphasis on jobs,
and mull. employment is apt to nnike jobs the 1101 111111 therefore lead to
progrnia4 1)1'011101111g jobs merely for the sake of jobs. In fact Bev-
eridge states that if H better to 'HIV(' digging holes in t^lie ground
and filllrig thew up again, than to have uneinployment. Lord Keynes

taken a.siroilar poHtion Introduction to Bulletin S in this
series). Indeed ,ror the roost part Beveridge is not concerned with
efill'Iriry n[111 11N/1111(111.11.N, .

A word niii,l be :-411(1 it ull the 60 million jobs Which the politicians
are promi.,111« for the post-war Before the war we had ,iholit -16
gainfully occIip,, a. Several million were unemployed and of course

.T111.,owpi 1, 1,, 1.1111 F,11,,, InrllI. Ilvervard
Ittisimss I, pi, I:.
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we have had a net increase in-the labor suPply. Whether fifty, fifty-five or sixty million people will want to be gainfully occupied afterthe war capot be determined in advance. The figure will depend onwage rate; regularity of earnings of the chief breadwinner, the cost ofliving, Out intensity of demand-for both existing awl, newly-developedproducts and a hos# of other factors. The "labor force'! is not a fixedquaity, it is not a datum, a fact, as all three of 0:glans outlined
above assume.

Finally, even assumin- .(t t he 60 million figure measure's thelabor force for the post-w<J, it is still a misnomer. We do not want 60million jobs; rather the goal- should he 69 million gainfully occupiedpersons. We (lo not have to struggle, strive and plan to develop jobsfor the 6 toS.millimi farmers, the millions of self-employed professionalpeOple, the millions of self=employed businesstnen and many others.To include 'all of these in the 60 millions gives an erroneous 'impressionof the --t-dsk ahead. Thils the whole economy never has and will riotneed to provide more than about two jobs for ((mil thkee personsgainfully occu pied.

L.
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3. WHY WE HAVE NO FULL EMPLOYMENT POLICY*

(By James K. Galbraith ')

Although by Carter administration lights the economy recovery is
"on- track," the editors of 'Business Week and the all Street Journal
are not optimistic. Since autumn, a distinct nervo sness has prevaded
the business press, against which none-of the more or less reassuring
recent- economic news seems to have had any effect. "Doubt," "un-
certaintyr,and "lack of confidence" are the watchwords. As Leonard
Silk reported in Januaxy, "The mood of business seems somewhat
worse than the economic outlook ".

A cynic might suspect that the apprehension is contrived. Recession
jitters, after all, serve excellently to stall tax and social reform and to
promote general tax cuts, investment tax credits, import restrictions;
and other forms of, private se9tor relief. Carter's economic advisers,
their self-confidence undermined" by the Lance affair, by the stock
slump, and by a run of soft statistics in the third quarter of 1977t
were lacing decisions on the, tax package, on urban and employme'n.
vending, and on the chairmanship of the Federal Reserve Board,
In Congress? the fate of welfare reform was not yet decided. F
Carter's critics among corporate executives,.bankers, and their pr
acolytes, opportunity fairly .beckoned.

Whatever he conservative .critics did, they should have been
pleased. Instead' of accelerated public service employment, youth
employment, and public works, we were offered a $25 billion tax cut,
tilted. toward business. Tax reform is mostly "deferred," and the special
treatment of capital, gains is secure. Welfare reform is apparently a
congressional dead letter, and along with it funds to double the present
700,000 'public service jobs. G. 'William Miller is an acceptable re-
placement for Arthur F. Burns. .

These events, inevitably,, will strengthen the view that Carter has
shifted rightward since assuming office. In truth, ideqlogie,s don't
change so quickly.. Perceived conditions have changed, but the govern-
ment's underlying approach to short-run economic policy dates at
least from the Tax Reduction Act of early 1975. It is: "steady re-
covery at all costs." tiln the numerical short -run objectives---and on
their paramount importanceCarter's administration hardly differs
from Ford's. Last July 1, for example, Bert Lance's Office of Manage-
ment and Budget projected, with some satisfaction, an average unem-
ployment rate of 6.3 percent for 1978. Lance's fi gure was only One-
tenth of one percent below the rate forecast in,the Republican Budget
Message of January 1976, which in. turn was based on policies then
planned or already on the books. Politely, the parallel was not men-
tioned.

*James K. Galbraith in Working papers for a new society, v. 6, March-April 1978: Reprinted by
permission of The Centeelor the Study of Public Policy, Inc., #4 Notting Road, Cambridge, Mass. 02138,
Copyright 1978.

James K, Galbraith, as an economist on the staffof the Committee on Banking, Currenty and Housing
(now Banking, Finance add Urban' Affairs), U.S. llousepf Representativeshelped in a minor way to draft
the Full Employment Bill of 1976. He is now getting a Ph. D. at Yale University. No one at either institu-
tion is implicated in his views.

(19) "
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What distinguishes this administration from the last a'e not dif-
ferent economic objectives but a commitment to their achievement.
Carter really will propose and fight for such tax cuts and spending as
the recovery needs to keep going. His social objectives are of course
also different; publication of the welfare program demonstrates that:
But they are secondary. In a sympathetic spirit, one might rationalize

"Carter's 'first'Year as consistent with a simple strategic outline: to ride
the recovery as far as it will go, to enact in the first years only struc-
tural reforms of, slight immediate budgetary ihtpact (energy, govern.-
ment reorganization, social security), to achieve the Vaunted balanced
budget in 1980-81, and then, having neutralized the fisoal conserva2
Lives, to use .The surplus expected thereafter to absorb preimusly
legislated cost increases and to pay for a panoply of promi4ed, but
expensive; new programs: national health insurance, urban reconstruc-
tion, employment.

The strategy, if it is a strategy, depends on a sustained liconomic
recovery, and on the tendency in such recoveries for the'tax structure
to generate increased revenues faster than the goVernment spends them.
A balanced budget is simply a by-product of this tendency; it does not
require the massive economy drive that some, to their,present puzzle.- ,
ment, once read into Carter's intentions. For several years now, the
budget committees of Congress have been forecasting huge budget ,
surpluses by assuming continued steady growth and unchanged ex-
penditure policies. The catch is that such surpluses could never be
realized: the excess saving they represent would wreck both the
economy and the budget itself. Rather, the projections illustrate the
paradox that Carter's commitment to a balanced budget requires
higher government spending and lower taxes than at present.

Thus the question for this administration has never been, "Should
we stimulate?" but "How much?":,"In what form?" and above all,
"When?" if the economy and the administration proved strong,
action could be deferred, the 'deficit, would shrink, arid the programs, .-.
when they 'came, could be spending programs aimed directly at un-
employment, beafth, housing, education, crime, and similar high-
priority problems. If the economy proved weak, ,or if the administra-
tion could be panicked into so believing, then circumstances would
dictate a rapid tax reduction. This in turn would' keep the deficit near

its historic high, and put an insurmountable political obstacle in the
'path of new social spendinfir for the near future. That, it now appears,
was the true significance of last autumn's skittishness and Carter's
Christmastime decision to reduce taxes.

At best; the tax cut means that the, major social programs of the
Carter administtration are delayed, perhaps until his second term.
But even then thCre is no commitment to full employment. Carter's
endorsement. (to which we shall return) of the. 1977 Humphrey-
Haivkins Full Employment, Bill is a symbolic gesture, and not in arty
event an endorsement of /.//// employment. In introducing the welfare
plan, Carter stated his goal as one-guaranteed job per family. This=
principle, in effect, of "women and children last"---implies acquies-
cence in the present queuing mechanism for employment., a mechanism
that discriminates systematicallv against the.young and women, nd,
that leaves Blacks And other minorities disproportionately in Jobs

111

without, decent. prospects for advancement (where the only-path to
t he middle class may be the multiple-job household).,
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An unemployment rate of 6.3 percent, the forecast still in 'effect for
1978, is (on a-crude calculation) compatible with'15 percent for teen-
agers, 11 percent for nonwhites, and between 30 and 40 percent for
nonwhite youths, especially young women. Attaining the convention-:
ally defined "full employment" unemployment rate (4 percent) does
not solve this problem: in 1969, unemployment overall was 3.5 percent,
yet over 12 percent for teenagers and over 26 percent for young black
women. Needless to say, reaching Humphrey-HawkinS' rate of 3 per-
cent for adults doe§ not solve the problem either.

At the moment, the priority attachtul to the tax cut and to "business
confidence" prevents more than token action on behalf of the peren-
nially mtemployed. Next year the excuse will be different, the result
the same. Why? It is too simple, surely, to blame this particular ad-
ministration for timidity or lack of conviction. A 'genuine full employ-
ment policy entails immense difficultie and even those who now lead
th,e "full employment" crusade are mostly not prepared to'face them.

It is easy to avoid a.sober discussion of full employment. Opponents
may be dismissed as "dinosaurs," supporters as "spendthrifts" and
"wastrels." Right wing editorialists inveigh against (largely invented)
estimates of the "cost" of lull employment; sympathetic columns are .

full of facile extrapolations .purporting to show how much additional
production we "could have had" with continuous full employtnetit for
the past 20 years.2 Such exercises yield .impressive artificyl numbers,
cost-benefit Appraisals'either without benefits or without costs.'Worse,
they cast a sciiitistic pall over an otherwise intelligible debute.

The HumplEley-Hawkins Full Employment Bill of 1976, as a news
.event, typified the misrepresentations- characteristic of the issue. By
itself, the bill would neither end unemployment nor bankrupt the
Republic; it did not deserve either the accolades or the ridicule With
winch it Was widely received. As its few readers quickly found out, it.
was anything but a vast and detailed blueprint for an unending series'
of public works. It contained no substantial direct spending authori-
zation, only a few million for administrative expenses and research.
What it did, contain wereidirectives, guidelines for the formulation of
employment programs and economic policies in the future, that could
have led to dramatic program andpolicy changes. But not necessarily.

Under a Full Employment Act, 1976 style', the administration
would have been obliged to bring before Congress, within specified
deadlines, two sets of dOcumentS:'firSt, a budget of social objectives
(targets for housing, urban renewal, environmental cleanup, and so
on) toward which unemployed resources could be directed; and second,
the legislation necessary to rheet those objectives. This planning
framework., linking employment policy to the solution'of other social
problems, was the heart of tic. hill. Certain features of the'componeut
programs were spelled out, such as that there be specific attention to
youth i»ploynient and .t hat. previously established statutory wage

ritics of the "high cost of full employment" make t he cominon error of confusing the cost-to the nation
(which for pure transfer payments is zero) with the private coil to to pAyers, i.e., themselve3. The tendency
imilg the well-to-do was noted long ttgo by A. (F. Pigou. On the other Side, studies of forgone production
(such 119 01W recently released by the Exploratory Project for Economic Alternatives) usually use the rule,
known 119 "ken's law, that every reduction of one percentage point in the rate of unemployment is associated
ssith about three additional percentage points lef the growth rate of (FN I'. Drop to 2 percent unemployment
and compound (or two decades, arid you will get very large numbers indeed. Hut Okun's law breaks down
ttt..i percent a lemployment (some would argue 5.5 percent three days). the paint at which the dfleult
"structural unemployment" problem nuts(0 be broached. Beyond this point, there is no reason to s Phole
that the market value of output of marginal, workers would approach that of those already employed.
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standards be honored '(a, much misconstrued point). In general,however, the specifics were left to, executive discretion: the content
and priority of the social objectives, the amounts to be spent on eachand the timetable of disbAsements, even (within limits) the relative
emphasis on public versus private employment. As a vehicle for 'employment per se, Humphrey-Hawkins was a shelf; all depended on
the subsequent legislative imagination, initiative and skill of theas ministration.

What the 1976 bill did not leave to executive discretion was theprinciple that full employment take an absolute priority in the forma-tion of economic policy. The Employment Act of 1946 prescribes
"maximum employment, production and purchasing power" as coequalpolicy goals; Humphrey-Hawkins would have replaced this with a flatcommitment to 3 percent adult unemployment within four yeais,
Other objectives, notably price stability, would have had to be sought
within the confines imposed by this commitment. The Nixon-Burns
use of restrictive monetary and fiscal policies (1969' and 1973). to
generate unemployment in the interest of containing inflation wouldhave been forbidden.

It 'was these provisions, not any big-spentlin ). scheme, that made
Humphrey-Hawkins unacceptable to Gerald rd. Far from an
ordinary Democratic pastiche of public works and leaf-raking projects,it was a bill about the underlying form and direction of economic andsocial policyand about how much of that form and direction,. asdistinct from programmatic content, should be left to presidential.
choice. Under an activist president, Humphrey-Hawkins could serveas a mandate; for an obstructionist like Ford it wokhl have been em-barrassing and restrictive, but not coercive. However badly a strong
statement of principles may be needed, it doe4 not of itself constitutea blueprint for full employment.

The overriding teakness of Humphrey-I lawkins (strangely, given'
the extravagant clffims of both supporters and opponents) was thatit stid not go far enough in reordering economic policy. It emphasized
peripheral matters congressional review of the planning process, newregulations and reports, the, partition of tasks between bureaucratic
entitiesgiving the appearance of -coverage and depth while ignoring
necessary aspects of a full Vinployment policy. On inflation, the bill
dissembled, acknmvledging the priority that inflation control must
receive but listing only well-known placebos (an. inflation "early warn-ing system,." tory measures 'to encourage productivity, antitrpst
enforcement, cri q-gency export; licensing for food and materials( aspolicy took. At t e insistence of the AFLCIO, there was no !nationof wage-price cot cols. In a (:.omproinise in early 1976, when SenatorHumphrey ,(beet ne a principal cosponsor nf what had been thellawkins-Reuss in the House, a provision guaranteeing nits as a

. .

provision
matter of enforceable right was replaced by the "interim object we"
of 3- percent (nbilt unemployment within four years, thus pent-Wimp;
coverage of teenagers., and disproportionately unemployed minoritiesto remain vague.3 The ,result was sincere, respectable, an impOrtant
symbol, but something lessilnin, say, half of a compreheiktive-policy
for full employment.

For a long time. Itopresent at ire I lawkiii5 rnaintninrd th
I Inrilphroy lint the ago at 91. Thilow version (.011111f6inigPS
meat 110 aniltoiverl not i,scoe,I 1 per1,0111.

"adult.' meant "In and over." Senator
t, with the provi:to that overall uneinploy-

ms.
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In, the 19'77 version, . which Carter supports, a largely symbolic
statement is made exqlusively so. The "right" to employment becomes
merely a "goal," the "Full Employment and Balanced Growth Plan"
is subsinn d into the' inTsident's annual economic report, the explicit
injunctio ,that price stability "shall not be sought through any:.
weakenin of the goals and timetables relating to reduction of un-
employme t" has (lisappeared. Gone are the 90 arul, 180 -day deadlines
for submis ion to Congress of youth, regional, Structural, anti counter-
cyclical-em loyment programs. Wage-price controls are explicitly ruled
out. Even he goal of 3 percent adult unemployment, now stretched
to "within five years," is subject to revision after two. Without
strong imp ementing legislation, of Which there is no sign, revision
would be n arty 'certainafter the 1980 election.

What wo ld a serious full ernplOyine-nt program look like? First we
need a bett r definition of full employment. The one we now usf.
simply selec, an arbitrary percentage level of measured unemploy-
ment. (or. a I vel supposedly consistent with near-stable prices) and
calls it "full.' Arthur Burns's suggestion of "zero involuntary adult
un.employmen " is better, given suitable definitions of "involuntary"
anti "adult." here is an older definition, that of- the 1944 Beveridge
Report in Brit n, which is still good

[Fla emplume t means) having always rpore vacant jobs than unemployed
mep (sic), not slig tly fewer jobs. ,It meansthat the jobs are itt fair wages, of

such a kind and so ,sated that the;unemployed men can reasonably be expected
to take them; it me s, by consequencei'that the normal lag between losing one
job and finding snot r will be very.short. . . .

Thy is a tall ord and it is not obvious how one would know from
current statistics wh n Beveridge full employment had been achieved..
An acceptable interi goal might be whatever level of measured un-
employment is deeme :Achievable within one presidential ternr, pro -
vide4 that no particula ethnic, sex, okupational, or age group be stuck
wi h a disproportionat share of the unemployinent that remains.'
With this proviso, Hump 'rey- Hawkins' interim objective isn't so bad.
What counts is the emph,sis on those who most need employment.' Full employment means ; ove till, a commitment of publiC, not
mainly private, resources. i Lich appeasement rhetoric in Humphrey-
Hawkins, in. Carter's pronou ements and in the credo of the econom-
ics profession, is devoted to d tying this, but history is an unfriendly
witness. We have never had full employment; in peacetime; -even the ,
the long expansion Of dhe early '1'6(ls dal not come very close. There
is no evidence that the private se ,.r, even with a sustained Keynesian
assist, can fully or permanently co eetvunemployment. ,

Some of the unemployed, those w o are well educated, experienced,
or on temporary- layoff, will be !lir d eor rehirM quickly when the
economy turns up or when their CQ niny receives a new contract;
others without such advantages remain indefinitely at the end of the
line. For them, the customary "hydra(' is Keynesianism" of reient
decades doesn't work. A generalized application of fiscal or monetary
stimulus to.the, private sector, of which Council of Economic. Advisers
chairman Sclitiltze's aborted $5,0 rebate. scheme was a good example,
is an inefficient employment creator, contributing strongly to in'
flationnry pressuresor disappearing_ into savings }yell before the
so-called hard core have jobs.

4 Somewhat higher than average youth unemployment may be tolerable. as Aim herb argued by IV
Osterman in tho January/February 4ssue of Working IN prrr.
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Why? dne part of the answer, at least, is clear. Private employers, .most of whom are,not practicing bigots, avoid' the hard-core un-employed for business reasons. ney are, or are thought to be low-profit workers: ilrtrained, poorly educated, transient, sdmetimes hostileor obstrePerous, often located:in run-down, dangerous, remote, on (theinner cities) high-wage and thoroughly unionized districts. Since fullemployment means the tbugh as well as the easy cases, it will requirea mix ot programs targeted by area and group, including inducements ;to private employment (such as wage susidies and hiring tax credits),but primarily including:expanded pufdictinvestment and public, services.These may be either direct public enterprises or publicly financed-private endeavors; but they-cannot rely on the prospect of short-....,m, run economic profits. Nor can we afford the sacrosanct peckipg order,;.. according to which public jobs must offer limied tent+, low pay, and 0tasks not, ordinarily provided by private business. If a*overnment ."agency can do avticular job more cheaply than a private contractora proposition less suprising than it sounds), or if there are substantialtraining benefits to b had by hiring "subeligible" workers, then letthe government do It. till' mployment is a complicated, long-term,bureaucratic endeavor, and othing can be done about that.
\.. 'Full employment is ther fore "costly," meaning that governmente enditures must be increase to achieve it.,The budgetdeficit, hov-e r, need not increase much, and any rise would be in part offsetb rising tax collections and falling welfare and other transfer pay-ments. Probably. the net social cost (total loss of product to society)of full employment would be zero or even negative, tilt?, gains to thosenewly employed outweighing the losses to ;others..,E'Ven so, the factremaMs that certain significant groups would suffer'! thO,se whose taxes.were raised, whose prices or wages or profit incomes were controlled,those who would lose some of their front-of-the-line status in certaintypes of cyclical industry (construction trades, for example).Is full employment feasible? Can legisration written in Washingtlfrespond to the needs pf hundreds br diverse regions, groups, end in-dustries, and to the peculiarities of seasonal and cyclical employment?Can the federal government force such programs on thousands of auton-

.omous units of state and local government., not all of theth competentor honest, whose c9operation will be required?Again, a .,completely confident answer isn't possible. The GreatSociety provides an historical parallel of sorts to a full employmentprogram: not wonderful, but not wholly discouraging. either. Income -gaps did harrow, apt], blacks and other minorities made significantgains in ed u ea Hon, housing, employment, and political nights; th iltthese gains were eroded by a combination of neglect, conscious -polio f,recession, mismanagement, and fraud during Nixon's administiationshould not he blamed on the pro!,:rainsothenrelves.5 But the questionremains: suppott for full' employment presupposes "the'liebef that thefederal government can still govern, faith that problems such as thedisplacement of regular workers by subsidized ones 'can he overcome;and .a stobitich for increased economic interVention li.- i:overnmen0,indefinitely. ,
_

Minn, procisely, the trains oliciirrtitl i n a broad of economic awl political ad of which etyike,rights legislation, 1110.1914 t !IC ,T1t, t ;1-Kit Soil y programs. and eroll wrir OX111.1111i1-11rUS wont all a -part.Separating iho itillitonecs is a ditpeillt and dubious task

3
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Iti.'.the ghettos especially, the juxtaposition of decaydiscrimination,
crime, and a, 'young, disadvantaged workforce has blunted the local
impact of macroeconomic expansion, while creating the widespread
presumption elsewhere that special-government programs don't work
either. These doubts are not itholly unfounded. OneiftsRect Ot the
problem, pointed out by the Amsterdam News in the wa*e Athe New
York blackout., is the "vacuum of leadership"- in the .gfiettO. To the
extent this' is- true, sustained efforts at. economic development are
handicapped, prone to" insens'i'tivity-oa rid' poor community relations,-
and susceptible to tipoffs, both imported and lotals A political revival,
including the emergence of community organizations capable of pro-.
viding leadership in the ghetto, may. have to precede :Any successful
effort to 'engender an eclomic revival. -Community ownership 'of -
productive assets, -fostering a commitment to work _and respect for
property; may -be necessary to a- far greater etent, than at present.
Since,private(white) capital will not enjoy Woking with such grou
the -federal and cit,y.governments must, be prepared to (I so, amvice versa.

At fUll employment, inflation will not go away. How severe it till' be nobody, can say, because noboy knows.
- Except on jublic occasions, fe economists g,overnmept or out ."

(believetherecan be-a return totheeasy pOlicyeiloices of the Truman
and Kennedy-Johnson years, when high etriployrnent aecompanied
high growth, low inflation, and near-,balanted budgets. In the trade
Jargon, the "Phillips curve" hifs "shifted out": a given leVel of un-
employment now corresponds to a higher level of inflation than it
used to, anil vice versa. Unemployment remained near 7 percent in
1977, while inflation varied between 5 and 7 percent, mainly with the
weather. Arthur Okun (of the Brookings Institution) now estimates
that inflation-prone tigpit, labor markets will emerge when unemploy-
ment reaches 5.5 percent. It is &common view that 8 percent wage
'and 6 percent rice inflation are by nov "institutionalized," and Cha0-'th ressure will get worse as the economy expands.

'I' re--are three principal inflation policy tools that are consistent
' with f employment (the crude use of tight. monetary anti fiscal

polieles,per se is not). They are: taxation, the control of government
ekpenditures and government-inspired costs, and the direct or indirect
control oPrertain prices and wag6s in the private sector. Each con-
fronts fiendis political opposition from entrenched powers on the
American scene..

1: A progressive income tax can be, in principle, an equitable tool
,Tor the control of aggregate incontes, hence of aggregate demand,
and it can thus influence the price level. The equity case is simple:
changes in progressive taex rates don't much affect the poor. The
changes mainly affect the incomes and spending of the relatively
well, off, whose jobs are relatively secure, so the effect of a tax hike

- on the demand for labor is only indirect. ,Cute in social spending and
tight money policies, by contrast, strike directly' at Marginal employ-

' ment, either by closing downcpublic job opportunities or hy stripping
small enterprises of the credit necessary for their survival. Hence,
where it is pecessary to trim deinand N'hile sustaining full employ-
met, tax increases are the instrument of choice.
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The inequities of the present tax system are sufficiently well known.
More ,relevaai, here is the very complexity of ,the tax code, -which

.constilAites ii,4owerful obstacle to the use of tax changes for short-
term policy' purposes. Since any ptkrticular change has .myriad unfore-

.Seei6r- possibly undesirable economic and pqlitical effects, the stem
-itself impels a' paralyzing caution. .

The strategy of tax reforin is therefOre crucial. Piecemeal effort will
receive piecemeal congressional examination; the result m .be better
but it will notbe:simpler than the tax code we have. ii measure with
a single backbone and consistent purposelower rates, the repeal of
virtually al credits,- dequctions, exemptions,, and other shelters, and
the transfe -,Of justifiable subsidies to
Might be i efeAted outright, but it would not beisilbject to irreparable

the appropriations process.

mutilation. Sucha measure could be made flexible and useful against
inflation caused by full-employment dermilld leyels; with a piecemeal
package, curbing inflation in this fashion would be orders of magni-
tude more difficult. :. .

. 0 fortunately, it seems clear that' tax planners.,under treasuryp
sec Miry Blumenthal, if and when their moment comes, will present
ai omnibus, piecemeal reform' package. Those who prefer complica-
tions and paralYsis in the tax.structure,haYe been at work. ''. .

2. Alongside taxes one-must consider government expenditure.. The
steady'upereep of federal, state, and local government pay scaleS, like
the steady pace of price and wage increases in concentrated imlustry,
adds to infla ion. So does government failure to control boritract
costs, especia ly Al defense and construction. And there is in ceasing _.
evidence thai :iubsidies for health, hoiising, and education; acaong, li

,other items, Oka the prime of thesefiervices at least as much s their
supply. I t ( -

At present, gor,ernment policy .is essentially passive. regarding the
"fair. price" of goods and services sold to the p;overnmZlit or subsidized .
by it. In the cclse of contracts, price is determined by.'"costs"; costs, ..
supposedly, are determined on the market. The .Davis-Bacon Act, for .
example, sets a standard of "prevailing, local wages" for wages paid-
on 'government construction contracts. In health care, prevailing .

upper liit,on thsize of a mortgage whose i terest may be deuct
rates may be charged to Medicare or medicaii . Housing policy sets no

m e d
from taxable income. Li . . it )

It should be apparent that in each of thesreases there are feedbacks: /,,'
costs supposedly determined by market forces 'depend in fact on the T
going government-approved pay mid subsidy rates. If costs rise, sub-
sidiessidies rise with them: efficiency becomes economically unattractive.
In the insurance business, analogous phenomena are called l "moral
hazards": among them are arshn-for,-profit and spurious-- medical'
malpractice suits. Among gevernthent programs, the case of medicaid
stands out. Less. nisidionslyf,the mortgage interest deduction means
that people who itemize can afford to spend more for their homes. As
the stock of housing responds only very slowly to increased demand,
it il-; likely that the principal effect of t deductionis to raiseliousidg
prices. , -

Like the tax striicture, the cost subsidy spiral ,is not accidental;
it has many constituencies, enli- of which can be expected to defend

' its position. And there is no single correct. technic-ie for control; in
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-some instances.a direct ceiling -on cos s may be appropriate, in.others
a reduction cisubsidynevelis, in still ers deregulation or the restAic-

s taring of an Ntndustry:\That Cart egan an attack on health costs
is encouraging; the pparent dein' e of the effort testi-nets,- to the
difficulty. At full em loyment,theproblem will be worse. .

3. Tax policy can Ontrol tI4 overall level of aggregate income a
demand. If it is to e simple, flexible, and of predictable effict, 'it
cannot also arlitrate.eyery dispute between public and private power,
and among private pofvers, over the distribution of income. Yet these
dispiutes; as much as aggregate;excess demand, generat9i i4frati
Thhs the necessity Of ttrice, wage, and export control*

&atrols. are necessary, not simply. to- keep prices stable, but
real. to resources toward a balanced economy at full employment.'
In our economy, large firms in concentrated industries possess sub*
starttial power to extract. profits, pay wages, and control futids on the

'capital market in excess of their "competitive" share.- A corollary Is..
the fowet to defend that share, by inflationary hikes in prices and
wageX against the tax-financed demands of the public sector. If, to
achieve full employment, the share of the public sector must rise, then
this tendency =At be curtailed, or the entire burden'of adjustment
will shift to those whose defenses are less sturdy: we will have full
employment plgs impoverishment of the more competitive sector of
the economy. ,

There are two possible choices: nationalization or a program of
flexible, limited, selective controls. Price controls' are necessary in -
concentrated industries to lessen tie private arrogation of profit in
the face of p4scribed public need. Given Brice controls, wage controls,
or at !cost negotiated agreements on wage restraint, are required to
maintain a measured balance between prices and costs. Given domestic
controls, export controls (or taxes) are required to prevent the flight
of needed commodities to higher-priced markets. abroad,6

It is not because controls are inherehtly inefficient or unenforceable
but because they lace social conflict sharply into focus that they are
bitterly resisted. when the chairman. of General. Motors writes to A
defend the "free m rket system' (as he did in a 1976 New York Times
polemic), he means his own freedom to raise new. car prices by $400
per year, .irrespectivo, of demand. This freedom he would lose. The
central policy decision implied by controls is, "Should social decisions
be taken by public bureaucrats in Washington orby ptlivate bureau-,
crats in Detroit?" It is not' altogether obvious 'which is .worse. But
there is something incompatible between a public Policy of full em-
ploy,ment and a pricing policy in the private sector that results in
high profit's in the short run, inadequate investment, increasing con-
cession 91 the domestic market to imports; and, ultimately, adjust- ,....,
tnent by laying off workers. One or the other will have to give.

ne, further cdnsequ Wenoe of hill employment bears mention. While
limiting the power of corporations, full employment would increase
the power of trade unions! The issue of wages, although politicized by
couttols, would remain basic. The opportimIty fdr a vast expansion of

° A third alternative. known as the Tax.Ineentive Plait or 1' l P. is being promoted by ecouomists Sidney
Weinfoaref and Henry Wallich Tlif; idea is to introduce tax incentives for compliance with a 3iit of wage
guidelines. along with ipenaltieS for As compared with elintrols, 'TIP would introduce a
potitically attractive. if art ificial, degree of voluntarism into the wage structure. at the (lost of considerable
tampering with the tax code. It would refocus. hut, not avoid, the ilis.trit!ut halal strugglg that underlies
any policy on incomes.

'
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.p .membership would be there.' The absorption of militant p ople p.ito

unions can be expected to produce more militant unions. he disap-
pearance of the- unemployed would remove an important brake on

(. Anion- militancy. .

"Even the best friend of the labor movement, might see the dangers
her OnceOnce the rich have' been soaked by tax,r,eforms, excess profits
sqtreezed by controls, and the larger pool of goods and siprvices that a
full employment economy produces apportioned, the Cges for any
additional expansion of the labor force will have to come from reduced
pritrential growth in he real wages of those already employed. Lf full
employment is to work, many unions will have, to shi4their focus
away from sharp wage gains for the best-paid members and toward
winning living wages for the newly employed. They will have tq focus
on hitherto ancilicxy issues like job. s ety, job design, voluntary'
overtime, grieviince procedures, and'wor ers' control. Pay differentials
would narrow. For some of 'the better- aid, powerful unions -there

on the second

would be a tough tlioice: either accept, this-trend or defeat full em-
ployment. Periodically in Britian a variant of this choice comes- up

,. befqre the miners; among others, who verge perpetually
alternative. Decidedly, it is a rjsk. Not even the AFLCIO is a secure.
ally.

'Full employment, finally, is an easy cliche' bUt(not an easy political(
choice. Huey Newton was quite correct in calling it a "revolutionary
objective." It means ,reordering power relationships in a fundamental
way. Some of the`-ronsequeaces, s ch as co ols, carry a distinct
risk of failure. Othersre merely npopula . But HI employment

a'comes as a package, and to preten that at essential part of the
package may be omitted is to indulg in wish I thinking or worse.
Humphrey-Hawkins fell into this 'trap, and th*Ae who now urge its
enactment risk, if they succeed', brichming both victim and perpetrator
of an illusion. Their own constituents will believe, for a while, that a
major concession has been won. But not for very long. -

It is not easy to damn -Jimmy Carter for his attitude of "economic
recovery-first." He never explicitly promised an immediate full-scale
assatilt on unemployment, .altbough" much of 'his'most important
and dependent constituency, the -work ng poor, the blacks, the Latins',
voted for him in that expectation. Un mploy,ment will be smeller and
less,intractable a'ter the slow forces of recovery have run their course.
Inflation probably will be worse, and the urgency of the truly diffie,ult
measures against it will be More apparent. The government machinery
will, one hopes, be in pbetter etrildition to meet the challenge.

But the case for a chInge in course is even stronger. For most
Americairs, a,' j.ob is still the symbol d substance of a decent life. -
WhetheF we canovercome.uhemploy ent, despite the difficulties, is
the test of the United States in the next generation, and is the,standard
by which -President Carter will be jt ged. He Scan continue at, the
present pace, -content with niggard! progress on unemployment,
accumulating (perhaps) a record of st uctural accomplishment, and
running the risk that the unempityed may not be'so polite as to wait
seven more years before exploding. Or e can risk all on a dangerous
program of °Iieforms. There is no evil ce that he intends the latter.
On the other hand, much depends whether the friends of full
employment have the courage and .de ermination to force the issue.



4. SECURING TOTAL EMPLOYMENT: THE ROLE O_ F'
GOVERNMENT*

(By James O'Toole);

Full employment without inflation is generally acce) ql as aprimary goal of national economic policy. Legitimate and is tan
differences over defirlition aside, when'the unemployment rates s down,7--"A

'around the four percent level, this Oars is widely taken-as:the 1, In ,.A

indicator that employment conditions in/ the economy are healthy.
But full einployment does not in itself signify a condition of truorhealth in the labor niarket,ifhlerely indicates the absence of serious

of a parerit illness, By way a analogy, a man with tube bulosis is
clearly sick but is .another.rnan without visible signs of ess irofacto healthy? Perhaps if we were to conduct a mor searchingpamination, we might find' is luny black and deterio acing from
smoking, his- heart wbakenetl from stress, or his resits nce to allvarieties .. of ailments lowered by mental depressiop 6r poor diet."Similarly, no clean bill of health could be granted a omaticallyto even a full-eMployment economy unless' the follow g kinds of :latent or 41dom .diagiosed problems were ,eradicated fr m the body
economic:

(1)1 Subemployment: working less alp full time /full year (and
of ted for less than the minimum wage) is a chronic problem for many
workers. It has serious consequences for the life styles and- life chances
of families when it afflicts heads of households.

(2) Low-level employment: many disadvantaged and minority
workers are trapped in jobs that offer them little in the way of dignity
or selfesteem.;These jobs:4 arechaiacterized by harsh and arbitrary
discipline; unl-fbalthy, unsafe,- or inhumane working conditions, low
pay, and the absence of a carer path.

(3) Invorartary employment: many older people are forced to
take jobs because they cannot live oh -their retirement incomes*
many heads of households are forced to moonlight bet use they can-
not attain a deCeht living standard for their, families on wages from -,--;primary jobs; and many womerf who would ,prefer to star home an

,rear their children are forced to take paid- jobs in order to be eligiblefor social services.
(4) Underemploymentthe underutilization of skill's, training, and

education of Workers, ilescribed in the previous chapter.
.The United States has not made m,uch head*ay against these

problems, in pArt because lw pursue other problems that we can
more readily measure. The measures used to evaluate public employ-
ment policy focus largely on unemployment statistics and the size of
the labor market. These indicators are relatively unambiguous, but

James O'Toole. Securing total employment: he role of gov
American future. San Francisco, JOsseyBass Publishers, 1977: . Reprinted by permission of Jossey-

8rent. in his work, learning, and the
Bass Publishers, 615 Montgomery St.) San Francisco, Cal. 94111. copyright 1977.
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they tell us only whether jobs are available for all those workers in -,,
the off ical labor force. ,A, - ., .,.

iThisvfficial measure of the size of the labor forde is both important,
and4controversial. It is a partial'guide to liow.lnany jobs might have
to be created in coming decades, but it;excluaes. millions cif Veople
who might want jobs if they were available. For example, it excludes
labor-force dropouts who, have *given' Up 'looking for work,k students ,-

, Who stay ifisetool beta they canho$ find jobs, wopleRn we}fare,-....

and those who are in sh tered environments ranging from prisoris to
mental hospi

can b tufted
als. The la or-force. participation rate is is impo ant also

because only
as either employed or iinemployed.The° lationship of the articipa-

)hose who are in the offici labor forc

tion e and-the unemployment rat is not a simple one; indeed, it, is

file by people who are not in the official labor face. White middle-- I
quit fluid. For instance, when neW jobs are created, they are often'

class women often are attracted_int,6 the labor force to take new jobs,
while chinieally unemploged black men and boys remain u,neitiploye41.

Over,,,t4e past decade, the total size of the labor force as well as the
size,sif the force as a percentage of total population hive grown remark-
ably. Paradoxically, as the economy, created new -jolis at a clip un-
precendented in histor ates ttnneinplOyment also ratrellie rimary
reason behind this °moon has been the -entry of millions of
wVmen into the paid labor force. jn -1950, e fe 'ale labor-force parti-
cipation rate was 33.9 percent; by 197:3 it wa 44.7 percent. Most
dramatically, the rate of participation by women with children aged
six to seventeen went froln :3'2.8 percent in 1950 to 524 percent in 1972. .11
Between 1975 and 1976, the numffer of women job holders and job
seekers increased by nearly two million and accbuifted for almost all
the growth in the entire labor force; i 4,

Since rates of lunemployment 'bask such shifts in the der ographic
make-up of the oN(vi:Yrk force, they are, imperfect Jneasttres of the health
of the economy. Still, unemployment rates are important :pieces ofN--k-

information fl, n d not to be made light.,of; especially in the midst of a 1

recession. But recession is not a permanent condition, and_the ire'§ence
of a temporary crisis should not distrhct us from.pursuing'Ipore
durable, appropriate, and longer-term performance measures for
public policy. Although by necessity i'e engage in crisis manage-

' ment," we should p jorget that the latent problems outlined above
are basic and ender (9thortcomings in the labor market/0nd wilt not
vanish with the cu rent recession.

Clearly, current"f olicy. performance measures are inadequate
, to the challenges that these complex, deeply rooted problems present.

They're inadequate, in brief, because theyIggregate*.d thus" obscure
such problems . as chronic subemployment and the existence
of milliona 9,f labor-force dropouts. Moreover, the measures lead tb, the
policy cbriaiision that simply creating more jobs '11 cure the ria'or
illnesses of:the labor market. 'Unfortunately, the simp vailabliiit of
',ribs is often hot enough to satisfy the economic, social, and:psrc og-
ic it 1 needs that lead people to seek work. Although providing jobsjis
widely aceepted as one of the best public- policy responses t such
social proldeing as poverty, family disorganization, and physic wand

mental ill tealth of just any jobs will do. In order for work to'f etion
as a lever bil so 1 problems, the right jobs must be made available e at
the right ime t hose who heed them. This faquirement is complicated
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by the fact that the work heeds of individuals changea job that is
gooifor a young person is not necessarily good for the father-of triplets.
Moredver, the quality of a job is important in determining its value as
an ameliorator of social problems--,-handicapped, disadvantaged, and
other worker need 'to ht. able to build their self- esteem on their jobs.
These are a ittedly difficult demands to cope with because they '
introduce, qi i five measures into an area where problems. and

see ed to4enthemselves so well to quantification.
rom "the oint of view of public policy, these qualitative concerns,

also lead two. very frustrating conclusions. First, no monolithic ,
program atisfy the wide range of employment needs. Second,
the cre of job throw' either macro-economic stimulation or
public e .employments are essential but woefully insufficient
resport* the latent prob ms of employment.
Defisnitio and Myths

In -the ork in America report, my colleagues and 'I suggested that
total employment i's a more appropriate measure of a healthy labor
market than is 'full empl ment. Total employment is defined as a
condition in which every e who desires a job would be assured of
finding one that reasons y satisfies his or her personal needs. Clearly,
total employment cannot and.should nqt be mandated by government

t. It can only be achieved .by policies designed to Create greater '
f m orchoice for wprkers. People' must have real optiOns.among
a array of jobs offering different challenges, styles of supervision,
physical working conditions, and working hours. They must.be able
to select the ,appropriate stages in their lives in which to seek paid .
employment. Such freedom of choice does not currently exist because
of certain inflexibilities and inequalities in the labor market that
restrict- its free 'play. No doubt a variety of policies could help to
rethove some of these barriers and thus permit, self-adjustment in the
labor force-T-a process that may ke the only equitable and nontotali,
tarian solution to the latent problems of employment.

Unfortunately, such policies are unlikely to be fully or fairly
evaluated in the framework of the current orthodoxy of labor eco-
nomics. One simply cannot measure the distance to the stars in
quarts. Consecjoently, before moving on to a consideration of total.
employment policies, we need to example some myths, fictions, and
superstitions that currently misinform and 'constrain our viAn.

Myth 1: The problems of unemployment can be solved simply by
creating more jobs. Economists view unemployment as a condition
in which the demand- for existing jobs by those in the labOr force
exceeds current supply. This concept is quitkly translated into the
less sophisticated notion that unemployment means there is a short-
age of jobs. Thus, when policy makers dkide that the shortage ..
has groWn to intolerable proportions, they er t e n pursue a simple,
and logical conrsethey' use macro-economic stimulation to create .

more jobs.- Paradoxically, this action may lead to even higher rates
of unemployment because the new jobs attract people into the
paid. lahOr force ivlio previously were not looking for jobs, as I pointed "'

out earlier in discussing women's entry. EVen in the unlikely event
that the United States were to devise millions -of % new jobs through
massive spending or a program of public-service_employment, because
of this "substitution effect" there would still be many .people who .

e,

a.
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would need,, but would not be receiving, the beriefils of good;..
.

steady job.
Thus, the noilon of shortage is basically nonfunctional:in relation

to policy development, which requires an alternative way of framing
the problem'. Apparenkly simple cages of shortages often can be better
understood aml acted upon if they are seen as conipleX problems of

imaldistribution and mismatching. Recent attempts to increase the
supply .of medical manpower illustrate II:is Phenomenon. In the late
1960s, American medical schools made a concerted effort to gain a
windfall in federal aid by convincing the American, public that there
was an acute shortage of doctors. This alarmist tactic worked-:-
until more thoughtful analyses shOwed that the apparent deficiency
is due more to a maldistribution of doctors both by specialty and
geography.. than .to general shortage across the board. There are
morg than enough psychiatrists, in Manhattan', but too few pediatri-
cians in the ghetto; there are'so many radiologists .in Los Angeles
that they.have to inflate th6i; 4-ees to keep their incomes above. the
so-called. starvation level (Seventy thousand a year); but there are
not enough general4peactitionees,,4(riiral Iowa. Thus,' 'ghat was
called for was a system of incentives for t4jemearal schools to correct
these distribution problems, and -such a pr2grain was enacted by, he

-Congress in September 1974. ,
Similarly, the idea of Unemployment itself may not be a.

gilide to setting poli4:-.If certain rigidities and blocks were removed
from thp job markef, the total number of jobs might not be far
short, of the total number -of p ople Wiwi want and need jobs at 'a
given time. Here, too, poor dist butidn is a useful concept. That is,
soma people who do not want jo s a e' forced' into the labor market
because of tradition, laws, or t r of availitlqle alternatives or
resources, and such biirriers exclude any others o want and need
jobs. Thole who.mialit be .eluctantl-V employed include: adults Who

ike-to take a year two off from their jobs to return to school;
r pegPle who would like to retire earlier than age sixty-three-or

-ty-five; welfare mothers who would rather stay- home and rear.
t' -heir chitdrh than take,the so-called- incentive of a demeaning, poorly
paying job; middle -chess mothers who would like to care for tir
children, but feel -- pressures to .work .from. the woman's movement;
and fathers who won'tl rather stay.hoihe and take care of their childreT
'Among those.Who would like to take jobs but cannot find them are -the
subemployed 20 to 35 percent-of ghetto men and b'eys;,teenagers \mho
could rather work than be in school; women who prefer work in the
labor market to work in their homes; retired people who w'ouhl.like
at least some 'part-time work; and 'the so-called$ expendables of ,
societyaddicts, convicts, and the handicapped many. or .whorn.
\you'd prefer honest' labor,. to being warehoused in public institutions.

For nearly; one lmud4d years, free-Market 'industrial economies
have tried to curb unemployment by increasing the overall number
of jobs. Regrettably; and often tragically, these noble experiments
have failed.. A centuty is_iMair test for 'a policy that. does not work.,,
-Perhaps it is time to try another tack, one desig,W6d,to make, the
labor markecfreer 'And more fi4`iic 'owl To, do this, we" may need-
social inventions., that 'balance The bor supply a> demand by.,"
allowing unwilling workers to leave he labor force and thereby

_opening up jobs for people wkerNyofnt _and need tym..Such policies

14
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would attempt to remove the social and legal barriers, such as some
social welfare regulations, that force reluctant people to work. At the
same time, they would seek to provide opportunities and; in ap-
propriate instances, incometo people who would like to leave the .

paid work force and do unpaid work, such' as school work, child- care,
and voluntary social service work.-

We are not ready to consider these policies, however, because other
myths reflexively force,Us to raise objections.

Myth 2: Work is paid employment. According to this definition, a
housewife and mother does not work. Yet if her services, are replaced
by a housekeeper, babysitter, and cook, or if she herself performs
these tasks, for others, both she and her replacements are riow con'
sidered workers .because their salaries are contributions to the gross
national product. There are Many repercussions of this definition. It
forces some poor women totake low-paying, unsatisfying jobs in order
to become eligible- for government health, welfare, and ,other social
services. .Society would benefit more from properly reared children,
from lower costs for day care, and from a citizenry whose freedom of
choice was preserved than from the fruits of the low-level employ-
ment of these poor mothers. The issue is different for the middle
classes: women will not be liberated until women and men can freely
choose to take jobs in the paid labor force, or to stay home and care
for their children, or both. This liberation will only occur when child
rearing is as highly valued by society as paid -employment.

Similarly, much volunteer activity might also be considered work.
Working- in ho'spitals, in churches, on school boards, in scouting,
and in local government is not paid emRloymcnt, but it is every bit
as important to society as are many activities for which there is com-
pensationsuch as much of the make-wcirk of public. and private
bureaucracies.

Raising the status of child care and volunteer work to that of paid
employment would not be easy. It would first. involve eliminating pro-
visions that .requirc employment as a prerequisite for Social services.
It might also necessitate'some cash payments or tax write-offs for these
activities, as is the case in other natios where there are child al-
lowances, mothers' pensions, and pay- tax breaks for community
activities.

tctivities.

We are not ,open, howe.ver, onsideriter s 'eh -alternative
policies, not only because we believe that work is paid tabor, but also
because of our adherence to the following related myth.

Myth 3 :.illl paid labor is ennobling. -Labor and welfare policies
reflect the-Puritan view's that any job is, better than no job, and no
one is too good for any job. Taken to the extreme, these beliefs often
lead to an incredible contradiction manifested by many political
leaders: they espouse that work is good for everyone, but at the same
time they find it necessary to force people to work. If the former is
true, why is it necessary to advocate the latter? flow is it that those
who preach the dignily of work also believe that work should he used
as imnishment? At the root of this contradiction is the simple fact,
that not all jobs are good jobs.

Although many jobs provide the social, psychological, ivul economic
rewardsthat, make work so essential and meaningful to lire, some jobs
offer none .of these satisfactions.. Not only do they fail to provide the
worker with evenrirriThmal dignity, challenge, and economic resources,
they may it(' tually dest roy indiVidual's self-esteem.

A
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, The nature of work, then, is a i w. ally important variable'kn dis-
eussion of total employment. Relied to the nature of work is the.
stage in one's life when one takes a certain kind of job. For example,
picking fruit is not a Mid summer job(for a student, but it is literally. .

lethal for migrant farmers and their lamilies.There.is nothing wrong.,
with working in an,, unsteady; low-paying job if one is young and
single, but if one tries to Marry and,aise a family in such an ece(nomic
condithin., the odds are that thth marriage will quiekly dissolve. ..

The devastating consequences of the nature of work exOriene,e on
family. life were illustrated to me in 1967 to 1968 while 1 was doing
r(4,tirch in the black c'onununity of Los Angeles and iiii the Cape
Coloured 1.ommunit V Of Cape Town, South Africa (O'Toole, 197Th).
As I mentioned in Chapter ?Ile, there was .considerable family Ws-,org,any,' ation in both commimilies especially among the poor. My
original thesis was that the unemployment of fathers Was the common

housi olds found in both com monities. In South Africag*howeyer, 1
icause the high rates of ;desertion, separation, and mother-headedd

discovered that unemployment was onl.' at the frictional levet, and
in Wat is even the high 12 percent rate. of adult unemployment could
not account adequately :(44,1k...extreme pathology in t hat ghetto. It
occurred to me after I hi .completed my research that the crucial
variable in both communities was the naluif. of the father's employ-
meat. In neither community were men who worked in unsteady, low-
paying, demeaning, unskilled, and dead-end jobs likely to have the
set- esteem. or social or eoonomic wherewithal to hold a family together.
In \Vat I s, .1 estimated t ha t only 65 percent of t he men over -age
eighteen worked full time, full year, Ad earned More than the
minimum wage. That i5.;, the siibemployment rate for Watts 'was .

approximately :tri percent. it was not purely coincidental t hitt in
about it third of tlift' homes in \l'at ts the father was absent and that,
about, it third of the families well...on welfare. sOf' course, there were
not alWays dire, -! relationships among male subemplovitent, mother-
centered families, and welfare cases; but the three factors correlated
far more often than not, .

From the point of yiew-i'df faindy formation, then, all jobs are "not.
good. jobs. Nloxeover, the perlin who hits paid (qiiployment in a
family-'1,'-; it crucial variable. in both South Africa and the United
States, nonwhite womeo were more employable` than nonwhite -Men.
Nevertheless, the availability of a job for a woman with small chilkirNi
had. no positive effect on family cohesion or When llsocial prObleMA
related to employment and poverty. It wits the fathers of young,f--chddren \v,ho needed paid, employment. Ironically, velhir work-
ihcentivi. pro.e.rams in the rioted States are (10,-.igned to get jobs for.,
Mothers in:fteiit of tindine- job: for fathers of velluri'l children. \\loll:
'programs iire not directed 14) the fathers laniaus'e (hey are not oil
welfare I heln:'elre'-. I'Vell 1111)11,11 I hey :Ire I he pro \Mint(' Lai,r of t twir
htuirty': wi,tr,,,.,,1 , por,f,,,,,..: .weHre mother:, by making them

ke undesirahle j6l,- ha- Lille or no po-ii.ve impact on the familial or
nvloynn'tii riroblene4 ( 4 1 he Lli run .1. a lly (..I Had vont ag',..(1. , Of- course.

t iese women also need till, ireedom to l;ike H purl job if they so ( lio6se.)
Headway will be rij.:Oe in the ,liet to only when all ii 'n who NVAI to

,have 111111)111' rile" be 1..:-.V1.01 of V,00d, tend pd, dart. will em.1.1)le
I hern to support their fa-thihe, ',Hell a real will not he reilhi.ecl,%,Illow-
lvIll , lc-lli()11,V its the Indict\ itt..,; ray th 1, Lel ievei.1

A

A ,..
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Myth 4; Total employment would entail the involuntary mobilization
of Millions V workers in public-service jcibs. Many countries in .whgth
unemployment has ceased to be a problemRussia and China:Ifirr
example -have achieved total employment at. the expense of personal
Liberty. The specter of ,such totalitarianism has been raised by the
editors of the Wall Street Journal anel-others when arguing the..case
against full employmsnt. But total employment is a nontotalitarian
concept. based on enhancing individual freedom of choice. Its goal is
riot to force every citizen to take a paid job but to remove. artificial
constraints and rigidit ies that restrict the free play of thelfibor market.
Artificial educational credential requirements, discrimination based
on age,. sex, class, or race, and government policies that restrict
educational aid to the young or require employment among the middle-
aged are examples of.cOnstraints that might-be removed. .

Morevver, most employment is rather monolithic in terms of, the
hours.vv i)rkers are required to he on the jot). There ale not enough
part-time jobs or jobs with flexible days or hours to provide, workers
with any choice. It is qitjte possible that providinggreater opportuni-.
ties for part-time jobs through job sharing would reduce someiof our
most intractable unemployment problems-, even with less job- creation
(1011.

I have interviewed a number of unemployed people and have often
come away with the feeling that working conditions are f reqUently a
barrier to their'taking jobs. The ,spectrurn of reasons unemployed.people give for their status is incredibly wide, but in many cases it
boils down'to the fact that the jobs that are available do not meet
their specific needs and desires. For example, I recall an engineer who
didn't want to take a job beneath that status, a blue-collar worker
who- wanted a job. that was intellectually stimulating, a middle -class
woman who wanted a job with 'training and promotion opportunities,
an, elderly man who wanted to work three or four days a week at a
reduced salary in a union shop, and a young college graduate who
wanted "to work in a team situation with interesting people," One
wonders lbw much Unemployment would be reduced if these workers
and others like them had, greakr choice among'the kinds of jobs and
working conditiOns that. were available'? Even without increasing jobd-
creation efforts, it probable that 'a great number of -unemployed
people could

and

jobs. What appetuk3 to be needed is the removal of
certain legal and credential barriers to employment, better matching
of jobs with individual social, psychological and economic needs,
policies designed to create more diversity and :flexibility in the con-
ditions of work, and easier movement in and out of the labor market.
We do not need a totalitarian oncept of full employment. Rather, Wit
must begin to think of wa'ys o remove barriers that inhibit fuedom
of choice and Truman develoj ment.

Ilow'exer, since a free Inarket works well only %Viten its partitiipants
are relatively equal, it may he necessary to create some additional
public-service jobs in/order to produxt, ;.I..reater job diversity and
options for those people not fully served by the free marker. But
tliese kinds Of jobs shorfld be kept two nimunum. because rey tend
to be inferior to private-sector jobs (despite the denials Of decent
and well-nteanin , people). They quite often pay more, but Ill terms of
challenge, autononn , status, and opportunities for ,rowtli, they tend

',to fall short. As evidence presented in Chapter Three, shows, in the
-1)Alir .a. sector, clerical :Ind service jobs constitute, 42 percent \

1

of all
.

.-, ,
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employment (78 percent if teachers are excluded), while. in the private
sector such jbbsIttrmunt for only 28 percent of all employment (U.S.
Department of Lab Or, 1974b): Op6 out of three new jobs is bing
tnieatet1 in the publij sector, and althotygh these jobs are not exactly
menial, 60 to 79 percent call fbrthe employee to be an aide., attendant,
assistimt, clerietl worker, custodian, or semi-siiilled blue-collar Nyorker.
In addition to thcse criticilsms of public emproyment, there.ikat leastimpressionistic that prilate employment is more innovative; ,flexible, and responsive to the }heeds of workers. For example, the
kinds 'of self-manogement described in Chapter Five ,and worker
ownership described in Chapter Nine are, all but impossible in'ithe
civil service, which, by necessity, must be first and foremost respon-sible to the voting. public.

Another drawback oc creating, public-service jobs is that they end
up going to middle-class people, not to those in the central cities who
are most disadvantaged: The chronically subemployed individual has
as much trouble- holding a public- service job as he does holding jobsin 'the secondary labor market. At least with day- laboring jobs he00 snot need the senses of discipline, punctuality, and cooperation
t Fat are needed in jobs created under dip Comprehensive EmPloy-merit and Training Act of 1973 (CETA) and other public-service
programs. To find trays to make government employment serve thosewhodmOst need it, the iManpower Demonstration Research Corpora-tion of New York has begun a series of experiments with alternative, .
working conditions. dThey hope to identify the conditions under
which hard-core unerriployfibles can find success on the job. For example,
in some cases the worke`rT are, not held to strict standards of punc-tuality and attendance to start with, but gradually the standards areincreased as the workers build their work habits. So far, this is all
theory and experiment. Until there are solid findings, public- service

bs. Will continue to benefit primarily the middle class.
There is Also someAvidence that public service jobs do not make

the best use of government expenditures for job creatio, ' Hirently,the number of jobs created varies considerably from :,iirnment
program ,.to another. Tile following table (drawn from it notterribly reliable sources) illustrates the numbed. of jobs , .ited byspending one billion federal dollars in various ways.

51,000 jobs if spent en highway construction (13ezd(:k anti Hannon, 1974).5:),000 job: if spent on ,lefense eontra4/6 (Babson tri,1 Brightman, 1976).
60,000 jobs if spent on ( public-service programs ( Wail Street Journal,1976).
76,000 job,: if spent on public .housing con,=.6.-uction I I bson anci Brigham,1976).
84,000 jobs if spent on health programs not construction) ! Bezdek and lian-non, 1974).
85,000 jobs if )e ,pnt on trat mew 19'15)1%90.(00 loos if spa n1 t,n ,datation programs not u) i Bah,,,,n andBrigham, 1076).

The actual 01101,heN, here are itTelevrint. What is importantis that
every dollar spent by government influences new employment, oepor-

unit ies, t lint different pro,o'iltus bare different job-creation effects,and 11110, 'ETA-like 1/1111111-SeVI(t j11W11.111S, W11110 not. the least
effective, are far from being the 1110S1 11(111(11ye job -era' on tools at
the 1111-1/0tild of the 141:111.111k11111*.
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For all tneir liabilities, public- service-jobs are nevertheless popular
with politicians and. the public because they give the impression of
forceful and direct action on the, problems' of unemployment. It is
hard and glow work to create jobs.that produce goods And services in

dermun but it is easy and fasf-to start up training programs
. and pulkl-servi.' .mployrnent.'Yet the latter programs are basically

palliatives:1(nd because tlity do not treat the causes of unemployment
they may even 1w counterproductive, in that by alleviating the
symptoms they remove- pressures to act On the root causes. When un-
employment. reaches 7 or 8 percent, advocates of public-service jobs
are able' to ccinmuind a wide audience (and are usually able to get a
public-erns tloyment hill passed in ('oneTess). Then, when unemploy-
ment slips hack to 5 M.6 percent for cyclical reasons, the public quickly
turns its attention to other areas of concern, sat ised that tthe prompt.
and wise leadership in Washington has adequately dealt with the
problem. Consequently, true reforms are seldom considered, and the
damaging problems of subemployMent, low-leyel employment, and
involuntary employment remain 'and grow worse.

The <royernment does have it role in employment, but it should be.
<, more cre. tive in applying its funds andrepulatory powers in order

to produ e not only more jobs in the private sector, but more good
jobs. F example, in Chapter One I su.rgested how it new returnable
bottle law might create jobs. In another case government could create_
either 423,000 .new jobs with a health program or 256,000 with; a
hi!,liway programboth for an identical investment of,85 billion., In
making -spending decisions, government should consider both t,4e.
number of .iobs to he created and their potential for producing steadA°-,-.,
challentrine. work with career mobility. (See Chapter Ten for a develop-
ment of this notion.) Thus, it is more effectivelor government to use
its power to create jobs in the private 'profit.and nonprofit seotors
than it is to create public-service employmen6. In po fashion does a
policy of total employment require either worker coercion or greatly
.increased government employr' nt

Alyth, 5: Total employment economic iowth. In the future,.
the,rate ci,tinemploye inaff,d1 toward zero, ven without much
economic growth. if. vithlu the next thirty ears employment
rates may .be relkc -.egatively, expressing a situation in which
demand for wcfrk.' \ceeds supply. The convergence of five trends
makes such 8 7,01 ,i)wth, total-employment future a distinct' pos.si-
bilitv: II) Th i. ri,ing costs of ener7y may lend to the increasing sub-
stitution of lahonl for capital. (2) The increasin, scarcity of capital

Our economy may lead to more labor-intensive enterprises. (3) The
eyitinife.1 Alift from n i industry based economy to a services hose
will (...relit4. more jobs. (4) Environmentalist pressures will exacerbate
the "shift avitv frqin capital-intensive, 11i r t y" industries (metals
and mining, for V\ilalple) toward "cleaner." labor-intensive .health,
education, and other services. (5) There will he a demogrir'phic shift,
culminating in about thirty-five years, which will cause the proportioin
of retired pt.r,iotis in the joiludat ion to be greater than ever before in
American history. Eaclefif these five trends would have the effect of
lowerug productivity anal economic .rrowth while increasing the
demand for ww.'

e
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Whe8retts unemployment in the t traditional sense will probablydisappear in the United- States in the future, the broader issue ofundcremployrnent might become more acute for .all social classesIlcause trends 'toward labor intensivity and zero economic growthcould lead to a greater number of routine jobs. (These, issues areelaborated in Chapter Ten.) Here again, macro-economic policies and'public- service employment are ineffective tools. The problem is nota shortage of jobs, but 'a poor mix of jobs. Looking at employmentthrough these new lenses, we focus our attention on policies designed
to remove rigidities in the labor market, to enhance individual freedomof choice, to increase the flexibility and variety of jobs, and to 'en-courage human development. Such policies for total employment,although devilishly difficult to pursue, are at least not trade-offs
against inflation:

Myth 6: Total' employment is inflationary. We, are now painPullyaware that high rates of uneffriloyment and inflation can exist to-gether. DOes this mean that it is also possible to concurrently experi-
ence low rates of unemployment. and ,inflat ion? The current contradCc,-.tion of the Phillip's curve trade-oTT reopens thiS possibility fordiscussion.

It is appropriate here, to look, at .some nontraditional employmentpolicies that either are immune to inflation or are proved ,inflation
fighters. Obviously, total-employment poliCies that consider the prob-'lem to be maldistribution rather than a)shortage of jobs bypasses theissue of inflation. If one's tool for fighting unemployment is not macro-
economic, then there is little problem of its directly fueling inflation.A non macro economic policy of note in-this regard is manifested inWest Germany's active manpower planning and training program,
referred to in Chapter One. The German strategy for worker retrainingand job change recognizes that career immobility Cansbe a sourceof worker discontent and of inflationary pressures. AlthOgh the Ger-man program is not demonstrablrassociated with that country's rela-tivejy low rates of inflation and unemployment, many economists onboth sides of the Atlantic argue that it has not hurt (Striner, 1972).
Several economists .pro.pose

i

rOpose forthe U.S. a similar program that woulddecrease oversupplies of labor in declining indlistries and occupations
by retraining workers for places where thay will be more productiveand where critical manpower shortages nughtotherwise c(reate infla-tionary bottlenecks (Holt, 1971). Even at a possible cost of four billiondollars, such a program is attractive not only because it would lower
the rate of inflation, but because it would create a quarter of a. millionjobs. It also strikes directly at the ,problems of underethployment.

Several other employment policies could make lesser, but stillsiolificant, contributions to lowering inflation. The following measureswould tend either to increase the mobility or productivity of workersor to increase the efrkciency of the economy, thereby helping' to reducethe rate of inflation for tiny given leVel of employment : (1) reducingrace, sex, and a),e discrimination; (2) increasin!, mobility and vest ingof pensions; (3) introdnrity, profit sharin!, tied to worker or small-
group productivity; and (4) redesigning jobs.
APernali re policies

What is important about all of these proposals is that they arecompatible with the total-employment approach I've been desCribing.Although such an approach assumes the importance of using macro-
ec-moinic policy to keep inflation and imemnloyment its low as pos-
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the-strategy,is not elfplyuleiit solely on macro-econanic
public service employment. Qr any traditional economic methods for
creating neOliobs. That is how it differs frOp what we have, and that

-isiwity tt pkgbably.,44as a greater chance of success than doeg the current.
approaar

In order_. to create totaV'employ.ment, a series of discrete but com-
patible priVate and public prograins matst be undertaken, inany of
Which',ean be initiated at the, state, community, or plant leijel. Stith
programs might do one or more of the f011owing: facilitate t'he with-
drawal front the paid hibor force of reluctant 4:4)rkers; help those who
ne and want jobs to acquire them; increase the mobility of workers;
and' inake thA job market more flexible. Possible program strategies
might be

Red uce,inst it ut ion:it rigidities in the labor market, such as
seniority 61104. Remove the minimum-wage requirements for
those under twenty years of age and unmarried and raise them
for persons over twenty and for under-twenties who are Tarried.

Remove all government regulations in which employrtnent is
. a prerequisite for social services. For example, make unpaid
individuals img,aged in rearing children eligible.for social security
hynefits.
lProvide a program of mid-career worker training or sabbaticals
that covers school tuition and a substantial part of foregone
income.

Provide programs that allow workers to taper off befor
retirement :for example, fift v-five-yearLolds could work four days
and sixty-year Olds three days. ('onversely, those over sixty-five
would be permitted to yy-ork without penalty if they so elected.

12.,fta,lisli a system (ff domestic "Fulbrights" for people who
would ke to take at vehr or two away front their regular jobs to
engage in same kind of public service. Xerox has such a program
for its employeeS.

Provide, it guaranteed minimum annual income through a
negatiN:e-income-tax scheme.

Stop massive immigration except for political or humani-
t aritin reasons.

bermit cities to charter and operate banks. These banks would
underwrite' loans to individuals or groups wishing to start
nonprofit Or e001'rtlt vel v owned businesses that met the em
ployment needs of an underserved group or community. For
example, businesses would be eligible if they offered meaningful
employment to the aged, youth;, or minorities, or if they provided
such groups with training to in meaningful but rare type-si of
work, Such as skilled crafts and repair.

;Provide human- depreciation t ax alloNvances or employment
tax credits linked to the ratio of employment to fixed plant. and
equipment. Roth policies or others like them) would encourage
the li,fe of labor-intensive processes in industry. ,-

E1)(.11111't1"_70 the creation of community councils designed to:
{ I) match people with work imd education oppo'rtunities; (2)
counsel employers in the redesen of jobs; (:1) lobby for the cK-
1 ion of part -gale and flexible jobs; and (4; engage in local man-
power planning lWirtz, 1975).
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Provide ore part-time, jobs and job, sharing. Orip example
is the Pit Bowes program, mentioned earlier, that permits two
mothers to split one job. At some universities, a husband and wife
may shams a faculty appointment. ,Biltain's Patrick Goldring-
(1974) suggestsJ that if .everyone were permitted to hold two jobs
the worker in a bad job might find some satisfaction in another,
'better position; stressfuldrcutives could unwind in manual jobs;
and potentially redundanTworkers could spend part of their work
time in 'preparation fora future job. Although his proposal is
fraught with practical obstacles to realization,, it at least offers a
response to the way society has segmented the work, leisure,
education, and family-aKpects of our lives, producing workers who
hate thenr work, who find no release in their leisure, and who find
little time for t heir families.

This, list of Possible programs could he twice as Jong, and I am not
certain that. all We items included are either desirable or' feasible.
What is import#int is that we can and should start thinking in terms
of such alternalives to traditional approaches. Although each such
program has tr cost, its potential benefits must he considered, not, only
in economic terms", but in terms of their effect on mental and physical
health, crime, family cohesion, and social and political alienation.
Moreover, one liw-; to weigh the inflationary aspects of the alternative
macro- economic policies and the costs of not acting at all n terms of
lost income, taxes, and production.

In sum, total employment can be achieved,t through opening- ri'rthe
labor market, removing institutional rigidities, and offering people
greater froedom to choose when and where they t \ work. Such a
whey is wpropriatenow and will still be appropriate in the future
when erifflOyment 'conditions chnm,e. Such a policy is equitable be-
canse it.favOrs" no race, class, age, or sex. And furthermore, it is com-
patible with' traditional free-market principles.

Many things can 1w done on the local level using this approach
that do not require federal initiatives. In particular, the problems of
underemplovJub,in, do not lend themselves to federal programs but

.1

are, .as the net iuipter argues,the rightful responsibility of employers
and unions.

°,?



5. AGAINST A f'EDERAL GUVANTEEP EMPLOYMENT(
, .. PROGRAM* , ,1

(By Daye M. O'Neill) .

This is 1973, not 1933. Stereotyped thinking notwithstandinge un-
employment is no longer a significant cause of poverty. The vast major-

:* y of people who experiencl unemployment (luring any year are not
members of the poverty population and, conversely, the vast majority
-of the poverty popylation does not experience involuntarST unemplpy-
ment. If modern poverty is related ilti any way to the labor market,
it is via the low wages of the working poor. Government policy may

... have a role here, but definitely not in the form of large-scale joli crea-
tion programs.1

Moreover, even if there is some small amount of poverty that is the
direct result of the inability of low-productivity persons to find jobs
(even after a reasdnable amount of search and at a wage realistic(
for their productivity), the chances tiiat a large-scale public service'
employment program Will alleviate this special problem are practically'
nil. Experience under the recent Emergency Employment Act program
suggests that it is a lot easier to talk about creating jobs' and filling
them with very disadvantaged persons than it is actually to persdade
local officials to behave in this way. with the federal funds.

But perhaps- the most tragic feature in committing the government,
to such a wrong-headed approach to modern poverty is that the com-
mitment, would divert resources tied enthusiasm away from other,

,much more sensible policies: income supplements for the adult working
poor;, more generous welfare payments to the disabled poor,, more
and better developmtrntal programs:to enable the children of the poor
to break the cycle of poverty and welfare. All these policy approaches
will suffer from bick.of funding and interest, if a large commitment is
made to the public job creation'abproach to poverty.

.

- '
,..

POVERTY, UNEMPLOYMENT AND THE LABOR MARKET

Table 1 gives,the. distribution of poor..family heads and poor un-
related individuals according to work experience in 1971.' Note that
fully half of all poor family heads and unrelated individuals live in
poverty for reasonsold age, disability, disease and family disorgani-
zation- -that are not only totjally unrelated to unemployment but are
al...s9 only rem itely connected NVith the labor market in any way. For
the other hall,3 those who worked either hill veer, full time, or part
year, their Mability to obtain anythin!, but low paying jobs, rather

Dave M in Current Ilivt nr,v. v August I773 T its Reprinted by permission of Current
Alain St , Philadelphia, Pennit 19127 Copyright 197:i
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.\-af tonal Itnre a II of Feming, vet, Stir,' y 01 le, Nearcli into I'nre rty 1u/or .11,Nd Is. 1;171/11 Ic't port, a report
prig)/u111 fur the 1)111(.1. uI Keiionni Opportunii y

All
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.than their unemployment, is the major cause of their poverty. Al-
though the annual incidence of unemployment among the working
poor is about twice that among the working non-poor, the fact that
only about half the poor are, able lo work means that unemployment

inis a very minor cause of poverty in t i e present United States economy.
.,.' This lack of, significant conn ction between unemployment, and

modern lay poverty will strike s me readers as so unbelievable that .
it. may be worthwhile to demonstrate the situation from another
point of viewby looking at the classification of the unemployed
according to various characteristics. .

..Table 2 shows various characterH wics of the 11.4 million.people who ,
/reported themselves unemployed during the survey ,Sleek it February,

1973. The data on duration of unemployment. suggest that the average
length of a spell of ut.-inployment is probahly abott 11 weeks. This-
is,not likely to throw one into a life of poverty. In most states, un-
employment insurance benefits go on for at least six month,

The data on reasons'for becoming unemployed are, also enlightening.
People who voluntarily leave jobs, and workers just entering or re-
entering the labor force make up fully 61 per

:),.
cent of the unemployed.

. ,
. TABLE I.WORN CXPTENCE: FAMILY READS AND UNRELATED INDIVIDUALS BELOW THE LOW-

INCOME LEVEL IN.1971

Total

Worked

Full time, full ye.,
-Part yearlu),
Part yea other)

Did nptjork.

O mployment
Other reasons

Those who gave unemployment as the reason for not working a full year.
Data are not published showing the reasonslfor the part-year experience of unrelated part-year worker:,

Source Current Population Reports, Series P 60, Consumer Income, No 86, Dezember 1972

TABLE 2. SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF UNEMPLOYED WORKERS, FEB 3, 1g73

Family heads

Number Percentrnl
Thousands) 'clistributioll

Unrelated Individuals

Number Percent of
(thousands) distribution

S. 231

I. 084 292
655

1,070 20 -4 ;(1;330)

2, 422 46.0 3.530

118 2.2 83
2, 304 43.8 3, 447

!Seasonally adjusted]

5.6
25. 4

68. 5

Characteristic

Duration of unemployment'

Number
(thousands)

Percent of
dstri button

Total unemployed 4 484 100.0

less than 5 weeks 2,324 51 85 to 14 weeks 1,265 28.215 to 26 weeks 530 11 827 weeks arid over 365 d 8 I

Reasons for unem ploy inept
Total unemployed 4, 442 100 0

Lost last job A
1.724 38.7Left last job fin 15 1

Reentered labor force.
I 377 30 9Never worked before 584 15 4

',Because of rl(tependeot seasonal adjustments of the component series the figures Ion total unemployed thi s table
only approximate the actual number of unemployed In February.

Source Employment roil I ar, f1{0. rai 19. No 4. October 1972, table A 12 and A 14

r
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Clearly,lrOne would find individuals who are living in poverty on

account of unemployment only within the subgroup who have lost

their jobs involuntarily and have also remained unemployed for a very

long time. In Tebruary, 1973, there were approximately 125,000

unemployed adult males who were both job - lasers and unemployed

for 27'weeks or more.
Thus, to the'extent that poverty is related at all to unemployment,

the size of the job creation program that would be needed would be

a very modest one, say about 100,000 jo,b slots.at the very maximum?

However, one might still argue for a large-scale public job creation

progr4m for the poor on the grounds that the working poor, if not

actually unemployed, are undereniPbbyed, and that the government

should provide jobs that pay a higher wage.3 In considering the merit,

of this proposal, it is useful To distinguish mature' adults and the

elderly Working poor from the young adult and teenage working poor.,

Programs should be developed for the young working poor to

provide financing, information and motivation: to lead these young

people, into the mainstream of skill acquisition and career planning.

Putting them into artificially created public employment jobs would

amount tosaying that they have no potential for development., Given

the; uncpgtain tenure and possibly depressing nature of the jobolots

that wotild-be created, this approach might also very well do more

harm than good.
It is pobably true that not much can be done for the older working

poor /vie r programs for promoting skill acquisition and geographic

mobility. Thus: it is tempting to argue that they should be placed in

specially oreated public jobs which would have higher rates of pay

and would yield incomes abov,e the poverty line. The argument against

this superficially appealing approach is straightforwardthere are

far less costly ways of augmenting the income of the working poor.

Some form of negative income tax scheme has obvious adminis-

trative advantages over public job creation programs for augmenting

the incomes of the working poor. In addition, one must recognize that

many of the "created" jobs would turn out in practice to be "make-

work" jobs with very little socially useful output involved. Thus, in

transferring a poor, ,vorker from his private sector job, society would

be exchanging'his positive (albeit small) social product in the private

sector for his negligible or zero product in the public sector, This would

constitute 'a real (although not highly visible) cost of the job cr$tion

approach. Fii idly, there is the?problem of the morale and productivity

of non-poor public sector workers. They have presumably obtained

their jobs on the basis of merit-related criteritt. How would they react

to- the preferentia.I treatment that would be aa76rded poor workers?

As a final point, it is iniportant to note that regardless of what

government pim_mlin is adopted to .aid the working poor, general

econtonne !rrowth 1.11 Clol's arc well on their Wily tovVilid ellM11120.144g

1 1 1 1' .1)1 1 11101 1 lel 1()11 1)1. \011i1 1 I 10Veliy." In 1959, 4.s million male

family heads' who \\ orked lived in poverty: in 1971, the number had

dropped lo 2 m1111011. The .niajor cause of this trend was undoubtedly

2 ThIS 1,12111, Is Ill .5,2 2T 1, IH11 11111151 ,1 [,1[16. who porlfth,o1

at all ,1W III hail 1 111fIliwr xitrttttong imgmttloymont seas

est ttm.0 0,1 fru!, rto . Aura ui I LI I I I, 14, ;11..,I1 1,10(KM,
as..011,i 01371 31111 lir 11c1,011.1 offho

1110,10,1,/l fnut N atr von kt.r,..kututtowt-i 1111,1,1divrtl,tH I it hug by .t tt.,tungs that ill, asgragg (Inuit WTI

rd untonititt, nrym rs about l l kv.t.tk,t, I bvnittig tht, ttsult to half alltoss for the usual amount tlf tittort-tittuttion

Ittlemployttlynt totttotuton ,.t! by mil Vrtitttt rte Ott'

'Si, t 1,,,-0,12 0,(212 the I it teal , if ru bite tt,t, run I I.:In ploy mi nl, t4Itttptirtl, I Ituit-

Stot an.f Sfmng, eels finlluclap/i1S (iPai 1,, 1972,
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the growth in the proc*tivity of poor workers because of growth inthe economy: If the 19597-1971 trend is projected" into the future, itappearslha,t the phenomenon of working. poverty, at least amongmale-headed families, will disappear in about 15 years.
Public employment programs

Placing the working poor into public jobs is a bad idea in itself.Moreover, even the notion that in practice large numbers of the poorwill- actually end up in the public jobs that are created is overlyoptimistic.
This assertion will strike many,, as implausible. How can it be thata modern government like. the United States cannot- stt up andadminister a program that would accomplish such a simple objectiveto use tax revenues to place poor people in public servicelobs? Allthat has to be done, it would appear, is to mandate in the legislation -creating the program that only poor people be hired with the fundsappropfriated for the program. Unfortunately, in practice,, the° realworld and human nature being what they are, things are not that ss,simple. Behold the workings of the Publi-Employmeht Program(PEP) that was created by the Emergency EMployment At (EEA)of 1971.
The EEA authorized $750 million for FY 1972 and about $1.2'Ilion for FY 1973 to create' sector jobs for the twin objectiveso (1) providing needed public services; and (2) helping to reduceun ployment, especially of disadvantaged hard-to-employ poor people.'a the PEP achieved its objectives? Preliminary evaluative- studiescon lude that it probably has not. And although the data currentlyavai able for evaluative purposes are skimpy, the two sources that,haVe reported lukewarm evaluationsSar Levitan and the Nation&Urban Coalitionare not enemies of federal manpower programs.'In pradkice, local governments utilized part of the PEP funds toease their own tax burdens. In other words, some unknown (butpossibly very large) percentage of the program's 150,000 slots wentto fill posts that would have been funded out of 1pcal borrowing ortaxes in the absence of federal funids. Also, not surprisingly, the charac-teristics of those actually employed 01 not reflect the characteristics of-the disadvantaged working poor population. For example, fully 78percent were at least he' school graduates; including many old,retired _military officers who, slippedim under a veterans' .preferenceclause that was supposed to apply to Vietnam veterans only.In short, the current small -scale public employment program is inall likelihood a failure in attaining either f.he objective of reducing theunemployment of the poor or in creating* net addition to local publicservices.

To be fair, one should note here that the EEA of 1971 created a publicemployment program that is a far cry from the program urged by themore vigorous proponents of the politic job creation _approach topoverty. The Nixon administration opposed the concept of public,employment to combat poverty from the outset. Initial forms of thelegislation put forth by Democratic senators were vetoed; thus theexisting bill's structure and provisions reflect the compromise thatcame out of a partisan struggle; inclusion of the Wort I "emergency"
See Sar Levitan and Robert Taggart, "The Emergency.F.mployment Act. An Ibterim Assessment,-Monthly Labor Review, June 1972 The Public Employment Program: An Pvcattation by The National UrbanCoalition, The National Urban Coalition, 2100 M Street, N.W., Washipgton, D C.

r
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in the title; ample use of the modifier "transitional"; 'provision for an
automatic shutoff of_rhost of the funds: when the aggregate unemploy-
ment rate dips below 4:5 percent. Finally, and most important, it is a
relatively small prognim (about 150,0(10 job slots in all) and was
scheduled to terminate in two years.

HOwever, aloof:6litre of PEP apparently has significant bearing .oft
the potetniaLof more ambitious programs. After all, the only important r
differen+1 between the. existing EEA and the proposals of liberal
Senators is the size of appropriation involved. The language and
criteria iised in the large-scale bills proposed -hi, the Democrats
appear even less likely to insure that very poor, people would actually
end up in the newly «rented jobs.
Elements of a positive pr'ogram

, -
It is relatively easy to criticiie existing programs and ideas. It is

much harder to suggest wiser approaches. If large-seale,public employ-
ment programs are not the answer to the poverty problem, then what
is? The following prograni"has four main parts. The first two deal with
ameliorating the poverty of the older poor who are able (and do) work,
while the last two cover two groups of the yowiger pomdisadvan-
taged male youth and young wellare,inothets.5,

A Realistic Role for Poblic Job Creat,ion. As was noted above, some
very small aimmAt of the poverty - problem is due to long term strue-
ttiral unemployment. There are few.-older low-productivity %vorkers
who have either been marooned in a depressed area of the eountryor
are victims of inflexible retirement systems of one sort or another.
Whatever the cause of their inability to find work (even after a reason-
able period of job search), their desire for work per se (as opposed to
income transfers) is a' le!,itimate concern of public policy and does
create a demand for t/rcry small-scale public employment program.
However, in order to insure that this small-scale program reaches the
long-term unemployed poor in practice, major changes in the adminis,'
trative inethods.us'ed to implement public job creation programs will
he required.

Perhaps the most important administrative innovation will be to
stop using simple measures or unemployment incidence as a basis for
the g,eographical allocation of funds-and individual eligibility. The
EEA's allocation rule wakes the amount a state gets it direct function
of the number of unemployed individuals in tlie state regalilless of
their classification, either according to the reason they became unem-
ployed or according to the duration of their unemployment. Although
this simple-minded allocatim might have been sitflicient in the 19:i0's,
when unemployment and yovert y were laigelv overlapping, it can
lead to inequitable allocatOns by area in the 1670's. Ninny relatively
prosperous high growth areas of the country 0.(..., ralifotitia) have
had above avericze unemployment rate: for the past 15 years. The
reason for this phenomenon has nothitc,..,. to (10 with poverty. Indeed,
it has to ilo iith sonictliircz opposite to povcrty-----the niti;zration of
latitrc.nunilwn.-7'of Iron -poor? people seekiniz to better their economic
opportunities. Iii-niczrants (11%\ 2(y s experience 11(ove-rt\-elia:.2:e unem-
ployment nfi,cr !he% rimy(' in n HOW are,(. '1.1111, t I) IIISIIIV I IIM fonds

hp pp-, pf hp. In h air h.,
r 1,,
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will actually be targeted on the structurally unemployed poor, legisla-
t iveq.ules for area allocation and eligibility must utilize information on
duration of unemployment, age, wage in last job, reason for becoming
unemplOyed, and so on.

In a well' targeted job creation progi'am, further, the types of job
slots created must be in line with th6 abilities of very low-productivity
older workers. If the legislation manchites-.the creation of fairly high
quality jobs (along with moderately 'high salaries), this will greatly
reduce the probability that the poOr actually .be hired to fill them.
Sitch a mandate might 'also create serious in.. equities between the work-
ing poor an the private sector and those.strticturally unemployed poor
who end up in" the publu. jobs.ln this regard, the success of the very

,,small ($30 million) Operation Mainstream- program in placing aged
unemployed individuals in modest public jobs should be studied.

Income Supplements
to

the Working Poor. The Negative Income
Tax. ,(NIT) approach to alleviating the hhrdships associated with low
income status is discussed elsewhere in this issue.6. The working poor
need more money incomethat is their main problem. Any program
that will simply place more money income at their command com-
mends itself both on the grounds of cost-saving efaciency and on the
grounds that it wouldcause the least amount of embarrassment for
the working poor people.

Why has such a straightforward anti-poverty policy not been insti-
tuted? The main'reason appears to be that mass uncertainty exists
with regard to two issues: (1) would the existence of a negative income
tax induce a .large number of working poor people to reduce their
work effort? and ,(2) would any negative income tax bill that was
passed be in addition to, or a substitute for, the current rkg-bag of
in-kind income supplements that the, working poor already i receive.
The results of large- scale work - incentive experiments will become
available soon and shoUld shed smile light on the first question. The
answer to the second question will .ir9,T.olve clarification of just how
to treat in-kind income- (e.g., public housing,: food stamps, medicare
and so on) in our discussions Of poverty lines and appropriate levels
of income supplements. In the-interest of & sane°, consistent approach
to the poverty problem, in-kind and cash 'income- should. both be
counted in 'determining levels of need and program objectives. Thus,
if the in-ki44 programs are to be retained, then the level of the cash-
income supplement does not have to be nearly so high as if the in-kind
programs are to be discontinued.

Information, Financing and Motivation for the Young. The govern-
ment should efocus its entire nuinpowOr 'effort so that it deals exclu-
sively with disadvantaged youth. A major strategic mistake of man-
power policy in the 1960's was government involvement in problem
areas in which it had no legitimate jnterest. Large numbers of non-
disadvantaged adults passed through the portals of the 11-)TA
program. Ninny observers took this apparent demand as evidence of
program effectiveness. Ijoweir7er, subsequent follow-up studies failed
to 'discover any impaiit of .the;-itraining on tfii-e long-rim earnings
capacio 'of these "trained- adults-. One .can only conclude that the
generous train'ing allowances created the itp.Parent demand for this
program.

SOO. thr arliciiis i,v 1(olairt McNown. Larry Singell.tin(1 Pilchard Pious
7111.1 Training At
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But this is not surprising. The private market sector is an efficient.
engine for getting much human as well as physical capital financed
and produced. The only situation in which the private market mecha-
nism could be.expected to fail would be in the case of the disadvan
Caged youth who, because of lack of information, funds, and motiva-
tion, failed to make the requisite investment in lithium capital ,at the
crucial early stage in life. This, then, should he the focus of manpower
policy in the 1970-'s. Nlanpower, policy should be integrated with
policies-toward high school that involve drop-out prevention, career
eminseling, and so on. In fact., it would probably be a wise strategy
to drop the term "manliower" altogether. A better name for the
overall program should be "Career Development. Assistance." Its
starting point should he the early years or high school and it should
make available to the very young' man a Veritable avalanche of 4

options including Job C.orps,...1 the job training, tWo-vear college,
fou - year college, migration astance, marriage counseling, psycho-
therapy, and so on.

)"meat/ Welfare Alothe. The problem here is how to prevent, these
young girls from joining the welfare roles. The current, matirower
policy' approach to welfare mothers (the Work Incentive .Program),
although It has increased the total amount of work effort among AMU
mothers, has not made a dent in either overall welfare costs or case-
loots. The only realistic solution to the dependent children problem
is prevention. SomehoW programs must be devised to make a young
girl growing up in the ghetto feel thlit, she will he. better off if she fore-
goes the welfare life stale and opts for the standard middle=class
life style, avoiding illegitimifte births. What kind of a progr4un
produce this result? This is one of the major challenges for social:
research in the 1970's.

oP



6.. CONTROVERSY OVER THE HUMPHREY-HAWKINS
PROPOSALS TO CONTROL UNEMPLOYMENT: CON* 1

(By Michael Markowitz:National Association of Manufacturers)
,

The NAM recognizes fully the Magnitude of the unemployment
problem_ its disastrous effects on the entire economy. We belie'
that the concept of expanding public service lobs to take up the slack
in #Priods of substantial unemployment has much merit.

We are not opposed to that conceptjit.principle or in total. However,
We do believe that this Utopian concept'of the guaranteed job for
everyone as would be provided in H.R. 50 would present' serious
problems,, and we believe that these problems would outweigh the
benefits that this bill would-Offer.

'We therefore go on record as4oppOsing H. t. 50 as presently written.
There are a number ofreasons..First of all, we believe that under this
bill you would hoe a good many unqualified people entering the work
force. s,

h Second, we believe that this. legislation, as it is written, would
probably.produce an ithbalance between buying power or demand and
production or- supply. of 'goods anti perpetuate what we think is the
present inflationary s:piral which hopefully will begin to, abate but ,C
which' under the provisions of this bill most likely would not.

T d, we feel that the 'tremendous 'cost of the program as o ineilin, z . 50, would outweigh its benefits.
m lvallyNe believe there are a number of defects and atnbiguiti

"the' structure of the bill which ought to be brought toight so.

I 1110 :there is oliportunity to correct therm
We" believe t bill's sponsors are really providing a legislative

vehiclo for job aivlidants to sue the Federal Government, not only if
they feel they have been unfairly treated 'in their search for employ-
ment, but if they feel they are not being paid at rates bearing,.a positive
relationship to their wialifications, experience, and training.

Clearly, there are no wholly effective criteria which could possibly
be developed to determine this relationship in individual cases and to
flood the courts with these kinds of cases is clearly unwarranted.

We also believe the injection of people not competent to perform a
job in any enterprise .would undoubtedly slow down or disrupt the
process of that enterprise and indeed its efficiency. We do not believe
this is in anyone's interest.

Another point we wish to make is we feel there is.a danger that:the
structure of the work force growing out of the mechanism contained
in the bill could be overweighted on the side of the public sector and
this could be unhealthy in tkie long unhealthier perhaps
tha=t the normal rate of:unemployment.

Michael Markowitz, National Association of Manufacturers, in Controversy over the Humphrey- tf
Hawkins proposals to control unemployment: pro and con. Congressional digest, v. 55 , June-July 1976:
187,.,189, 191. Reprinted by permission of Congressional Digest Corp., 3231 P St., 'S.W.. Washington: D.C./20007. Copyright 1976.

From testimony presented on March lg, 1973, Wore the Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities of the
House Committee on Education and Labor in the course of hearings OnH.R..',0 whtch, at the time of original
Introduction, was termed the" Equal Opportunity and Full Employment Act." .

t.> , (48)
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It insures, We believe, that the consume) buying power will continue

to escalate across the board without a corresponding increase in
production.

' Therefore, the prices of the limited supply of goods wmthl continue
to rise adding further fuel to the fires 7iT inflation. . 4 _

While this would be true to a certain extep.,.in any public works .

prograM, on the scale contemplated here, the .problems posed would
be Subttantial.,

ThkoOmberof people in the Government on .the payroll would kje

out of 41.11,proportion to the number employed in the private Sector,.
One fu oncern regarding this kind of extensive public eMploy-

, menf gram s the substitution effect. That is always a risk. By this,_
we eanthe r riming of low-paid fu
of the privItte 'sector in search of .hig-

Th,ere are comple4. problems invo
jobs to he made available, who sho

4-time or part-time workers out
r paying b ublic service jobs.
ed in detbrmining the types Qf

ld get them and the wage level
necessary to attract, workers into the-programs without draliingthem

. %

out of the privata,,s&tor.
.. We. think any policy of incorporating an extensive public service

-job program must consider these questions carefully, and a program
of the type contemplated here would face, 7.1e think, substantial
problems in this regard. - ,

'We 'are
(
concerned about the very real possibility that this kind of

gram, an expansion/Rogram, would aggravate the preent unem-
proyment situation br' ging people who are presently really not in the

,.fob market inktothe j b market.
We do 'trot 'See ti e point of a.government. faded program that

should be.' specially' concerned with providing jobs for those who.
normally wauld,be in the work force, either presently or would wish

L...tp,b,,,,,under present cicumstances, becoming.a. bonanza for those who
otherwise really wouYIl not want, to be in the work force.
te, A third point that we want to Make is that we believe the members
of this committ must consider the cost to the-people of this country*
that thiS legisl tion would entail as compare(1.zto_the b4hefita to be
derived frtm it.

One point that concerns us is that there isilo Inuit Provided; as I
read the bill, for funds to implement thisKogrsrm. It would.be; open-
ended- as I read it. ..

.
..

We believe that the'cosCol'administration alone fol a program on
this scale would be phenomAml. We have the Job Guarantee Office
expanded, local training community job boards, a reservoir of public
service and private employment projects, the Standby Job Corps
and Community Public Service work Reservoirs, all within each
commu.nity,

-
.

L .

In addition, sect ioto(6) provides for "sliecial" assistance including
but not. *limited to counseling, training, and, where necessary, trans-
portation and migration assistance.

To actually employ and pay for all the people who show up at the
Job Okiarantee Office will cost an enormous sum, in tax dollars.

The inflationary impact of, this proposal cannot be overstated.
.1t a time when our Federal budget deficit is skyrocketing, the ap7

proach in LI. R. 50 needs close and thoughtful re-examination. We note

14, \
r-
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that the committee has made the control of inflation.a .priority itemin section 3(c) of the reilsed bill. . - .
Yet, we submit that the very nature and extent cd the bill itself are

not compatible with that goal. The net effect of the bill will -fie a avid ,iinjection of money into the economy, creating a deman, pull inflation,
at least in the short term, which will only .exacerbate our economicL.. -.) situation.

,t''` There are inequalities in this legislation that cannot be, overlooked.
One of the most obvious is the bill's approach to compensation, which

. we believe clearly violates the principle of "equal pay for equal work.,"
, The bill, as written,'could, in effect, provide for vastly different raters
-6f pay, based on prior- work experience 9r even based on education. .This seems totally inequitable, .and(would, create tensions on the'job in addition to, the strain on the economy. This ay differentialThis

be established regardless of. whether the indi ual's educationufor work backgrond is relevant to thejob in question, s we read thebilY.
..

.

he task of ,effective adenistration would cot only be prohibitivlein cost but imposgible from a practical' point of view. The multiplicity
of institutions called f9r to carry out the provisions of this bill is stag-
gering and afiy coordination of this. mammoth structure 55 almostunimaginable, We urg0 the committee to carefully reconsider tIni
enormous adrnifiistrative problems inherent in such a proposal.

We do subscribe to the need for public service.jobs, but only whensuch a system is clatrly thought out and constructed
Public service job opportunities made available through -existing

channel's, in addition to full use of the unemployment compnsation
. .

system, present a far better alternative than the mammoth and un-
workable systeni envisaged by this legislation.

This is not to say that the present system cannot be improved
uponbut H.R. 50, we do not believe is the way to do it.

We believe that, efforts should be directed primarily toward stim-
, idating the productive capacity o industry and increasing employ-
ment opportunities in the private sector. There is a desperate needin our country, today for industrial expansion arn.t.we need broader,
more comproliensive training programs, especially" in) the private- sector' to. improve the fperformance of those entering tIte.lakor force.

Such training' programs should', be geared especially toward upgrad-'ing the skills of women, teenagers, ,and minority grouPS-who have in
the past found it most difficult to find jobs.

. / ,

Only through such an apprOach can we insure that Arise in our
Nation's overall productivity will accompany'an increase' in numbersof people employed. . e/ Lpt me close by reitvating ...our concern about the unemployment

. situation facing mir N441°11- today. We do not want to be adversaries
in the search for better ways to combat is problem.

More jobs mean increased buying pow, for industry's -products..
But ice urge this committee to Abandon co ideratioa of this unwork-
able bill and to turn- its attention instead to constructive proposals
for improving our Nation's economic health.
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7. HIGH EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME. MAINTENANCE
POLftr

- -

(By Chamber of Commerce of United States, Council on Trends .
1,. _ '(:Perspective)

Neither t analysis nor the cinclusions in this report necessarily
reflect the licies of the Chainber of Commerce of the United States.
The Counc on Trends and. Perspective is an anticipatory gtudy
group of the tiona amber. Its function is to pitOitiltira=framiwork
of thinking and anal sis within which to -consider emerging natibnal.
problems and broafl policy issues. Unlike anding committegs of
the Chamber, the Council does not make 'wet policy retommeEda-
tions to the Chamber Board of Directors. In reporting its studies to
the Board, the Council asks that they be referred to the Chamber's,
standing committees for study and consideration.

The Council on, Trends and Perspective has been unanimous in
Agreeing on the importance. of the issues criscussed in this report and'

. . m wishing to bring them to the attention of the Chamber's Board.
The entire Council, moreover, su orts the overall analysis and,line
of argument in the report. It uld be understood that individual
Council me ers may not ager e with every statement in the report.
As with a ;Iouncil reports, each ember' has had the opportunity
to disasso ate himself from the re' rt if he so chose..

t0 . ., ,g ''.

INTRODITGTION-t.

THE ENIP1i0T1NT ACT OF 1946

For thirty years, the Employment Act of 1946 has b n a corner-
* stone of natiqnal economic and social policy. Signed nto law by

President Trianon. on February 20; 1946, theAct ass. d the federal

under which fieorictabte., willing, andseeking to wor could find useful
governMent rOpeoliiiility for creating and MaintaIng hOConditions

enipl4yoient 'ttn(1116 dgi-eed that the-fedi:teal' merninent should, use 01
' /;its ,61"ctns,' functions., and . resources to fulfill this responsibility, AN

th tfie term 711111 employment" Was deliberately omitted from
th Act, the Employment, Act in fact made "full" or "high"' einploy-
me iuridefinedthe primary goal of national economic policy in the
post var United States.

The .Eniploymen04 Ai not specify the means which the federal
government was tolce.rate and maintain the concliions of high ern.-
ployment-llowevepreveri as it was intenOed to confmit the nation to
high employment, the Act finally passed' by Congres-s in February, 1946
was also written \ligi the purpose alimitinK the extent and kind of
overnment interOent'ion into the economy in the flame of full'employ-

ment The tert4 "full employment" was omitted from the Act pre-
-.
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cisely because it seemed to openthe door to goal-setting by the federalgovernment. The Act put the government under obligation not tothose whb were "willing and able''' to work but to a more restricted' group who were "able, willing and seeing" to work. To be the Objectof the government's_ concern under the Employment 'Act, a personmust have tested the job market by actively seeking work.The Employment Act set, more or less explicit limits on what thefedeiAl government -might do. It specified "useful" employment,
implicitly ruling out government creation of 'make-work jobs as .themeans for achieving high levels of erriployment. It_stated that thefederal government should carry out its res.ponsibi s ways con-sis ent with ,"other essential considerations of na onal policy."

ough unstated in ttje Act, it has been widely; ag d that somemodicum of price stability is such an essential cons.' eration. TheAct directed the goVernment to,exercisc its responSi ities in waysthat "foster and promote free competitive enterpri and the general
welfare." Such phrases might be vague and subject various interpre-tations. However, they have been interpreted as. limiting the ex enttowhich the federal government in the pursuit of an undefined goshould intervene in the market economy, substitute bureaucratic formarket judgments, and replace private economic activity.

The DImployment Act of 1946 was an acknowlediged 'offspring of
Keynesian economic thought. Ten years .befpre its passa re, it wasnot widely believed that governments could create and ap tain the

, conditions of, high employment without fairly detailed central direc-tion of;the economy. It was in 1936 that John Map:A rd Keynes, inhe General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money, outlined aiacroeconomic theory which offered a formula by *Ilia government
could act in behalf of high employment without intervenini.,', exten-sivsly into the market economy. Against the conventional neoclassical
ecSnomic thinking of his day, Lord Keynes argued tha't in,unplannedmarket econoAies there could be chronic insufficiency or demand.This could occur: if the combined spending of consumers and investorsfershort of e levels needed to support "full"- nployment of-retnrces. TI government, said KOTnes, was needed and had thenieans tco correct an insufficiency -oT aggregate demand, either. bystimulating private investors and _consumers to spend more 'br byincreasing expenditures on its ow-n account. ,

It is w,,orth recalling today that tire EmploFment Act 01. 1946 waspaSsed in preference to an original bill which embodied _ quitedi'fferent lines of thought.. The Full Employment Bill of 1945-provided ;
for 'what many a its ariihitects as well as its ppponents vie-wed as themechanism for nation111 economie planning, a Ifetafied "National Pro-duction and EmploymeneBudget" that included the investments andexpenditures of private; businesses,, consumers, and state and local gov-eninittits as well as the federal government.. The original bill alsoprovided for an annual "full employment program" of the President.This would have included among other/things "such measures as mayhe necessary to assure that monopolistic practices With respect toprices, production, or distribution, or other monopolistic practices, will
not interfere with achievOinent,of the purposes of this Acl." Passing
the Employment At of 1946 in its final farm, Congress implicitly re-jected as the means for achieving high} employment both national

.
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economic planning and programmed assault on the supposed .

L- monopolistic structure of industry, which some supporter4 of the Full
rriptoyment Bill believed to be a major cause of less-than-full

employment. It instead embraced the Keynesian notion that the gov-

ernment could create and maintain conditions of full employment by

assuring an appropriately high level of aggregate demand. In the
subsequent thirty years, the nation's full employment policies have

been primarily macroeconomik policies focused onaggregate demand.

The term "full employment policies" indeed has been a virtual ..

synonym. for aggregate monetary and fiscal policies.
Another kind of employment policies, manpower policies, did

ain considerable attention and emphasis in the nineteen-sixties.
anpower policies in the United States have been concerned mainly

with labor supply, aiming to increase' the productivity and mobility

-of the labor force. ,Their principal emphasis has been on the dis-
advantaged, with programs designed to upgrade the enployment
and earning potentiat%of people whose lack of marketable skills

, seemed to make them particularly prone to unemployment and un-
derginployn}ent or employable only at very low wages. In the nineteen-

sixties, Manpower policies came to be viewed as a potentially impoirtant

supplement to 'macroeconomic policies'. Is was observed that even
when the economy was operating at close to full capacity and- there

was a high demand for workers, some people were unemployed be-

cause their skills were insufficient or unsuitable for the available jobs.
Or because theSt simply lacked' information about job openings:

Training or retraining, eople with few or obsolete skills and matching

jobseekers vote rapidly with available jobs, it was thought,, could

lower the -unemployrnent rate, raise the potential output of the

economy, and increase the, earning potential of disadvantaged people.
M.anpower pphcies clearly could work only to the extent that macro-
economic policies assured high levels of demand. Upgrading the
skills of unemployed and underemployed people could do nothing )4

to improve their employment and earning potential if the jobs ,in j,
which they could use their newly acquired skills were not avail-

able. To date there is not much evidence that the manpower pol-

icies and programs initiated in the nineteen-sixties were especially
successeul.,. Whether or not they might have been, if pursued more
vigorously or under more favorable economic circumstances, is a
question still being debated.
:Sorieething else is needed!'

For most of the past thirty years, demand-oriented macroeconomic
policies seemed to work acceptably well.. The business cycle did- not

'disappear, to be sure. However, in the quarter century from 1946 to

1971, the nation enjoyed fairly, rapid secular growth of output, em-
ployment, and real incomes, There was on-going debate throughout. ,

this "period over 'what unemployment rate constituted "full employ-.
ment" and it was observed that the United States, along with Canada,
secularly had higher rates of unemployment than most other indus-
trialized countries. However, since World War II, the rate of unem-

ploynient in the' United States has been a serious matt r of concern
Ant has been

mainly during periods of economy
viewed primarily as a cyclical- woblem requi no basic redirection

of economic policy but rather improvement, and refinements in mone-

tary and fiscal policies.
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Within the last three or four years, for the first time 'since thepassage of the Employment Act of 1946, the nation's thirty year-oldapproach to "ftilremployment" has begun po be quite seriously chal-lenged. The challenge involves more than. criticism that monetary.iind fiscal pblicies are being administered improperly or that theyneed to be supplemented to a greater degree by conventional kinds ofmanpoweypoTicies. The criticism is more basic. It is tooted in seriousdoubts th-Tit the traditional full:errijSloyment policies- are any longerthe right economic uolicies or the right employment policies.The doubts have several sources. Some scientists, environmentalists,and economists concerned with the lon-term aspects of growth havebecome increasingly skeptical that management of aggregate demandrepresents .it sufficient national economic policy in an era when theRation must be concerned with environtnental quality; rising prices ofetiergy, food, and natural resources; global interdependencies of in-creasing importance; and possible long1/4term limits to growth. Moreimmediate, and politically compelling, -.however, are doubts thatmanagement of aggregate demand, whether or not a sufficient nationaleconomic policy, can aq,y...1ffiger be relied upon to assure high employ-ment and aeceptabty-loW unapplo.yment. .'These
i

ese latter doubts are (Mlle .obviously rooted in the recent per-formance of the economy. In 1975,ton the eve of the Employ entAct's tricennial, the United States by conventional economic intsuffered its worst economic recession since the Great,Depressi n. The
ators
n

annual- unemployment 'rate reached its.ohiohest level since -1941, justbefore the American entry into \ rld-War I. In 1974 -75, the_ecOnomyexperienced the highest rate -increase in consumer prices since thepostwar infiatioii of 1946 8. If 1975 could be -explained by specialcircumsta.ces as an eNlraor inarily burl year, the fact remains thfra the'future does not look altog,e her reassuring. Most economic forecastssug)rest that both unemploy ent and inflation are likely to remain, through the end of the decade it rates well above any that the nation'spostwar experience has led people to expect or to regard as normal.che approach that policymakers have relied upon in the past to reducethe unemployment rate, namely, expanding aggregate demand, seemsnow to add to inflation without being very effective in lowering un-employment to former levels. With no more precise diagnosis of theproblem than this, an increasing number of people seem receptive toassertions that the c;hl policy approaches to full employment nolonger work and that in their stead we need "something else.''
National economic planning

The quest for "something else" has brought a revival of interest innational economic planning, an idea that had been dormant in theUnited States since the Full Employment Bill of 1945. ,The renewedintmst in national economic planning, to be sure, does not growwhOirry out of concern for full employment. It seems to have surfacedtwo or threeyears ago ont of a convergence of concerns for the environ-ment, energy, and perceived "shortages" of a number of commoditiesand materials. InitiatiVes in favor of national planning have been sup-'ported by a long-standing seg-ment of opinion that re,.. ces could beallocated more "rationally" or in more "socially desirab '4 ways if

4.
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41,
allocation were not left entirely to market forces. There an be no
question, however, that the high rate of unemployment in 1975-76
has brought natiOnal,planning to the fore as a serious political issue.
Since the spring of. 19.7.45, at least three separate planning billk-have
been introduced in Congress. The most prominent, the Full Employ-
ment and Balanced Growl. Act of 1976, The so-called Humphrey-
Hawkins Bill, is reminiscent in language and purpose of the Full
Employment Bill of 1945. It calls for a "Pull Employment and Bal,
anced Growth Plan" which would set forth national priorities and
long-term goals for employment, production, and Wurehasing powerl,
including a "full employment" °al equivalent to a national unem- ,

ployment rate of no more than rcent, The bill would. provide the
federal government with new and broad authority to see' that goals
are carried out.

'Those who believe that planning is needed for "full. employ t"
seem to have several things in mind. Some proponents appear to e-
liAse that planningand the controls that go with planhingwo d
enable the government better to stabilize the economy and to 'reduce
or eliminate cyclical fluctuations in employment and output. Others,
including the economic historian W. W. Rostow, have made the argu-
ment that sectoral planning of inves,tment is needed to bring the eon - ,

omye,back to full employment on)a, permanent basis; the market
mechanism alone, they contend, will not ensure a rapid enough shift'
of capital out of oil!, high-cost sectors of the economy ,into new growth
sectors. Finally, some advocates seem to belieVe than planningand,
again, the control that go with planningoffers a W'ay' for the gpvi-°'
ernment. to .chanriel resources into sectors of che economy that appear
to be "labor intensive" f-t thus to offer more numerous opportunities
for employment with relatively little capital expenditure.
Guaranteed employment
c

,

There has been a re val of ,support for the idea of guaranteed
employment, which hadhacll acts° been discussed thirty years ago in the

, context of the Full Employment Bill of 1945. Many prof orients of
'planning for ,full employment" as well as-some others %'4;:o oppose
national planning be*ve that the concept of "full emp, 'merit"
requires a guarttee'of employment at some specified wage rate to
anyone and everyone wild wishes to work at that wage, with the
government backing,' thi* guarantee as an employer of last reso /
A crucial issue in guaranteed employ,meni of course, is the wage r e.
The higher the wage at Wfitehf.errtp(oyrrient is -guaranteed, the 1 rger
the number of peopl who could-be, expected toseek public em )loy-

\. ment, and, hence, the greater the progabre redistribution of inco e and
resources from the private to the public sector. Besides those it ready
orking, at lower wages in the private sector, a cdnsiderable n amber
of people previously outside the labor force could be exile .ted to
come forth seeking; guaranteed jobs at an at tractive wage The ederal
Reserve Chairman, Arthur Burns, last ' year propose( g,uaranfeed
ern >loyment at something,-less thin the'. federal minimum wage. The ,-
FL phrey-Ilawkixis bill it defines fairlates of compensation,"
sug gists a much Tighe average wage- in guaranteed- employment,

`hence a much large -sca e progPam jf) public employment
11

1-"--
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'incomes policies
There has been relatively little discussion of so-called incomespolicies since the lifting of wage and price controls in April, 1974.'The issue of %cage and price controls, however, is never far from thatof full emp oyment national economic planning. It is generallyconceded t day thl t at Rts to reduce the national unemploymentrate very rapid! the h75-4 percent tang e through egpansion of. aggregate deman ie iikcily"-to.be so inflationary as to bring on pies-,

shres for wage and price'restraints; particularly in'key sectors.of theeconomy- where business and labor are alleged to have non-compe-titive pricing and avage- setting powers. Some economists includingthe former Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, :HerbertStein, see reimposition of wage and price controls, if it should occur,its the critical step that is likely to lead to national economic planning.

BACKGROUND OF THE COUNCIL STUDY

The Council on Trends and Pers ective ndertook this presentstudy in the latter part of 1975, bel eying the that the nation wasrapidly coming to a crossroads. in its thinking ab ut full employmentpolicy. The Co cil was concerned b the problem of high unemploy-ment an(kthe a parent difficulties of dealing with it. It was equallyconcerned b t. p_resumption implicit in many.of the currently, pro-posed re ( les: thht in order rto have Tull employment" today. weneed t extensive "government intervention into the economy thatwas detoured thiuty years ago by the Employment A1ct and the promiseof Keynesian economics.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE NATIONAL COMMIVENT
To HIGH EMPLOYMENT

In undertaking its study, the Council on Trends and Peispectiv e'0-. seriously the charge of th'e Employment Act of 1946, believingthat the issue of "full employment" today and in the foreseeable future
is the same one that it was in 1946: how, not whether, the nation shOuld
create and maintain conditions under which people who wish to work,can find.. useful employment, with minimum delay and difficulty. Inthe Council's view, the problem of unemployment is a serious one that,may present a serious threat to the economic and political system.This is despite the fact that unemployment clearly does not have the
same economic significance today that, it did in' the nineteen-thirtiesor that it did even ten or fifteen,ears ago. The 'unemployment rateused to be regarded as a fairly good indicator of economic hardship.
Today unemployment and e nomic hardship are largely separate ,oc
problems. The composition of he labor force is quite different nowfrom twenty, thirty, or forty y ars ago. A far larger percentage of
job holders and job seekers today are not the sole earners in a house-hold. Present-day public income maintenance programs not onlyguarantee a minimincincome or a minimum amount of purchasingpower for all Americans; in some cases they offer people who arejobless higher incomes than are earned by other ful-time working
people.
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Neither is the rate of unemployment a very good incl. ay
of the amount of unused productive capacity in the onomy 9r of
the manpower resources available for economic gr . High employ-
ment today is not nec s Hy synonymous wit ow unemployment.
There have been imp r t changes m labor orce,behavior in the last
decade or so that have destroyed any simple inverse relationship be-
tween employment and unemployment. To a far greater degree than
twenty or thirty years ago, people today move in and out-of the labor
forcein response to changes in job opportunities. When employment
oppdrtunities increase; people tend to enter. the labor force at a greater
rate; when employment declines, many people leave or stay out of the
labor force raker than seek jobs which do not seem to be -available.
As a result, changes in the level of employment today often have a
greater effect on the size of the labor force than on the level of unem-
ployment. The unemployment rate may rise. and remain high today
at the same time that the percentage of the working age population
who are employed (the employment-pkpulation ratio) is rising.'

A high .unemployment rate today c/oes not necessarily mean that
there are large numbers of people available for work at piling
wages. The national labor force statistics proyide no information.on
the kinds of jobs or the wages that the unernployerl ave seekng or the
conditions under which they would accept work. To the extent flat
rising labor force participation rates haye pushed up the unemploy-
ment rate, there is no way of knowin whether the additional job-
seekers are serious about wanting to or realistic in their salary
expectations. On the other hand, there are some people who do wish
to work at prevailing wage rates whose joblessness is not reflected in
the unemployment Vie. The unemployed who have.been absorbed in
public manpower programs, for example, are counted as employed.
Some people who wish to work but believe there are no jobs available
stop looking for work and are not counted as unemployed but instead
as 'ynot in the labor force." A virtue of the sort of guaranteed employ-
ment program suggested by Dr. Burns is that it would provide a
market test of how many peopleboat aMong the unemployed and
outside the labpr forceare available and ant to work at a given
(in this rase, fairly low) wage rate.

From this discussion, one may correctly cone ude that The official
unemployment rate is no longer a reliable single indicator on which
to.,base macroeconomic policy decisions. One may also correctly con-
'clude that a high unemployment rate today is not by itself evidence
that aggregate monetary and fiscal policies have failed. Growth of

. aggregate demand may cause employment to increase quite rapidly
without drawing down the unemployment rate.

I The statistics and unemployment from which the unemployment rate is calculated are
derived from the 1 onthIS Current Population Survey, a 47,04)0-household sample survey conducted by the
Census Bureau. P 'Sons counted as employed are those age ill and over who during the survey week did
any work fcr pay or profit or worked 15 hours or more its unpaid workers in a family enterprise. Persons who
were not working but had Jobs or business from which they were temporarily absent for noneconomic reasons
(illness, bad weather, vacation, labor-management disputes, etc.) are also counted as employed.

Persons counted as unemployed are those age hi and over who were not working during the survey week,
who made specific efforts within the previous four weeks to find a job (such as applying to an employer,
visiting an employment service, clipcking with a friend, etc.) and who were available for work during the
survey week, except for temporary illness. Also classified as unemployed are persons on layotl from a Job and
person waiting to report to a new Job within thirty days. All other persons age 141 and over who are not
emplo ed are classified as "not in the labor force."
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..It dOes not follow, however, that tinemployinent is no longer aserious problem: When people cannot find or cannot get he jobs theywant, it is inevitably a source of social problems and a so. ce of pre's-sures on government to ant,quickly, to "do something."L . . is true*, .whether or not people are suffering severe economic' hard ip as' theresult of their joblessness. It is true whether or not t w wishto work are counted officially as unemployed. A , unfor unately,is

-

it s true regardless of The trrsons why they.do 1 o 'aye obsi whether,for example; it is because the economy is ore mg at less than fullcapacity; because the jobseekers themselves have inflected or unrealis-tic jOb and salary expectations; beFluse the jobs people want haveI been priced out of the market by the minimum wage; or because thepeople themelves have been effectively excluded from the labor forceby the disincentives, of welfare or by institutionalized retirement.
That present labor force statistics provide a poor indication of eitherthe nature or the depth of real problems in the !Libor, market simply ,-increases the probability that, these problems will be improperlydiagnosed and treated with the wrong policy medicine. Labor force<statistics tan, and Aould, be improved.

.,_.A.G4wth Bill indicate one tVng, it is this: However unemp Oyment
If recent initiatives such as the Full Employment, and alanced

ensured, whatever its rat significance:aM whatever its ca Ise, theappearance that human resources are underutilized can be a seriousthreat to the economic and political system. 'It offers critics' of thesystem an argument that, howeiver wrong or simplistic, may twill-theless.be politically compelling: the argument that the privatt marketeconomy cannot generate enough jobs. In the nineteen-thirtSs and atthe end of World War II, national economic plant-rip,' and extensive

ent." The signifi-cance
1179government control and direction of the economy w e urged on' thegrounds that they alone could assure "full employ

of such legislative proposals as the Full Employment and
Balanced Growth Bill is that in the face of seemingly intractable highrates of unemployment the same arguments can still be revived today.
The iincertainty of growth

,
The nation's unemploymetit, rate has been dropkt g fairly steadilysince mid-1975. Employment has been rising eite rapidly andthe percentage of the working age population actually employed hasbeen increasing;)although in the second quarter of 1976 it had not yetregained the high rates of 1973 and 1974. As the economy continuesto Improve, high unemployment may recede as an immediate poll 'calissue. ). . IHowever, this does. not detract from a longer-run concern: thatover the next decade the nation may trot have the economic growthrequired to assure high employment and high leVels of real income.As theCouncil on Trends and Perspective argued in its report,Economic- GrowiL New-Views and Dues, slow economic growth isneither desirable nor inevitable. However, depending in large measureon the direction of national economic policies, it could be a realitywith adverse social and political as well as economic consequences.

Economic growth
Over the next decade or so, the American economy will have toadjust to what has been called a global "revolution" in prices. Pro-ducers and consumers will have to adapt their technologies and pat-ac7-

1
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terns of consumption to energy prices substantially highe than in th
last quarter century, probably to higher world food prices, nd almost
certainly to raising environmental costs. The more rapidly suc chan

tt an be made, the better. The longer pfoducers and consumers ar ed
into high-.°st patterns of consumption and production, the g ater
the inflationary pressure on the economy and the. heavier the drams__
growth oLincomes and standards of living.

In a period when the economy will need to undergo substantial
structural changesin response to changing relative scarcities; economic
growth will require far more of economic policy than that it assure a
steady growth in aggregate demand. National economic policies will
also have to encourage innovation and assure a sufficiently high rate
of saving and investment. Large investments will be -4.equired to
develop ne* products and technologies. Rapid and broad-scale changes
in technology imply a high, rate of capital replacement ot only in
industry but in the household sector as well. The for
capital replacement will add to the need for saving and investment.
To assure growth, economic policies will have to facilitate mobility, of
labor and capital out of industries where the costs of energy, materials,
and environmental damage are high, relative to the valve of _output
Fuld into those where the ratios are lower. -

Inflation poses a seriyins potential threat to growth. Prolonged
inflation at rates close to those of 1574 and 1975 might be expected
seriously to depress saving and capital formation. Although inflation
is by no means inevitable, the risk seems fairly great. Moreover,
much, as one would like to believe otherwise, there is a possibility that
inflation will be dealt with by wage and .price controls, particularly if
it is accompanied by high unemployment and more particularly if it is
perceived as- "cost-push'.t inflation. The apparatus for controls ores-

.

ently exists in the Council. on Wage and Price Stability. Easing into
controls, could occur within the next few years without either much
fanfare of much searching,r4msideration. If wage,and pre controls
were adopted as the meAns for containing inflation, prices would be
made useless as indicators of relative scarcity. 'Dig could be expected
seriously to discourage' innovation and to impede mobility orgabo
and capital with adverse consequences for economic growth.

_Labor Force Growth
Some forecasters have pointed to the likelihood that a slowing of

1,pr force growth over the next fifteen years will ease the .problem
.W'maintaining full employment. It is true that the working-age

population (the population "ag,e,.16 and over) will increase at a con-
'siderably slower rate in the ..nineteen-eighties than in the previous
two decadesby a little over 9 percent as compared to about 17
percent in each of the earlier"decades. The'sfcalled prime-age group,
the 25-54 year-old group that traditionally has had the highest rates
of participation in the labor force, will be growing somewhat' faster
than in the pastby about 22 percent during the nineteen - eighties
as compared to 6 percent and 18 percent in the two larlier decades.
However,"the number of teenagers and young adults rage 16 through
24) will actually decline hy soiree 16 percent in the nineteen-eighties.
This population, group indreased by 48 percent in the,...nineteen-sixties
and will have gTown by about 16 percent in the nineteen-seventies.
The number of people 'nee 55 and over will increase more slowly in
the nineteen-eighties, by about 7 percent as compared, to 18 percent
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each of the.two eargier deCadta. If /die labor force participation
rates of individual age-sex groups id the working age population were
to rerrtain unchanged, from 1975, 'population changes' alone would
cause the ',labor force to grow from about 951million in 1975 to 114
million in '1990, an addition of 19 million people in fifteen years.
711r short., the absolute growth of the labor force from 4975 tb .1990
Would be only 4 million less than the increase of 23 million that took
place from 1960 to 1975. .

It is very difficult to predict how the propensity of the population to
work and seek jobs -may change in the next tenor fifteen. years. The
labor force participation rates of different groUps in the working-age
pppulation are likely to depend not only on future demographic trendsbut in large measure on such economic variab.les as the number and
kind of job opportunities available, wage rates, and the relative
attractiveness of Alternatives to work. Projections published in 1973by the Bureau of Labor StatIstics.sho the labor.force participation

of women in all age groups under 65 rising during the nineteen-
although at a slowertate than (luring the ,nineteen-sixties

'es. Ell eclining participation rates were projected for menin all agezgro ps.'Based onpoptilation changes and assumed trends in
participation rates, the BLS is projecting labor force growth at an
average annual rateof 1.2 .percent in the first half of the .nineteen-
eighties'. This compares to the actual rate of 1.8 percent frep 1960 to
1975. .

While it is not-a purpose of this report to ecom.17.guess such projec-
nuns, it may be well to caution -against 'concrudirig oin- them that
slower labor force gr:owth is certain-either te.occur or t ease the prob-
lem of maintaining high employment and lbw unempl ment in the
-next decade. The projections may understate the, labor rce growth.
that will come from the nowvery rapidly increasing numbers of Women
heads of houSeholds. They may _Ve upset.by the rising cost of higher
education and its apparently declining valueas an investment in life,
time earning potential. Already over the pant four Or five,...years there
has been a significant decline T. the percentage orcollege.:age youths
enrolled in colltge programs1 There has also been some decrese in the
school-leaving age at the secondary level. Of those.Youngl)eople who
do continue with higherieducation, it seems inevitable that most will
in the future have td*.work at least:Aiart;tirrie,as many now do, in order
to INe and fin'ance their education.

**Tli state bf. the ecerionly in the years ahead can be expected to
influenfk .labor force'liartieapation. the---past three' decades, eco-
nomic growth, briiiging with it new job optibttunities, rising Nages,
and ilicreasingl. attractive working conditions,, has drawn more people
than anticipated, pfirtieularly w-orpen and teenagers, into the, labor.
force. For this period, the officfal labor force projections of the BI,S
turned out in retrosicect tp Ja;,' too low.. It could be that if the United
States were to haver slow econotimie-growth inthe decade ahead, Nwer
people than anticipated would enter the labor 1' 9rce to seek jobs. On
the other hiiniI, prolonged infla tiun,iif- it shotild- occur, might, well
change patterns of labor force behavior., The experience of 1974-75
suggests ,.t.hat inflation and slow real growth may draw second and
third family -members into the tutor force in an attempt to,maintain
real family incomes. Inflation could well reverse the trend toward
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10earlier retirement. Rising prices would almost certainly eat into the
value of sayings and private pensions. Moreover, it is far frOm clear
that in the face of inflation working-age people would -tolerate the
increases in taxation needed to maintain the real val;;; public pen-
sionssions above minimum benefit levels. I 4

If it may not be possible to keep older people out of the abor force
through larger public and private pensions, it may alsonot be so easy
as' in the past to exclude them involuntarily through an institution-
alized retirement age. The elderly are the single group in the popula-
tion that has not yet flexed its political muscle to insist on equal ern-
ployMent. opportunities. As, older people became more numerous and
if they are harder-pressed economically, they very well mhy be Jnoved
to do so.
The need for a broader view of .full employment policy

Over the last quarter century, the nation has taken a somewhat
narrow view of the full employment problem and full employment.
policy. The emphasis on aggregate 41e.mand and macroeconomic
full em Aoyment, policies reflects the underlyi ig, premise that the level
of employment is a -fairly simple function o the level orkaggreg,ate

-demand in the economy. Most certainly agg gate demand is an im-
portant determinant of employment, levels. In the context. of the
business,,cycki,L;is probabl by fair the most important one. In the

Nong,rtielineliK:Mr . of employment in the economy depends
not only on aggrega e Leman(' but on the growth of the labor supply,
the availability of capital and .other non labor factors of production,
and the relative pries of labor, capital, and other factors of produc-
t ior:No one seriously involved with economic policy has been ignorant
that ot1;434.1_14c4eis than aggregate demand influence levels of employ-
ment. It is nonetheless, truhat, these other factors have not been fully
drawn into the framework ibf thinking surrounding the formulation of
employment policy. Public policies that might strongly influence
labor supply, capital formation, and the relative prices of labor and
capital have not really been thought, of as part, of the nation's "full
employment policy."

A very large portion of economic and social policy does in some
way influence employment or unemployment, either directly or
indirect ly and either in t he short. run or in the long run. t A wide
range of public policies influence labor supply; tax policy, educational
policy, manpower policy, income hiaintenanoe policies, labor relations
policy, and civil rights policies, at the very least. Tax liolicies and
regulatory- policies have an obviously. important influence on rates
of saving and investment. Tax policies, labor vlations policies, and
income maintenance policies all influence costs of1g,hor and capital.

' Much of public policy today (wife clearly does not contribute td
the goal of full employment. In some cases publispolicies work against.

%high employment and low unemploYment. This is noct by intent or
from lack of commitment to full employment. In the past, the influ-
ences of certain policies on employment and unemployment were
assumed to be trivial, small enough to 1w washed out by macrocco-
nomic policies. Oyer the years, however, policies have changed and
the structure of the economy has changed. Old assumptions may 00 fri./4

longer hold true.
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It is the be ief of the Council on Trends and, Perspective that a
rf careful and systematic review of several areas of public policy is in

order to see how well current policies contribute to the goal of 11

employment and to determine how they might be made better to do
so. This is

and
task of some urgency. The risk exists that slow growth,

inflation, and chronically high unemployment in the next few years
could .push the. nation toward large-scale public employmg1yt and
national economic planning.0 The Council has chosen in this study to focus on one area lic ,

policy: income maintenance and related social welfare policies. There 1
is 21 two-way connection between-income 1112111110112111eV policies and
employtult. ( )11 the one hand. income maintenance programs take
care of people who are unable to work or who tbrotniti their own efforts
do not, earn el1213;;;41 to live on. ( )n the other hand, they change the
wny \vork is rewarded, :ttrt,ct. hit)01. costs. 211111 exert an influence on
the rate or economic !r1.0 \V t h. hi the fOrtY Years duce t he SOH21 Security
Act of 19:i5 laid tli,e :1.1'01111(h\ or]: for the present-day income mainte-
nance S,11.111, 21 ! 00t deal 14 ;1111`1111on hit:-; been pin(' to 't.lie first
connection. Itelati -ply little has been paid to the second, although in-
( me maintenanc( programs have grown very rapidly over the last

I ado.' ..\ hilly people may not he a -are of what the public income
nniintenitnue ,.-,v'-ii iiin I:, tocliiv, notch :.-,-, how it relates to the issue of
lull employment

A.



8. FIGHTING POVERTY WITH JOBS: PUBLIC ANDPRIVATE PAYROLL WEAPONS*

(By James L. Freund ')
> 9The _controversy over "big government" hits been raging for longerthan most Americans can remember. In recent years the focus hasbeen on the spiraling cost of the social programs of the Great Societyas well_ as on the size and scope of military spending. Now, a mkt*issue is being raise.

Maity people coneefied with high unemployment rates and povertyare demanding that the Federal Government rush to' the rescue with a"decent-paying"- job for anyone who can't land o in the private\ sector. They feel that everyone who wants to work Aimuld have the\
opportunity, and t hat the only way to guarantee this is for Uncle1 Sam to bec'ome an employer of last resort. While most would agree withthe goal of full employment, the laudableness of the objective shouldnot mask the potential difficulties of direct Government job creat?on.A lower-cost alternative might acpve the same end by merely ill-\ creasing incentives for private eta rprise.

FILLING IN 'cVITH Pt: BLIC ACTION

The magnitude of the problem of unemployment suggests that anyremedial program would have to be large. In only seven of the last25 yearsjuts the unemplovnimt rate dipped below 4 percent±-andusually only because of the `-`public employment" associated withwartime mobilization. In the average year during that period wellover three million \\-011(ON Were out `ipoinaling the pavement."Even when unemployment is low, certain groups suffer more thanothers. When unemployment fell to a recent low in October 1973, overtwice, as many nonwhites an whites wecerjobless. One in 14 teenagers,/ (many getting a taste of the workadaAvorld for the first time) wasjobless, and ()lack teenagers were only half as successful at landing a_ job than their white counterparts.
14.3tc:ti finding employment does otnecessarily mean the end of one's woes. Nlanv of the low-skilled 11,vejobs that do not afrord enough income to lift their families above thepoverty line this group has he n labeled the working poor. In short,for ma rmmany Americans peanet and sat isfaemry jobs. ark an illibsorycommodit v.

,In tunny (Ini'll'''''' Ili' h''104 I-.grok tug that the econ9my just cannotcreate enough acceptable jobs. NMV 1./ppOl'IIIIIIIIeti are hardl premed tokeep pace troth the normal yrowth of Oho labor force. Vtirtinti.. 1»n;nws.,lIttettottiote, often keep orodnct ion itelot en[onity, till), (rentingmore unemploynient

131,1,k 1, i n 11114
' I ;I

, yl I '2 2,
it itiel,111t p.1111,41,,11 1-.1. co 10 ink fk 1'111It LIIJ1w. 11a1 \ .1, "11141i, I 11,11,;111 h1 -1

o 41, 1,- )1,11 I hr: 111fit,1 311 1,11,1,1.1,1 III III.. 1,1111111,111 fiteis,Acl
111113 ik 111 n tlIIt 11 1,,I;l1Ch 3, il. 1/11I/lIal
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Past and current eirdris.
Concern for those wIt(). have .experien( id difilculties in earning a

...
livin,, is not new. Welfare, Socitti Secati ty, and unemployment in-

surimce ttre available for tliose in:need. eiltaps more important, the
Federal Govcrnment has long been corn:ee(' with the underlying
catises of unemployment ; the Employment Act, of .11*,,.y1edged the
Government to strive for maximum employment consistent with price
Stability.

_.

Fiscal and monetary policies are the Federal Ctvernment's main'.
tools in fiHit in, joblessness: their t ari.et is those workers who are idle
lieause of deficient demand. AVirshington uses these tools to stimurti.te
eronomic activity so that private.fims will hire more workers. help is
also beini,direct(id at.workers who are unemployed while job hunting,----

1 he "frictionally unemployed." As computerized job hanks rind public
placement services make job hunt iniii more efficient, the amount and

Iduration of um tiployine,nt associated with finding a first job or
clutni,inir to a in v one is Lanni, reduced. It'inally, major efforts have
been directed at the litird-core tmemployed and worker's with
Itithit milly low incomes. .iiiinecifically, 1117111.1. id the social ij,l'0!_rrzLinti of

the ''tills :-4,11,1_011 to help By providing training and "prop,- motiva-
tion." The quality ()I' the applicant, not the lack of *-ell-paying jobs,
was often considered the primary problem.

('ritic. claim that these efforts al\vitNis seen: to fall short. Fiscal and
monetary policies eliminate sonic joiblessness, but they don't create
iinou,z11 job.; )A.0110,11 itnitcceptable inflationary pressures. Many low-
,k11101 workers are never reztelied. In addition, these airttiregate policies
guarantee not hinir about the quality and permanencv or the jobs
created. Programs aimed Ili -ilisttilNitint aged" workers (such as inan-
p0Wer framing) 1111(1011100(4 ellilf1-tied enrollees' 1)1'11(111011.'0y a11t!

ability Iff t'11I111wIt' for oN1:-.111p, pf>.111(>11.. however', programs can

-inticiied only when 111PN, Ire I ullfll'elt I)) wI,(111(' j(d) VaCILIIHOS or'

coupled with joh (Tea t ion. Despite the pr(1:2:1'(:-.. made so far', the
higiiiei.t obi:lade hit, been the short/pre of -voll-pilyinir," permanent
jobs relative to number of workers trained. In short, it's argued that
( iovernment proigrote.onl.t. part 'alt.\ fill the gap between those seeking
a job iiiiii the posit ion. ;It.,jilable. I), t
I . S . Cori l'Irliii lit 'LEM lil,,yi r' of Ill.,,*1 1') Soil '

1):1-1 011111.,- lltiVe 1.811('T1 short of plimina,t 111.2: onerliployinpot as at
,oclal probleni. and --,o 1 he call 11?1,-: been for ,1 (11 red t It ppronch. \Aly not
just have ['tick) ;-)Itil hire those left out in the iolil..) The idea H hardly
new. rilernoloyment, )1- we 1(.1i(.t. It, is water Ill CW1101'1(4 With totally
planned Pr(111()Itiie,, because the L'..m.errirtiont provides for lot -al '11)101-

!tient If state -owned elifellai,e,. 1.1keV1,0, in Sweden's WIllflre state
there I- II. Well-e-hlhil-hed prtr2:1ftlil tt, provide employment for those
linable to find a lel)

.-.., iiiiilenienidig traditional e0,,,,»,w1 iiiilii ie, %). ith oldilic employ
1 1 0 ' 1 1 t - 1 1 1 (IOW I I I i i i ' 1'1110,1 '-`1:01`-. 0'1 ill'r 1)11e ()r t111' 111»,1 con-

e rover-,.:1 (0. I 10, \ rw I ).,;0 pruincii, (1) 1.():111)Ut the (hear 1)(TIV.-,1(111

v.;t,, t H, 1,1'(irk, 1)r,)_0f'.,- .1WILI1,,I nil !,,;i .kt ;I, peak, the \V PA 1'111-
pio)%,3 .-) t, '1, r'Ill of II), lahtn. for .0 iii,1 ali-i.orheil .i 1 pia.,lit of men.sriireil
Litiiimploy mow Tie, I I-1 I'. I 1,' 11111.,,11 aVfI';I'''I'd ;1!)()I1I $ 11 I>111;011 III
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(lire w\kkges per ,/e.ar to support about two million workers. Its goal
was simple: providing temporary income for citizens out of (work .as
result of adverse economic conditions. The jobs were meant to be
temporary, and little. or no training was involved.'

More recently, the 11.1mergency Employment Act of 1971, created a
limited number of temporary jobs to narrow the hap between the
number of positions available and the number of jobseekers. Ai long
as traditional policies failed to lower the unemployment rate to 4.5
percent ; Federal fonds were provided to local governmental units to°
hire area unemployed.

Proponent:.4 of public service employment consider such programs
as only IL yjrtrt, 1..1'!,11111,r that eirOrL; InlISt he broadened and be-come
perm:men . As a true emplovier Of last resort, the Federal Government
would create jobs for anyone not finding- employment. Further, many
would arrite that full Government re:ponsibility indlideS prpVidin,r
Ydecein-payingi' job for those W110 Work hull dolift earn an in,c,evable
wage by society's standards.

Jobs would he reserved through eligibility requirements-- for those,
work'ers not likely to find employment elsewhere. Those who are only'
temporarily out of work (frictionally unemployed) sholftd not he put
on the ("lverillueld pay roil. they w+ii land a job and ace
helped in the interim by existing unemployment compensation taws.
The demaml-deficient unemployed might be aided by public service
employment as a stop-gap measure...As business conditions improve,
these worker: would move oil' the [elidec payroll to private (qnploy-
inent. The cornerstone of recent proposals, however, H the C01111111t-
flIOnt to _11.1211t poverty by ruaranteeing jobs to all those who ;offer
eitmpodo( disad,,,,,/,/,/, In 1.11'C'.hilmr tnarkels and habitually have
high unemployment ratk,s the y01111:2:, 1111110ritle`,, and- 1.110:-,e 111 (IV-
preS`,0(1

T11117-, 111I' reciplent- woohl 1,0-It he low-skilled, for \Omni the
Government 1,, In fact, it last resort. When, these workers secure em-
ployment in the private sector, it's often wItil unstable firms.
'They are 111'1 off and re1-61.,,1 frequt144.y. Benoit, are p"91, and plc is
frequently low. 'People limited to such jobs ire unemployment-prone
and their incomes often fall below the poverty line. Public employment
W'011111 ,t1V1' 010111 0 re!'11101. j01):.1)1.001c111(4r into the CyCIV of poverty and
the job-market shuffle.'
//ow it wr,,,b/ ,re r6

A public employment pro zrain would Wirer :uhstantoilly from its
prts(lece-,-,or, the `Yorks Pro,rre--, AdniiIiHtratlon. Althow.di the WM',
primary v,-;111 income, much the dis-
fa.vor it i ittracto,lcmcit, treced Jinhhr wilirt-Hort thiit retiownt,
just .1od tt.roond. Partly nyted aril Itirtzely het.(1,
pttrtit,tittoo:.; will need remedial t.rtitittit,z, itropo-td- now the
t.rent [on ote-tt )1I- W11,,'11 Wilke mentittp2-1111
10, WeIj th). ii :i11(11\-11

11 11. t,,11-11,1

I
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For those who might be ftxliffctefl to be on the putilir payroll for only
a short period (fl()Ifittinl-flefif.w It causes), tftliipol.firy positions might be
flesig,tififl to 1180 their (resent skills. For the "hard-core," more formal
filf,t11)-; ifr,f)Ifcicci)-;sary. Since many of the recipients would not fit the job
eategfiries that are most in demand in the pulilic sector, two schemes

.lifflti, been stigitestf)(1.for riitilii-n,t` ht' prfigritlii.4 Meaningful new job
clitssifictitifilis could be create( iv spin-offs from established jobs.
These would lie semi- skilled tasks that would relieve present personnel
of respfmisiliiliticf-; by fis),)igiiitit. pa t of thenr work to new employees.
ll'or example, local hospitals mietht train ,participnts us paraprofes-
sionals fissistifit, III 211'0;N., -11ell as )111"SIIIIII therapy and laboratory
chores. 'I'l'itelltn., aid. could l'etiel:( educators of taSk:-. .-.11(.11 as Rt.-
1011(12111(.0-ttlkIII and .-I111)erVII,:',011 Ot, 11011-elaSSI'00111 21.etIN'It ICS. Streettp,
atid high \vitif departments could iron participants to assist heavy
equipment t'ilerator,...l'oliceinf.ti cord I relififpn.)-r.11 certain tiondang'enuis
duties. lti short, flew position, \vfin I he created, and the new ftlii-
ploAA40., would be trained to fill them. `...

A more (nolo tonal approach 1, also ji ilile. Public entplfiymeitt
fund, could I he 110(1 to lore, trust, IIIIII then 'iliph)v workers for exist
an, jolt clas.,}ficat ion,. In es,ence, it would h a trimmer program that
would meet the failure of many iiiimpowe Malls in t he past t heroj

litvolad 0 il ellitHI.Illeed, 11101111111".111 tool ill the end of the traiiiiii-gt
period. In t In- approach, Holt ant, would he employed 4., full-
tled)zeirl fir'C.Ition, latildittg It (I t i',-;41.1..st.,, and file clerk,.

of xi,,),I .111P ris Isf,ftssiN( H

\Vhell nelf1\ proZt'n III, VIP rot: IllIkted rIllIti-, :MN.. proposal'- hefleht
III11,1 he NVel,ZHII :I 2:;LINIlit ( )11colillt:iilt ro-t- IlkIMItt :11(r,V Merl-
toriou- the lui,ic ohject I e- :Imw:11.. Hi, ,,11,1(,\.,1.-6r-I, 1-re',1)11 Idea.
H no 1Nrool on It riiii-t/not auto ,It compli-li the - )1' fin inleipinte
lib for every itrialrtieJ binilly, but II -Iiiiiild eft, -» more efficiently
tlifin ativ tiltermitive method.. If

.1 ebffilf., t, ril, ho 1/r /'

Ati Folicy de-igned to aid p.eoph. ultimately inni-t rest (Cr fall on it,
ability to make it- reciprent- better ()II. ..-1(*)cates fannt out several,
iiilvantage- or OH- propo-al Ill the Ily,Illt to ell) the ili,trt..eil.

I l'illilne eiliplii wow, one It H -el lip. H iftst,illel e/q7(./. fiscal
mei monetary inilli.te, create .inli- ilitmerii ,,..elierzil, 4.1.01101111r eTowtli
and LION IIIVolVe (Thl-Itler:thle tIllle-HM and leakage. 1)1!-AoiN'alltaeed
worker- Ni oltell the It1-1 to be lond, ii Ille.\:. iire reached at all, in
acf,/,m),), e \ pall.,),_ 1,1,,r,,,,, i,td. /.,,,z.,.,,,11.., i.,,,. ,t(.1,,,,..-ed area,
1»i-ell inion rittra, 1 ,11 linlii-tr\ IMIV ttlke v1.211- to V1/4-1-114 uhf. EXP°11(11-
1 to',.. on pilid't i'mploN. Men! lio.Mht !he iolde-, irlhreiliniely.

I;(.1' iii -i Lei *1,01, iln 1,1.4-1.iiiii could pi.i)\-Hie an nre,,,HI,Ip
lin] -1,;1,1% HI, Ii ,.[11,1 he in 1()1.1n1 -.. Hint riliiii It, -killed \vorl;e1.

, nil In nI,.,.j1,-1 \\ !1!,111 Hi 'III N,
1 1.:I.W '. II tr .\ !Am% (loverionctit rti.-181-

1)11,11 air' ii arra, ro rr, aide io ,,trialo no-d,r1,1_ Noin ,,,,,,),, Hi,. ,, 1,,,,,.
l'oft or, oi t l) c Irrit oiir or tler nocii-Ifcaril or ill,' Irilior market. \lore-
o%rri I o... el norrair r

Idd LH,' a I I li I -I I Ili , Illilllil i I I II ILO Ill i I i t li 1.1.
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facilities (or relocated existing ones) in areas that are convenient to
low-income and high-unemployment groups. But most important to
the recipients, wages are "adequate," there are fringe benefits and

v there is a reasonable degree of permanency.
3. The "wo,rkfitre" concept would help to build specific skills. If

the worker is suffering from an extended period of idleness, being able
'to work should help keep his knowledge current. For many recipients
the schemeXould, by providing a steady job, help develop and rein-
force work habits. New skillS would also be acquired. A possible second-
ary_ben fit of the program is the loss of many of these workers to the
private sor as their improved qualities as workers merit better 1
jobs.
Adva ges to society

:.,
By providing a job ather Than a cash payment, the public emple/y_

ment proposal has the following basic advantages for society.
. VVhen idle resources are put to use, society is bettetwoff.A johl.( ss

orker is not producing clocks, building boatsolor painting build.
tting him to work at any job will create additional output. Conversely,
poverty breeds wrongdoing,yernment employment may eliminate

t.irnes of desperation.
2. Not only. will. more be produce(1,\but especially valuable ser ces

could emanate from the program. Jobs Nild, for instance, be crea e(1
at the state or loCal level. Any mayor or (ro ernor can cite many "t r..
gent need.' that could be filled if Washing it paid for the training
costs and salaries of new .employees. City st eets could be cleaned,,,
recreational facilities f!ould, be built, and neig iorhood health clinics
could betokened. In short, formerly inactiv ,,, or low-productivity
workers could provide vitally important social services.

ASSESSING THE COSTS of

To judge the job-tfuarantee proposal fairly one must iiiientify all the
costs so they may be compared with the benefits. Wiii16\it's difficult
to be precise, the salient cost considerations can be identified.
Direct program co s ,

The direct cos the pi*ogram to the taxpayer would depend on
the salary levels an on the number of eligible recipients. 'l'lie wage
rate should provide a decent standard of living, but it must be row
enough not to discourage returning to private sector jobs. The number
of caphtlates is difficult to estimate. because there has never been an
exptt count\ of those on the fringes of povertyeither at Nrork or
outside of tr litional labor market pursuits.

" might have to e. ''Realistic proposals" call for a half to a miillion
/ Netherthele. s estimates have been made as to how big, the proizram

jobs, with a million bringing the unemployment rate down mort.4 I an
a perl-entage, point. Sonic who have studied the problems of the p r
come up with numbers as high as three to five million.'' In addition o
those measured as unemployed, these figures include "d Escou rag (I

For 0110 .1i9011S.910r1 of 1110 nlitnheri involved, s e tl art L Nlagtniffi, "iimiranteeing Employdhent
Opporttiniti09... Robert 'rheobald, Mr I:170's Ihrerge (If 1 ws (Garden
City. ' Y Doubleday and l'onivyy.

It
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workers" and those on a part-time basis NVIioy.ant, full-tinv em-
ployment.'

Such an undertaking might cost anywhere from $5 billion annually .
for a million jobs to $20 billion fora comprehensive program. In
terms 'of national output, the cost of a comprehensive program would
run between 1 and 2 percent of our current national income. If retne-'
dial training and placement functickns were part. of the program, the
outlay would be even higher. Any disruptions in normal work patterns
of regular Government personnel would up the cost.
Economic costs

The actual expenditures represent the cost to society of the pro-
gramnet of 'output produced by previously idle labor. lIowever,
theft, are other costs to be considered. Absorption of rnapy unemployed
and low-paid workers will make labor more scarce for those who want
to hire the low-skilled and vLill causci, 'the wages of those remaining
outside the program to risel.During the Grant Depression this was
apparently not a major problem (despite protests from many local
'businessmen). probably because the program never touched vast
numbers of the unemployed. In the more prosperous economic climate
of the 1970s, where wage pressures are sensitive to labor market
conditions, even a mode6t program might cause wages to rise as
employers compete for the low - Flair( workers who remain outside the
program. Roth higher wages costs and lack of availability will en-
danger the competitive existence or marginal firms and onus() costly
adjustments of existing- production processes.

}laving Government,services produced by the new public servants
is obviously better than having, them just standing around or asking
for no work in return. l ul this benefit should not be viewed as co:tless.
IIy taxiv'the public tolinance the plan, the products- that oth rwise
would have been b011!..441t With a good portion of the taxes ar not
hem,' produced. For Instance, fewer automobiles, snowmobiles, and
TV sets may be the price for cleaner cities. Or, if the scheme -ere
funded Iron) existing revenues, other programs would have to be
curtailed. In this case, ma services may be'rat the expense of super.-
imrliways, submarines. or stricter key enforcement. Theimost likely
outcome. it would seen), is that 't program WOUldrtilift ;1me produc-
tion awVi private goor: better Government services may,
or may I tiny(' flWre merit than private :;Dods siNrificed, employing-
the habi-core jobless should be considered on its own merits.? -

Thus, while the employer -of- Past resort prograupvould reduce 1111er11-'
PlOyMe111 and working poverty, t110 COSL; iiv not inconsequential. Fur-
thermore, implernyntitti0n of it plan as large as t his one begets problems.
Nlany of thry expenses and benefits cannot be (let ermined until opera-
in115 start'. 11.(111,111111 Ft1.1 IVO machinery would be both

tine-conslinung. The pr),)p0,11.1 would inevitably face a
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barrage of criticism from those Who think that the Feder Golhern-
merit is just too hirge fo.r another "bit; spending" progri m.there is the content\on, that, because of the lack of profit otive, the
new public employees will riot be as efficiently used as t hey would bein the private sector.

All of this suggests that other policy alternatives for providing4obs
for those not in tip mainstream of the labor market should be ex-
plored, especially plans that motivate 'private firms toward the sameend. To do this, a proposal must correct the circumstances that lead

the present deficiency of "decent" jobs.

l'It()VIDINI: \HIRE IN THE PIII-V.kTE

The harm,: of the dilemma
A cimunon thread running. thrOugh explanations for 14-my Wi.1,,I'S and

unemployment is that private firms just do -riot find it 1)1'0111111de to
hire workers at way-es society feel,s are acceptable. For workers with
outdated skills, their salaries plus retraining costs- outweigh the value
of then services. Likewise, some firms that might find hiring yount.er

. workers profitable kit IOW wages may be precluded from doing so.
Textbooks often cite one way of ellflOnallur the probliqn. If workers

were willing to take lower wages, 'arms would find it profitable to put
more workers on the job. ()vet- Burger periods, given product demand,
businesses would use more labor relative to machines. As matters
stand, many factors keep wages from falling in periods of high unem-
ployment. ['Mons are One powerful force preventing wage cuts.
Apoilker Institutional constraint loht wages on the jobs normally
available to nuirj/inal workers is the nOnimum ware Ian. Tins lawpro hits firms enajreil in interstate commerce from paying an em-
ploye less limn A fixed minimum regardless of age, skills, or the valueof his I :or to the employer.

Thus, the problem of assuring a decent j(11) "fur every AIIHTICM) is
(1011111e-ed"-Cd . PreSeilt real wane levels are apparently' too high to
guarantee full cmploy.ment.. But even if \\,,ire, fell low enough so that
evervone could find a job, unemployment would merely be replaced
with the wor`kine- poverty of low wages. \Viol is needed is a policy
that trill make jobs profitable for firms,aad r an enough income to
beep working families ahove the poverty. line. V
Tern mat / In hap

,'"" he vim e'l tt, ti gap Itelween mintinum'standardsThe problem
. and profitable ieVels of wages 1.,,,. ._,I,,j.., glass of ho are
haviit_ difficulty tindin2: permanent employment . ( 1m-wat-TT) elnnitia-t-e-
the gap mid enronrage private eotlrloyers to absorb the 1111e1111)10Ved

'li1.4 (0101 W:p_re. 1:111 11111 <111)1)111110n I flwril \ II h a p H Incnt I() III(' \ v 0, en . '.
N I I I i l l n um I n L'e h t \ \ - roilld be ehlttrilirced. and workers could W.'. 'pt
the reHiced \\ 4.2:1--, 11071ted 1 ocutidtillr conAht ion-. The Fedtrill-
(11:yen:mew v mold make 'tip the ililljerence lJt\ :Jen ally 7,111)-,11111411''d
\\ ti,je /Ind Ihr it'Vel \\ luck :1-,-,in'e- i';ILII HIIIII\ 7111 ttuctpeirlItit' -,1:1I1(1:1HI
Or IIVItt, ('Inn- III:11 turtttitlitit,lt I H.-, ,itt'll :t- I ile IttZ:11 Iv(' 111(.01110 1:I\ ,

Kaye heat On lit, tit:1\N in_: build, fries III:111 \ \ t':ir-,, Iite bt'llt'fi) ial ern-
.pThyin.ent ,15, 1 rL,,,,,,,nr,±11,, in ;,,,±1, 110\11)tht ?it tile shine tiMe 11;2Is
not often }Welt in it--cti

,
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Another plan, wage subsidies,,would at tack the gap from the other
end. Recognizing the °difficulty of convincing, people to accept lower
WR"es, private employers could be paid allowances for hiring the
u 1-nployesd°,pr for raising wages of-very low-paid workers. In effect,
t to Government would be lowerlie price of labor to the fivm.

ike a shopper tempted by a sale; is expected that! more of the sales
ite would be bought.'

Such a wage- subsidy program has been attempted on a limitedr,
scale both at home

,...4
and abroadwhen dealing with problems of de-

pressed areas and disadvantaged labor." Clearly, to be effective the
details of such a program must be worked out. Like _direct job-creation
by the Federal Government, the full costs would only be known if the
plan were actually ifitiOmet-441. ) ,

Income-maintenance and wag subsidy schemes have several
advantages. They would not require the vast administrative effort of
direct public employment. In both cases buSiness would still have the
incentive to be a efficient as possible since it would be footing par,t, ofi
the bill. Although taxes would be used to finance the schemes, the
preferences of the public would continue to determine what. was pro-.
dined. Theoretically, those industries that were the fastest-growing
would be the most likely to hire new workers. this includes the
already expanding. government settor. ,

FIGHTING POVERTY WITH JOBS

Giving evttryone an opportunity for meaningful employment is a
. goal that has wide support. Movements in the unemplQvment rate and
successes in thilf fight against poverty' are everyday concerns' in the

. press. However, the moot question is whether there is a viable way to
provide.ineomfe through jots,for all. ..

Claiming there's it need for new weapons hardly riaes out traditional
means. Creating jobs through stimulatiiV the eobnomy or by upgritd-
ing labor skills can be productive, but they have not been enough.
Oneopt ion for groing further is (/;/c(<4 -iiivettnnul'nt action. Washington
can create jobs and decide which programs should rec4ive the. ad-
ditional personnel. Alternative one can rely on the mechanisms of
the private sectoelto succeed where- it pr iously had failed by 1)111-

'11 vidiwr subsidb4s as an incept
Using subsidies has the 0.(1(vanlage of precedent. The Federal Govern-

ment has ti, long' history-of ?-tubslizing both worthy and qpestimilble
economic goals..I\IoreOV r, with (fiTtion exceptions, the private

m
enter-

prise syste hitsperfoi ned efliOent,ly, in till! past. Combining the
strong points of each see ,or may prove to,be the most effective way,,
of building jobs and inane over,the lung haul.

1
.:

H I , I i 1 . 1 1 0 1 ha,' 11,,ed a a , i t t s o l 0.1-ii-Fino t o , i , l o n l a t e entolovtot id In deliii,t to s to lagging areas
t-1., w lk!,11J \144 I ', 4 li. lit .'1,11 /01.!1,,Illii i , 4 HH,' I i',I1, `. ,- ./,,,,,IPli P,/ I Cr, ,0,/,C !.Nara ./ itaiN :ix 12

1,, toe t on-1 --ta'.., 11., W 1 II 444 141344, .1, ,III, 114 11114i f,,I, for 11111,1444,11,1."..v.,,,liirc retiments AFDC
, Li 14, 1,,,, w. , ,,,,t h 11,,,,i..;t 1111H,,` , I, w. Ity . VAhillt. ti In dr;..11IIIII, 1)11. 111,d 1..,

tcwkite :111,1 /iris I tl,11 du, ii III i,1,-IIII -)til Or 113.SSFVOIII-tiaiwng 1E0)44311H hill oyers
it a 4.. W eN to One tra etts Hier graduation, receiving both 0 tax credit au a trained worker.

. .1, ,.-
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9. JOIN ; A JOBS AND INCOME PROGRAM FOR
AMERICAN FAMILIES*

o/
(By 4obert I. Lerman')

/ SUMMARY
t- TI e Nveak)1"filts e of the national economy has deepened the iliroblems
of lo v income and high unemployment. High inflation rates have hurt
the poor and near-poor-by raising.the prices they.'pay relatively more
than the incomes they receive. And the attempt to control inflation has

.led to high and growing unemployment. Current- Government pro-
grams reduce,. these burdens for some, but too often they are made-
triune, unfair, unproductive, and' inefficient. Benefits to some poor
families are well below the poverty level or zero while benefits to other
poor amilies ar worth.as much as,the.average job. The many income

1 ml i tenance -pIo, ms add. q adrrilinistrative costs and worsen the
, be e_ inequities among erpially poor `families. Nearly all income main-;
tenanc programs deal with unemployment or inadequate earnings by
providing direct benefits, neglecting to assure sufficient job and earn-
ings opportunities. One recent proposal to help the unemployed would
compensale thelpong-term unemployed with extended unemployment
insurance benefits. However, by paving added amounts to people who ,,-.

.,4do 'riot work; this proposal might actually. increase onemployinentr-
i.

This paper makes the case for a jobs nd income program to replace
the existing, welfare system and to reduce 'poverty and unemploythent.
The proposed new program, (1141(4(.1.01N, is based pn the phildsophy
that guaranteeing t.& ..jerb to every family is the best ,Y)olicy for relieving
the worst burdens of' high unemployment and for rinsing ehrimically
low qrnings. JOIN would achieve the following objectives:

(iInsure that, every family or'single individual had access to
oone public jqb or one private job at a subsidized wage.

-(2) Replace the welfare system with a more equitable, more
efficippt it.e.... more work-encouraging program. The paw,. wagram.
wo ..;4';'....- de .na-ficorl Payrrwrit stand:43s; -Niii45'iriii,c;;., he cur:

N-----rent W .1 rs1paritiestay State; it also would improve sul

(3)' -Redrtcpi t,11*r:renito3Frrient --rate at IiItI4 or no costian113:
the incentives,for farprly stability.

Urreased inflationAndiyi .

(4) ,I.irri.it the.hrisfig,et 4A.ost of overall welfare refoin to $9 billion
or less.

itolwrt I Lerman in St mile, 1H I III/LIC l'avr no 19, P1.1 1:1111110y111,11i,a11,1 Suhsiriiiiii
S iongross, Subcorninitt., 11I1 POIPy of M.. Joint En: onlic Commit In.. Washington, 1 S

I ioverritniTt Printing °di,. h -1 a 7 Q
'I he author is an eronoinist t beo0irr of t he Assistant S..vretftry for Policy, I:valuation. and lhisParcii,

S 1 ...part tn.n. of Labor U, ilurly served ac sl itT oe,unOtnist Sittwoirmat tee on Fiscal Policy. The
author auk nowledgos t he irnportai rtributions to the fommdat ion of .1( )1N !nude by Jon Goldstein and
the work of Arnold Packer The au also thanks Vee Burke, ('ffirry nendnrks. Alexander Korns. and
Alair Toilttisfqui for t heir many hel lig ...shorts 11 tindricks and George ('how of the Urban I nSlittite
deserve credit t performing the rota simulations used in this paper.
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What Is JOIN?
...

JOIN is a comprehensive jobs and income program .;Its jobs com-
ponent would offer one public job or one wage sub4idywbenefit 021,
every family and single individual. If JO1Nivere introduced in 1975,
the wage rate in the public job would be $2.30 per hour, or $4,600 per
year for full-time, year=round work.' The wage subsidy payment would
equal 'one-half ofkhe gap tietween $3 anti the worker's.vage. Yor ex- \--,
ample, a worker with a $2 per hour job with a private firm would be '
eligible for a subsidy payment of-50 cents per hour, or one-half 'nf--$3-
minus $2. WokeTs earning less than $1.80 per hour would be ineligible
for a wage sub. illy payment and presumably Nkould seek a publio job.

0IN's incone component..would go only to one-parent farnilies
wirti at least one child under age 14. These one- parent familit,s would
be (ligible for a cash grant in addition to the o portunity for a public
job or a wage-subsi ed job. Like tile current a 1 t families with lea
pendent children (AF )(') program and a nega income tax pr
posal, J N's income component pro ''de -o, aximum taym,er ti
to families 'di no other inco aral al benA fa dies With
private into . ATnlik

pa
e AF C and r x, JOINin

would offer b t-li an income gui rante one-job ( .antee to One
parent families. Total net income, it drantee to. one- ent families of,
four would be $3,344. 4/

v All JOI'N recipients would be siAjeCt 711T a surtax wir-earnings
and on their nonemployment mt,,orne. the surtax, which would 1 a-r,,
tially recoup JOIN henefitS from s tine ladmilies and rdiscoup. ,e

N participation by others; would insure t at JOIN benefits went to t
neediest I.-Antilles and individual an would allow for diffixentut
treatment of differekt types of faMili.s. " i surtax payment ,would

.witial 25 percent of all family earnings abo some amount of dis-
,rIgarded earnings and 50.percent of till family m neMplo ' nent income.

The earnings disregards would, vary from 0 for t-iingle i dividuals and
one patent families with at Vast one child un4 r 4, to $1,000 fch-
married couples with no children mider 18, to $5 )00
children under 18. Thus, a JOIN worker headin ,a fain y with chil-

ies wi tor,

d ry', which. had no other earnings and no nomimployment income
would face no surtax until his earnings reached $5;000. But a single
Individual's first dollar of earnings would he subject to, a 25-percent
surtax. The immediate 25-percent surtax wofild reduce the value of"
the JOIN jobAntirtintee to si e individufils from $2.30 1/0- $1.73 per'
h(

e intrOduction of ,t()IN undid coimiile'kyith (a) the elimination
of" the 'I)(', Ai:11( '-unemployed fat her (ITF), ,anel food. sttimp
.prograrii, and., it)) the replactinitv of the $750 personal' exempt,i;on
ilei*Itiction under Ihe Federal income tax kiNsth a 81.70 tax credit. lilte
to .7 et' lit would he refundable Ili the sense that credits not used'sed to
reds) tax linhilit w oldll to 'tali' in 1 lO t to the tax Since the
$750 personal exeuloti(IIi is I Oil viduiihre than the $171) tax (Tedit
to families of our with CIA) I0 tax rides f 22 percent or More

wIth , 5()( or 1110re would p}1 V 1 /1 (TCW-Wil taxes.
T i l l . ) 1 1 1 1 . 1 p 1 1 ) t I lilt 1 1 r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r1 1 1pC01

1)1)111)11 1/11111 1 1; all ?I 1 1 I WC-. anll 1111111:1d 11 full tiii, viii

' This eo 1 t o e wage rate III a l l , a .r, k o r s o(;)ler I tato t toe fooltewittg oat] Hall Vidal-OS alt I [alt elf) la111110S _
with at litiOd I . tollonittrIer ago. 1 I, tattoos.. effective Wage WO11111 toe ll 7:i. childless rharned couples. wtilretie
taTt etvo, wag.. la 11)1111 he $:! Ille RITect o.vo. WageS11111, teatause tlf t Ile imp it1011 Of a surtax described be OW
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rounll wdrker of $4,510 to two-parent families with two -children
under 18, $3 837 to married co Ales with no iihiltiren, and $3,012 to
single individuals. 4 compan n, the }rational average benefit guar-'
antees available to illei-ie gro )s as of July 1972 were $2,4311$1,362,
and $914.3

., ..

) L.' What Does JOAN Cost! By How Mock Does JqIN R Ise the Incomes'
.,-.

of the Poor and Near-Poor, 4
,,.,

The net budget .ost of introducing JOIN-and the tak-credit and
eliminating AFDC -AFDC-UF, and food stamps would he .about $9
billion in 1975.1 Federal expenditures Foul(' liise by $0.6 billidn, and
the loss-in projected tax revennes woutd .equal $ .4 billion. Although
State and local. gdvernmCnts would save sonic we '1,re fads, some of
this money N'ould he ii§ed to prevent income losses or current recipi;
eats. States also .(vouldb.e encouraged to use the met of their savings
to improve emergency assistance and temporary' tO.i.tibility programs.

modified, less "coral JOIN program' could achieve sub-
stantial cost savings lile continuing, to raise' income opportunities
for most poor families jilt- net budget, costs of JOIN would fall from
$9 to $6 billion situp y by excluding singleLndividualsThetween't1Fr
18 'and 22. .Alternatjlily, at a gross direct cost, of $4,5 billion, p
could provle the A )IN job gnarantee and wage subsidy components
to all two- parent families and childless couples and retain existing
meoMe support jniograms. ,

The estimated trams in income to the oqr ii-rali near-poor 'Vont the
comprehensive JOIN program are subs I -.Ithottgli the poor.
wohld lose food. stamps, they wool gain an g,gregaitencrease of

..7.8 billion. in cash income. .11inos two-thirds 1 JOINT's 'ilisii gain
would go to families with incomes ()low $4,000. The largest families
'wild benefit mist. For example, it IN would raise theoiverage cash
conies, t)1 sis.-iierson families in t, ie $0 -$3,99i- class frilin $2,418 to
-328. -4-1.--- .

V.iMany fanriliec cuicrentlY receiving,. A i'D(' id74) wnurd benefit finan-p-7-\
ciallv from .I( 's yeplacement of 'AP ( . Althongh the JOIN plia,
tax 'credit iiillini) guarantee!-; would be .piallini.than current, guaran-
tees in high- Vaynnillt ~tulles, and lower Until the median Mate AFDC
pfiyment phis food stamp bonus, ,J01 1C families-could keep ii, higher
perc.ent age of their earnings and other income with out losses in benefit
than under AFDC and JOIN wt uld guarantee a job in .iiiddition to
cash income.' supplements. Tho. es imates show- that .1 IN would in-
crease the averagerash incomes ( AFDC families W-hose total pre-
.101N incoelie were le,s than $:>,00 1 from $1,979 to $:),1195

-..

i------- How /)0,. .1(1/;\' /3,(),/,/(///i. /',/blit're./nbs,;

"l'he pryblems of (re)It 111(1 ives jobs: of iissignirig,
and disc11)1111itig of 'adjust i I« HI) filiws

varlitiiiais raise questions ittii 4.1.t whether a jot) g gr.,\

,c1I ( I t i ..III.JPti 1, I IL rule alit 1-..p,,orwttio1 It, 1 [T,.
t,hl 0 /.,r '0(1041/ ./

.1r 1.31.0.1 Ng 1.0 N1.0,,,:11.,,wr.,n, I) I 7,,,,111 Printing
I111, fo...) 11,10,0,1 h ivoralZ!'

1.1 10,1,,..1 /11, high., 1,111.s has, I, 1141
ru1,0.1111,, 1,t% li.0,1111 1,011101110 petsoual
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JprograM is practical... JOINC's job creation mechaniSM is designed to
operate as .efficiently as-possible. Nevertheless, unexpecledly large ad-

. ministrative burdens ,could add 'to program costs.
JPIN would establish ft Public, korpol.ation to administer its. job

guarantee component along'the lines of Canada'S Successful local initi-
atives prograth (LIP),,Sinee'197)(,.LIF-hks sponsored 15,060projects
and created over 250,000 jobs; eValuators found that community.lead-
ers believed 90 percent of the jobs pi.oducea worthwhile public goods,
an cgq rv. ices. JOIN would follow mueli of the LIP design by soliciting
pigPoSals and granting' contracts to individuals, ncinprofitinstittition's
and government units: Project sponsnrs7woult1 have to sign contracts
specifying exact tasks to be performed and -their dates of completion.
JOIN administrators would.thonitor ffiii projects and would, have 'the .
power to cancel or suspend projects not;flfilling contract provisions.

How productiVe the public jobs are in' practice, will 'determine to a
large ktent)the sticceS:of the entire JOIN program. The -specter of

numbers of people tworking,in wasteful jbbs or pursuing poor
work habits is a serious concern: But JOIN ptibliOobs also have great
potential' for good)-Although job creation problems-will be difficult in
the first few yjars, experience.will surely improve the.ability to utilize

. JOIN workers effectively. JOIN could tAp the idea,li rh of many young
people by encouraging them to devise anfl to ruff pr jects that produc-

employ,the Nation's most disad-vantaged w rs. Such a result
is not pure speculation. Many .projectksp9nsors who participated in
C'analla's LIP program'came out of the experience with the belief that
their Goveniment, listenS to citizens' 'ideas and acts to help achieve
tlieft). JOIN 'could also imprnve the unemployedw'orkers' self-image
by making him a contributing .member of society.

Flow iloes',JOIN Help n'e(laice. 'Ttiqmployment

Attaining low unemployment and low_ inflation is an 4'ncreasing.,ly
4iffici t t ask. The limited 'uses of genera! tax,. 'expend i titre, and credit

,,policies have stip-nib-died t-4,arch for other Cools 'to reduce unemploy-
ment and to cushion its effects on the poor. JOIN offer;; a partial way
out of the unemplOyment.-inflatiOn dileMunti. Among JOIN's advan-
tages as srn employment. expansion .tool° ace*: (L) ;JOIN public jobs
would N,a(11 the most disadvantaged.workers, vhd generally are 'in
slack labor markets; (2) 301 N wage subsidy to low wage private
employment Would limit ".1(41f.Vs costgptish effects; and (3) JOIN's
assurance-of a job to all fathilies and indi7h(luals, even in slow economic
Lwriods, would,spread the _hurileirof ecotionite.reS.traintsmore equitably.

JOIN also wonll help fo change 4tlittides about unernPloyment.
dome cit,izens believe that! uneinfiloyinent is th'e worker's fault, that
pliubty of job, are normal) available, but that% woekers' simply refus6
to accov t jobs. Other' citizens...believe that 5teadt(9'jotbs are'
difficult ,or.disadvartlwred NVOrkPl':-: to lind,-eVejl in periods of low un-
employment . JOIN would help settle thy.argitment,..bY assuring a large
'slil,tre of 'workers a job. Witichever, vie)A. is- mon, correct, ;101 .volit(1
serve u useful 'purpose. IT -few workers accepted JOl N jobs
bectruse,of their expectationion of better jobs, .JOIN voithildemonstrittc
at low ( otvernment cost that unemployment for most workers does m5t
mean the absence tif jobs, blit the absence of roo(1.jolis..lf many work-
ers did accept JOIN .jobs, Then.JOIN would show that the unemployed

)
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are willing to work even nt, low wages.' More important, JOIN would
utilize nympower which otherWISO would baye been unemployed or
anderemployed.

st

it1/4,y Is JOIN Superior to Standard Public Service Employment
Programs'

.
.

JOIN differs significantly from most, public selvice employment,
(PSE) programs, including, the ones enacted tinder the Emergency.
Employment, Act 7(E14:A) of 1971 and the Cdrimehensive Employ-
ment, and Training Act (('ETA) of 1973. PSE programs provide
financing for a fixed number moderate-wve jobs; .101N would
-guarantee jobs at low.wageS to oral individuals. 195E pro-
grams add jobs directly only inAt.fte public sector; the JOIN wage
subsidy could help stimulate added private jobs. PS14.: programs create
now public jobs solely through the at d local government
bnreaucracies; JOIN would utilize nongovertun institutions as
well' as Goverrunent agencies to performA4t1 .ojects with new
'midi(' workers. \

JOIN would create more jobs than PSI(A., proOrPrik-for any given
- Federal expenditure and total increase in aggregatr Demand. JOIN's
.lower wages are one reason for the larger job (Teal:ion effect,. The
other is the gsrei.jter tendency for PSE programs to help State and
local governments use Faun! dollars to refinance old jobs rather than
creating new ones. JOIlios higher employment impact per (1011111. of
demand would help make its infl tionary effect lower.

Jor,N would' excel ;taxer PSE ograms in targeting jobs to the
disadvantaged: This isNin advant, ge both on equity and on'antunflaT
tion grounds. By hiring only. wor ers whose alternative opportunities
are poorest, JOIN would help workers in slack labor markets within
the economy and thereby limit anywage pressuie that could stimulate
inflatkm In contrast, PSE programs hire workers whose (plant-km-.
tionsligIe similar to the average welliFr's and whose alternative jobs
may he as good as 35 p'er nt of full-time, year-round workers. Thus,
the wage pressure genera. 1 from added PSE-jobs may Jae as high as
IroMgeneral .iteretISEIS in i emawl. JOIN's equity advantage is sub-
stantial. PS programs provide.a large benefit, to a small, percent of
eligible- work arid little or nothing to the rest.,JOIN would guaran-
tee a public jo ori.-would subsidize it private job oil the same terms to
all families with similar needs. JOIN also would improve the eqikity of
the entire income support system by !Aping most those eligible for the
lowest current benefits, such as poor single Individuals and childless

'couples and all poor persons in low-payment'States. ti



10. EMPLOYMENT GUARANTEES SHOULD REPLACE
THE WELFARE SYSTEM*

(By Arnold H. Packer))

-4 AN OPEN LETTER TO THE GHOST Of
0

JAMES MADISON*
Mr. Madison, you and the other Founding Fathers prophesied that

economic concerns would wither away if only the political structure
created would endure for a few generations. Well, Mr. Madison,

as we approach the 200th anniversary of your handiwork, the millen-
nium has not arrived. It is still mundane economics,(Not the philos-
ophies and fine arts, that consumes mostof our intellectual energies.

I imagine, Mr. Madison, that you thought the country would
prosper and that you believed in the diminishing marginal utility of
income. Well, part of your prediction was correct. I dare say we must
be at least as affluent as you imagined. But, unfortunattly, your view
of human nature his been too charitable. Having more hasn't made us
want less. We don't measure our income against a fixed standard, but
rather- continue to look enviously.at how well our peers are doing.
However, don't be too disappointed with your c'ountrymen: Recent
surveys suggest that the importance of relatiye income is worldwide.

We haVe yet to olve the fundamental dilemma of income distribu-
tion: How can wOliminate poverty without eliminating the reward
for working? But'we are making progress. Fo'r a long while, almost, a
hundred and sixty years, we didn't even think there was a dilemma.
Those who.didn't work didn't eat unless their family or,00me-charity
kielped out-4hat tradition of self-reliance you bequeathed us.
\Then forty yeirs ago, werafter the decadent countries of Europe,

we began to realize; that.- not everyone could work:- In 1935, the Social
Security Act was 'Passed to take care of the' aged and disabled, the
widows and children, and the temporarily unemployed.

Thus our society institutionaliZed, in government., therespensi-
bility to support those who couldn't, oik shouldn't. work., As;4a nation
we had passed the Rubicon and recognized that in our affluence-wO'had
a responsbitty to these people. Of course, recognizing and discharging.
the respornAility are.t:Wo different things. But given time and a mech-,
£111iSM, the' country "does reasonably well. AS of July 1974, the Social .

:.=,'ectirityAdministration will pay its.average retired couple $310 per
. month, and the aged poor couple t under Social Security will re-

ceive $236 from the Supplemental - urity InCome (SSI) pregram.
But, contrary -ro what You expected, Mr. Alkdisoh, the solution to

' Arnold H. 'Packer in Challenge, v. 17, Mareh-April 1974:21-27. Reprinted by permission of M. E. Shar-pe,
Inc.. 901 N. Broadway, White Plains. N.Y. 1060.4. publisher of Challenge. ('opyright 1974.

.9 . Arnold 11. Packer is Assistant Secretary for Policy, P,valuatiozi; and Research t the Department of
1.abor, Ile is the author of Categorical Public Employment Guarantees: A proposed olution to the Poverty

ll'roblern, written for the Joint'Economic Committee (April 1973). The views ex ssed do not necessarily
represent those of arty organization with whichhe is associated.
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one economic problem 4enis only to expose another, more 'difficult

receivin. 'itl for 1)ependent, Children (MIMI!), can work and do work
1.4pchallem 7' bme beneficiaries of the,Social Security Act, many' of those

more than occasionally. Therefore, we now have to face the problem
of distributing rewards among potential workers. What should be!pro-
vided to single parents who have children, and Mint about the wor4.ing
poor? We recognize that the existing volfare system will not do, but
as yet we cannot. decide On On alternative welfare rtffoiin, a negative
income tax, wage subsidies, public sector jobs or what. That, Mr.
Madison, is our current problem. Perhaps when we solve it, inflatidn,
the energy crisis, campaign financing-, and it few other things, we will
be able to leave economics for philosophy and art, maybe on ouc 300111-
birt hday. 7,

eategorieal job guarantees
k r

The solution to the problems of welfare and the working poor is
bo provide jobs for those who can work, support for those who can't,
and some combination of work and support, for those who can work,
only some of Ow time. 'The trick is to accomplish this. equitably and
efficientlyat it cost, the public will accept Mowover,:the program

t.must no create incentives for fathers to de ert their families or le)tve
thtise who work feeling that, they would'Iu just as well off on welfare.fS
It is proposed that the following arrangemt it will come close to satis-
fying these criteria.

The proposal's keystone is a guarantee "of a fulltime job for one
peison in every family. Every family t hat contains one or more children
would he entitled to one Joh paying one-half the median family in-
come, that is, a .wage of approximately $3.00 per hour and an income

i of about $6,000 in 1974. No other option wog Id b guaranteed to if
families that contain two able-bodied adults of ?srorkii41; age.

The same guarantee of a full-time job would also apply to-single-
parent (primarily female- headed) .families. I lowever, these families
would have other options as well. The single head of a family with-

> children could also choose, if he or she preferred, it gnartinteed half-
time ,job paying three-eights the median income ($4,500 in 1974).
The hours of the half-time job w'ould conform to the school year, say
40 weeks of work at 25 hours per week. Moth half- and full-time job
guarantees would he considered fulfilled under the same conditions:
when the earnings of one family member or the total imearned income
received by the family/exceeded one-half the median income. ..

Theswo options lull-time or half-time employment-- would be
the onl ternatives open to single-parent faMilies unless there were
preschool children. Single- parent Ittniilies with preschool children could
-choose to forgo both work options and elect, instead, to receive at wel-:
fare payment equal to one-quarter the, aledian income ($3,000),
Families without children and unrelated individuals Would also be
g.,,,0,,,,,1 (,,ikinte pmployrnm,i. I lowever, the wage would be less
three -t i,lo lis the median ($'')not for childless families and one-
(power :.4.,,.,0(aii for sliirde itolivirluals.

The vprions options ;ire 'shown in the table. In addition to creating
ioli giliiraii tees, t he plan would elimoinate minimum wage laws und most
in -kind programs such as food sta794ps and,public housing.
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Why guarantee jobs`:'
Every society must, continually' reconcile the fundamental 'objec-

tives of efficiency,and equity. The reconciliation is reflected in income
distribution. A society so inhumane as to be concerned solely with
efficiency would let those without the capacity to earn ri living starve
and this includes jois children ofthe unemployed. On the other hand,
a society so niuddre-headed' that it passes out financial rewards equally
and without regard to .productivity may soon `'find that everyone Is
equally poor. Therefore, w© must seek a compromise that is both
humane and productive. However, our distributionin which the
poorest fifth among U.S.':vfamilies receives abtut one - eighth as much
income as the richest fifthmay be neither humane nor productive.
The poorest fifih is the subject of most incomb-maintenance schemes...
ft turns out, coincidentally, that these are the families whose income
are less than half th6 median. About a third of these families are
headed by an aged person and another third by fe ales. 'The remain-
ing third are poor'two-parent families.

CATEGORICAL JOB GUARANTEESOPTION$ AND FRACTIONS OF MEDIAN FAILY INCOMEF&AILABLE TO n'
SPECIFIED DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPSI

Families with children
2 able-bodied adults of working age

( Single-parent families c{i
-146 Without preschool-age children ..

With presiktool-age children
Families without children

Aged.or disabled ...
Not aged or disafiled...

Unrelated individuals
Aged or disabled
Not aged or disabled.

)
Guaranteed employment

Nonearned
Fullteme Halftime benefit

Iz

None

None

None None

None

None
None None

Npne tin
None None

The median incoire was 511,100 in 1972, anal is protected to increase at &Tate of approximately 6 percent annually.
Guarantee is exhausted when any family member olitains employMentpralding income equal to or exceeding the gkar

anteed wage or when unearned income exceeds this amount"
Persons legally designated as disabled (permanently or temporarily) could elect to take the applicable employment

option.

I t is the mixed demaoTaptgrocharact GI of t he,,poorest 20 percent that
makes t he welfare proldem'so complex. In addition to the tension be-
tween equity and efficiency, thereis-a conflict bet ween what nivii,y he

'called +rork cqu ily and .;11 ',port \Ve are torn between the 'rci:tir,
estant work e.tInc-- those who sow shall reapand the l'hrist
charity principle of supporting t-he needy. The Welfare
Z216)11 has called or \VIsi lure incomes df $6,5110,inore t Ilan half the median
amily income. And Cialluppolls over the- Years rephrt that the publjc,

reps that half the median family income is the minimum necessaitg:'
for it family of four "to gel ,alyng." Unfortunately, $(35011 is,9ppl'4,1g-
multely the average take-home pay for it worker with three dePendenM-2.,,,

Most people would he offended by lin income-maintenawce s-st.emA
that provides a factory worker no-more takelliome pav 111;1,1..4.11e wel-
fare recipient who either cannot or will not . work. 'y `o d. cry
Archie Bunker and hemonn proverty in the midst of -our

t should recognize that Archie an' his friends take home only $n500
year. The average production or nonsupervisory wage is only D:round

eie

'
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$4.00 an hour. That is a gross income of $8,000 for a full -year before
tax deductions, union dues and work expenses. . .

However, it is consistent with both work and support ethics to Ref! to
it that: a family head who wants to work can earn an adequate income.
Even Archie is likely ty agree that; in this complicated age., it is
society's responsibility do guarantee every family head the oppor-
tunity to make a living. At-the same time, -every able-bodied family

- head should he willing to work full time all year if the family contains
-, another adult. able to take care of the children. That is the line of

reit:taming that -leads to job guarantees. floWever, the same ethie may
lead to other sqitions, and so the guarantee idea should stand the test
of Comparison. .

. ..

Why not sorrel v else?
The paver y a.° m is i t new, and .t herejS no scarcity of proposedi solutionsu If ire, .we re reform . and negative income taxes; job

training and Heitial dlicational and employment opportimitieS; and
public emeoymenr, or .wAke,,stitisidie,$. Why is the guaranteed -job

: . scheme likely to:be-a heeler's-01(16km than these alters?
The tax-and- transfer approach includes ft uegittive income tax and

all the variants of welfare reform. eertainly,,Some treing of title nonpoor
to support. the poor who are aged,- disabled or havpregehool-age chil-
dren will be necessary. The problems: arise when income tvwelliers are
.used to aid the working poor.--AtistiectIssful. negative inCome,t5.x. pro-
gram must reconcile supp irt atiTwork equity. However, is difficult
to find .a formula that, provides adequate support -to 71'.Lnworkers
without, discouraging the poor ivlio can wort. Far example, \ii, $3,000
minimum support level which declines fifty cents for each dollar earned
means some aid foreveryOne up to, incomes of $6,000. This formula fails . -
on all accounts: $3,000 is not enough to live 10 (no support equity), a
kw rate of 50 percent is unfairly high at these income levels (no work

, 7uity); and a program this "genes us" ould ,cost too much to be
politically viable. '['lie ..14elfiire refort yoposal that #as defetied
last time had drily a $2,400 mininuto .su iort and a tax rate or 67
percent. ..

. .--:,:-..,.
.. .

1-1,0W iulaguaranteed epiployment..c mpare? The proposed scheme
also pr vides only $3,000 Iv) a nonwork lig family. But it allows the
family i limy choices for increasing tin t income from other sources
(such as' part-time employment;.Social Security survivors' benefits and.,,.
disability pai-Jnents)--and allows it to keep most of wharit earns. The'' .

plan Would be even inure expenSive than welfare reform: perhaps
$12=-$15' billion for a' total program. ;However, Social security ex-
penditures increnr4 hy.435 billion over the last six years, and se the
question is -melts only 1014' but ,Zvhqthe'r what's bought is worth the
price, 'Daly, 41,....-; :no ,riglItt':* clxiiiii answer t ooyetty, but rat her, a
solution _WW 1 i3. p,01 1 tj(1111y .tatkt' befinnsti it cniforms nhist closely to
what th6 AgicthinkS.fair -will efficient. '

Tax and transfers 4.herrie.:4-.; whether_impleillellt I or proposed, hak'e-
not ken

Cie-

at;tra-ttie.''The demogrant idea irrtwosed by
ciivdiilate Cie- rue, )41cGovern ($1,000 for every person) went nowhere.
And everyone ag,rees, that, the current -welfare system should go sOme-
Hare wherc ) can be foi!,otten. The current welfare system fails
because (amorrt 'other things) it tries to separate t he workers from the

A,
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nonworkers but succeeds primarily in separating fathers from their
families.

Can 'categorical jo guarantees avoid thiS pitfall? Some say that the
moment benefits are categoricalThat is, depend on. family status
incentives to alter family status are created. However, family structure
incentives are inevitable whether the program recognizes family status
or not. Even a demogrant would create incentives to,live together
and have a larger family if one more'mouth could be fell for less than
$1,000 a year. Moreover, the job program described earlier is designed
to he neutral. A single woman would have little to gain linen-illy by
having, a child. And a father would have little financial rea to leavd
his family. He would have to take one child to bedligible for a family__
bead's job, and then the family would gain itOcess-toa second jOb of
$3,000 only if-there was a preschool,age child. If a husband wants
encouragement to leave the bosom of his fami -.. t will have tr.come
rrom another source. It -is.true that a wOman w e youngest child has
entered school mig it iave an incentive to have ,anothk child to avoid e.

losing her $3,000 st nd. But why, when she could work half time and
Li

increase her income by 50 percent?
..

The current, welfare system not only encourages the father to leave
his family but also tempts recipients to hide earnings or other income.
This failing would be true of negative income tax schemes that have
tax rates of 50 or 67 percent There may he some incentive to he
dishones,t in the proposed job-guarantee program also. But it is much
less venal than the cheating encouraged By the current welfare pro-
gram. Under guaranteed employment, cheating provides only an extra
jobnot extra unearned money.

;A'' Another problem with welfare programs is the income "notches"
they create. Earning the last dollar that takes one off the welfare roles
means the loss of many dollars in welfare and ancillary benefits. The
sum of ,public hOusingiorMedicaid, food stamps and related programs
eosts_more, than AFDC, These extra benefits often make leaving wel-
fare a financial disaster. This is a problem that a negatiVe income tax
is supposed f.o..eure, but'itcwould be difficult to do without penalizing
many current welfare recipients. In general., the notch problem is not
as difficult under-it guara I-job arrangement. ');he family head can
moonlight : ()the; family 'm ers can work; and, except that normal
taxes must he paid, there is no penalty *until some second family

r member >asses the $6,0004ncome mark. Moreover, the flintily head
may be wcessful enough at his guaranteed job to encourage his, .
j'aiblic e ployer (or soipeotie Ise)to offer him, or her, a regular job
at a big et; salary. .,.ry. .. .

If a when another wo the family earns $6,000 or more, the
family- head would no'lo c eligible for the guarantee. At first
Blush earning, the last few ( creates a severe penalty. The family's
income wil4 drop from $'11,9 to.0,00t as the seconsl.worker,'s salary
passes- the $6,000-mark. But obviously it does'n't have to be that way.
If ACInian's wife ,.ets, a raise from, say, $5,009 to $6,500, he can .quit
the program inal=g6 get the best job he can in the-open bu:krt. More
importantly, a notch at an-r'ncome of $11,999 ,furrdly appears to he a
social problem.

. ..* The strength of the plan
is

that thi,re i;,-; nothMg *keep the family
head from goin<, out, and seeking the bet job he ca and .forgetting .,-4

the guarantee_ In fact, there is nothing in the planAlit forces any-

*Is
I ir. V-
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. ,body to do anything, or to forgo any promiing, opportunity. Only the
government, is forced-to .2-,uarailt7e that -every family head can have a
job at, a "decent", salary if he wants ori'h and that a single parent can
get a job that conforms to the children's school year.

All of the welfare plans, negative income 'nixes, and 'dernogrants are
plans to support the Pbor without asking anything id. return. The
political' difficulty of upsetting work-equity values in this way has led
many economists and politicians to seek a solution to poverty via a
change in the distribution of earned income. (If we divide the popu-
lation into five income groups, almost two-thirds of the income dif .-
ences among the quiirtile:-rare.a result of variations in average enrol

*
per worker--a combination of lower wage rates and sporadic em-
ployment.)

-i. cv
..

. One vehicle for changing earned income is..the human capital ap-
proach, which includes equal educational opportunity, job training,
fair employment laws and so on. The ,approach has been challenged
on empirical and theoretical grounds. -lob training hasn't fulfilled its
promise. ChristopherJencks, in Inequality, has challenged the premise
that education influences income. Lester Thnrow has suggested- that
the economy generates the income distribution and that educational
differences determine only who will be at the end of the line. As a '
wise old lady once said, everyone cirjr't be above average. Another
tactic is to use macroeconomic policy to maintain a condition of
overemployment in which employers are forced to upgrade their
workers. Recent inflation experience suggests the price of that policy.
is too high.

. .

Thurow's nArkct-81r-fictu re approach. disc:ink the optimism ck
human ((apital and holds that unless the labor market itself is changed"'
we all can't be better otrirrespective of investments in education or
triiininfe%Thts, without structural cillitige there may always be a
dual labor market. One market will have good, steady, well-paying
jobs for those who have made it, while the other will offer sporadic,
unpleasant,-dend-end jobs to those who haven't;

Minimum wages laws are a historic attempt to change the market
structure. Unfortunately', 1 he minimum wage rate is always too low to
allow -it breadwitmer'to supp"ort his farriily yet high eriough to elimin to
many jobs tlzat secondary family workers wouhl otherwise t Ice.
Noncategorical public employment-of-last-resort earounters the :one
problems: If the pro am gives a job to everyone, it will either he too
lore, pay salaries t lull are too low, he too .expensive----or have all of
these disadvant iti2.-es. .

'The point is that it Junior or the ne'er-d-O-er.11 husband of a suc-
cessful woman executive (0., parenthetically, the wife or it well-I/aid
husband) can't find 811 ildeciiinte job, it' is no great social loss.--But a
father Who can't Maim Ain his family's economic well-being or respect
because he bounces from: dishwasher to delivery "boy'; creates an
umrceptable situutioil. That is the problem to he met " :will solved.

1 he simplest solution is the most direct one: guarantee family heads
it job at an adequate income. The judinent here 'is that adequate
ikteans half the median family income aid twice that given to 14;ellare
ramilies, Making, the guarantee categorical one per family means
that theielp rin be focused where tbe problem is and the cost 'be kept
within bounds. The net cost Of the-whole programsalaries less the
savings on w .lfare, food anqA,i and public Irousing,Is likely to be
less t hair one "rrent of G N P. .0-

4 ..i--
.
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Those who have agreed with the argument up to this point might
still beli9ve that subsidized employment is a better idea. That is, find
some way to make up the difference between whatever a family head
makes in the private sector and the target of $6,000. Wage subsidies
haire a number of attractive advantages. The public cost may be less
'because the government need pay only the difference between the
private wage and $6,000. Moreover, waxe subsidies Would not disrupt
current frnarket structures very much. Finally, the work now done by
family heads in low-wage jobs may be more socially useful than
assipiments dreamt up in pubic employment. . ,

However wage subsidies av inferior to guarantees on two important
counts. Subsidies create powerful incentives for collusion between,_
employer and employee. Rather tliitn agree on-,a rise that will reduce?
the subsidy, it is to everybody's miyantage to arrange for hidden
payment 4mahling bos:; and worker to split the government's payment.

] SecondlY, dist rubing- existing labor markets may not be all bad. Why
should the public subsidize 'private employers who do not. upgrade
jobs? Job guhrantees will force, desirable changes throughout the ,j2b
market. for family heads whocearn close to $6,000.. Their employs
will have to niake wage-job conktion offers that compare favorably
with the new jobs. Thus, m contrast. to welfare programs that drive
Archie Bunker up the wall, categorical job guarantees shonhHook
goo to most blue-collar workers. However, such a program won't be
'wit out problems.

ill

Meehan ics (qui problem.~ ,

A typical response to Ow job-guarantee proposal is: How would it
work, and where would Vou find the jobs? It might operate (his way.
A person goes to the Federal Employment Service office in his city and
declares, that he or she is a farAily head living with his or her children
and titt no other ,familly member is earning $6,000 annually-. The
Service then has a limit ell time, say tea' working days, to check the
applicant's eliribility and find him a 1..121 ar job, in either the public
or the private sector, paving at least'llie- gniranteed wage. If the job
senrch is unsuccessful, the applicant is placed in a "special-'' public:
sector job paving $120 per week. The Service is required to maintain
a list of these speviaf job openings so that it Zvill always he able. to
acroOnmodate any aRpli ant, it cannot place, in private or ,regular
government jobs.

What could these people do? Well, for one thing, they coilld be
contracte'd out at full pay to private industry. Many firms are
willingsto pay ,$:1.00 an hour for temporary employees-. The regt of the
job opportunities consist of urban be.autifiention, workers, school and
hospital assistants, playground at tendants, traffic directors, aril sy on.
Some success has been reported in experimental public employment
programs in Canada and New York City.

Administration will, no doubt, be a serious heavlache; and main-
tainim, the morale 'of other 0-overnMent workers 'won't he easy;
However, if the most (ffflicalt problem in' somt V 11-4 to find uselukwork

,-,, for\the welfare clientele, thenfor God's sake,---let''s Rot give the
hard problemito the least talented. The cynic may say that these '.

'1 pe. can hardly, do worse -than many government einploibvees.,wh6

t,
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get paid much more than_$6,000 to study poverty. And the optimist
1 ill hope..that the-government has enough ingenuity to 14se these free
resqurces in an imaginative and productive manner.

There are other problems. Firms that stand to lose current employees.",'
to these"public:sector jobs will be hurt. And in some regions there will
be matt' such firms. fiowevel,- to a great extent this will be good
riddan(c to a bad system. There should he little regret at the passing
of the siglit, familiar in many southern towns; of grown men waiting
for an employer to come toown to offer them a day's work for ten or
fifteen dollars. '.loreover, these employers will still be able to offer
employthent to the childern and wives of these/ men---and without
concern for minimum-wage laws. Orrthese iirnw can hire labor from
the rovernment ()II a contract basis.

Some wonitm may he unhappy about categorical job guarantees
because the plan reflects a judgment...that tile family is the basic
sociological and economi unit and thus may threaten the job of the
family 'head's -spouse. _Some Women whose husbands earn middle-
or uppe-class incomes and \VIM themselves, hold vulnerable goVern--
mein jobs rimy lose those jobs to male 6r female family heads (but
those women who have the necessary professional or secretarial skills
these family heads lack needn't Norry much.)

Ilowever, the women who need liberation most will benefit greatly.
A. third of the families in the lowest quintile are headed by females.
These women will have many more opportunitiesincluding, the
opportunity of re- acquiring husbands who left them so that their
families could heroine eligible for welfare. The wives of men who will'
earn a decent, steady living for the first time or whose wage will be
bid up by the presence of thy job guarantees will surely welcome
being liberated from poverty.

The ruarantee \yin put inflationary pressure on the hot tom end of the
wage scale. But since the guarantee is written in terms of median in-
come, the inflAtion must ultimately be the mechanism that transfers
real income from the higher income Houps to the lowest otT. That
means that most of- us who read (and write) this magazine will get

."somewhat smaller raises While the lower group catches up. (Those
unfamiliarwrt li the (11011.11111V be shocked to find out how "rich" they
arcA.. An income ,,,ft$15,000 in 1972 put a family in the top third of the
income distribution, and $20,000 put it in the top 15 percent.)

.fob guarantees along the lines descriKed above might increase the
share of the income pie going to the poorest 20 parcent by two per-
centage points (from A.5 percent to 7.5 percent of /thi total). Most of
t he increase would come from the highest 20 percent, as it should if
income distribution in the [lined States ,is to be more humane.

The pro7ani will he difficult to administer. It will take an eg.traor-
dinary amount of inniHnat ion to motivate the 211111V of workers to do
pmpluetive work in the face of a guarantee. Unless there is proper
planning; private and public labor markets will be disrupteil. Cer-
tainly experimentation shbuld precede full-scale operation. Un-
fortunately,' there are no easy, problem-free solutions to poverty.
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B. SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE ROLE OF THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN GITARANTEEING
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTU ITIES
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11..$ELECTkD BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERN-
MENT IN GUARANTEEING FULL EMPLOYMENT

The bibliography which follows draws ,heavily on the debate sur-
rounding what role the Federal Goyernment should ,play in achieving
full employment, beginning with the debate on the original -Full
Employment Act of 1945 and continuing up to the debate on the
current Humphrey-Hawkins proposals to amend the Employment-
Act of 1946.., The bibliography is in three parts. Pak, 1 is a bibliography
of 'selectec ooks and pamphlets. Part 2 is an annotated bibliography
ofiselected articles. Part 3 is an annotated bibliography of Congres-
sional publications. The bulk of the citations are from the computerized
Congressional Research Service Bibliographic Data, Base created
and .maintaine the Library Services Division. Kurt Beske,
Economics Bi phec deSigned the retrieval strategies and pro-
duced the work ibliography from which most of these items have
been taken. The articles, congressional publications, and books were
selected by Dennis Roth, Analyst in Labor Economics and Relations
in the Economies Division. Call aurnbeis appearing after the cited
books are those assigned by the Library of Congress.

hi using the bibliographies one point should be noted by the reader..,.
These bibliographies were chosen so as to rellect an overall balance on
the debate- topic. Consequently, any particular entry may represent
only a single viewpoint. The reader should, therefore, determine the
objectivity of each paitieular item taken from -the bibliography.

(87)
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RESOLVED: THAT T1 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD IMPLEMENT
A PROGRAM WHICH GUARANTEES EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ALL U.S. CtrizENs IN THE LABOR FORCE -

PART 1: BIBLIOGRAPHY OF 'SELECTED tOOKS

Bailey, Stephen Kemp. .
Congress makes a law Csthe story behind the Employment Act of

1946. New York, Columbia University Press, 1950. xii, 292 p. i /
Bibliography: p. 2'59-268. KF6055.A313 AfT.3

Bernlein, Irving, ed. i , ' I
,. I .

Unemployment, prdblems and panicies: selkted papers. Los
Angeles: Institute of Industrial Relatioils, University of California,:,
[1976]- 73 p.: graphs.

Includes bilDliograpkikarreferences. HD5724. U614
Bullock, Paul, ed. ..

Goals for full em ployment: the Full Eniployment and B anted
Growth Act of 1976: a discussion. Los Angeles: Institute Of Ind ial
Relations, University of California, '11976j 121, 50 p.,

!..,

Includeslibliographies. HC106.7.002
Burns, Arthur Frank..Paul A. Samuelson. .

Full employment:..guideposts and economic stability. Washington,
American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research [19671
167 p. (Rational debate seminars) .,.

, . 1-1C106.6.B8
Carr, John, ed.

Fall employment and economic justice: resources for Altication-
and action. [Washington] Office of Domestic Social DeVRIopment,
United States Catholic Conference [c1977] 126 p. .,,

Partial contents.The economy: htiman dimensions; a statement
of the Catholic bishops of the United sates. National economic':
policy: 'costs :Of unemployment and inflation.The distribution and .

human costs of unemployment.Reflections on the economy,: by
P. Samuelson Inflation: its nature, causes, and effects, by R.: ,

Eisner.Toward full employment: the moral basis of economic
policy, by L. Keyserling. ., HC106.7.F8
Chamber of Commerce of the United States. Council on Trends and

Perspective."
High employment and income maintenance policy: a report of the

Council an Trends and Perspective. Washington: Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States, [c19761 vii, 76 p.

Includes bibliographical references. Het 10. I5C4'
Committee fdr Economic Development.

Jobs for the hard-to-employ: new directions for a public-private
partnership;-a, statement on national policy. [New York, 1978] 98 p.

Contents Responsibility for CED statements on national
policy.Purpose of this statement. Introduction and summary
of major recommendations.The dimensions and. costs of uneinploy-.

t
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.ment.An integrated Jemployroirn t strategy.Toward a 'Stronger
private-public partnership: enlarging the private sector's .role. Ex-
,I anding training 'and job oppoftumtieslor, the hardest-to-emptoy;s. :

some key areas for action.More effecti e management of fedetally
assisted einploymerit and training programs. ..

Confence on Employability, National Grii'amtte Univertity 1972.
New directions in employability: reducing barriers to,full employ-I,

ment. David B. Orr, ed.'NeW York, Praeger Publishers, 1973. 250 p.
HD5724.C6757 1972

Conference on Job Creation Altern7itives, East f,ang:ing, Mich., -1977...i,,- Job- crest ion what 'works? Robert Taggart,
ed. Salt Lake- City; Olympus Publishing Co., 1977. 156 p. .;

,i, ., HC106.7.C66.7 1977'
Deans, Ralph C. ' ti.:c,. .'.Unemployment in recessions. [Washington]' Editorial Research

2
23).
!Reports, 1970. 941-958 p.. (Editorial research feports, 1970, v. -2, no. ,

. , Conteitts:=MotArting concern over unemployment.---1ReCurrent
jOblessness and Federal act ion.--06 tlook for achieving fUll employ-.
ment. lir
Fellner, Willian-C3ohh. .

a .

.
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Franklin, N. 'N.
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International labour review, v. 99, Mar. 1969: 293-314.
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society, v. 6, Mar.Apr. 1978: 27-33.

Examines some of the current controversy on full employment
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20, JulyAug. 1977: 41-45.
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The job problem. S9ientific American, v. 237, Nov. 1977: 43-51.
Examines the job situation in the U.S. from 1950-1976 looking at
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sector and who filled the jobs. Finds that 3/5of the new jobs were poor
and that the best new jobs were found in government. Cites the large
increase in women and youths in ,the job market as a reason for con-
tinued high unemployment. Sees the Carter manpower program as a
major departure from past programs and concludes that neither the
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Goldfinger, Nat.

Full employment: the neglected policy. American federationist,
v. 79, Nov. 1972: 7-13.
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Harrison, Bennett. Ostegnan, Paul.
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Discusses the need for a public service employment program.
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American Academy of Political and Social Science, 1975. (Annals,
v. 418, Mar. 1975) p. 13-16.
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Humphrey, Hubert H.

Guaranteed jobs for human rights. In Planning for full employ-
ment. Philadelphia, American Academy of Political and Social Science,
1975. (Annals, v. 418, Mar. 1975) p. 17.725.
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Full employment: a women's issue? Civil rights digest, v. $, winter-
' spring, 1976: 26-29.

Argues that the way to improve the overall status of working women
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,Kennedy's formulaffor full employment. Business week, no. 1743,
Jan. 26, 1963:110-113.
Keyserling, Leon H.

For a full employment act by 1976
1975: 22-25..

"It's time we ended our twenty-year
Passage of the Hawkins-Humphrey bill.
foi the full economy."

. Challenge, v. 18, July-Aug.

retreat from full employment.
can open the gate to plannin

Killingsworth, Charles C.
Will fUll employment cause inflation? Social, lioliey, v. 7, Jan.-Feb....

1977:16 -21.
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EXplains that full epaploylent attained through fitting p pleto
needed jobs is simply not-inflationary, unlike temporarily h h em-
ployment reached exclusively through stimulating ,the ec only.
Debunks application of the fallacious Phillips curve tQ S. 50, the Full
Employment and Balanced Growth At of 1977.,
Lebergott, Stanley.
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193-202.

'Lekachman, Robert:
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and'crisis, v. 36, Sept. 20, 1976: 194-197.p
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Toward equality through employment. Social policy, v. 5, Sept.- .

Oct. 1974: 6-11.
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on property and labor income; and redistributive taxation. ,,e' .,,

Levitan, Sar A. . .
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Reviews recent experience and offers a tentative program.
Livingston, DiVid.

Labor unions and full employment. In Planning for full employ-
ment. Philadelphia, America Academy of Political and Social Science,
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Mayer, Lawrence A. . .
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15S, .160. . . '

"Getting the unemployed` doing useful work that would otherwise
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.__

McMillan, Robert' A. .
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A reexamination of the 'full_ employment' goal. Federal Reserve
Bank of Cleveland economic review, March/April 1973.
Murray, James E. .

Jobs for everybody. Colliers, li.r. 116, Oct. 1945: 16ff.
Nelson, Gaylord. ,

The private sector simply.can't do it all. American,fyerationist, v.
78, Aug. 1971: 26=28. '
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"Public service employment should be a permanent t of national
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cateer, development; guarantee prevailing wage rates and have no
rigid cutoff points or costly admitustilative prate res." Speech
delivered at the AFL-CIO Conference on Jobs, Washington, D.C.,
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Nelson, R. R.
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review, v. 56, Dec. 1966: 1178-1192.
Newman, Herbert E.
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Nourse, Edwin G.

Defining our government under the 1946 act. Review of economics
and statistics, v. 38, May 1956: 193 -204.

Early flowering of tfe Employment Act of 1946..Virginia quarterly
review, v. 43, Spring 1967: 233-247.

In plirsuit of the.goals of the Employment Act: a program for full
employment without inflation. Challenge; v. 8, April 1,960: 12-17.
O'Mahoney, J. C.

Government, business, and the Employment Act Of 1946: a study
of the objectives 'of the Eniployment Act and of the machinery
established for carrying them out. Dun's review, v. 57, June 1949:
12ff.

O'Neill, Dave M.
Against a Federal guaranteed employment program. Current

history, v. 65, Aug. 1973: 76-79, 88.
Packer; Arnold H.

Employment guarantees should replace the welfare system. Chal-
lenge, v. 17, Mar.-Apr. 1974: 21-27).

"Our welfare system is neither productive' or fair. What we need is
a job guaranteeone per family.
Planning for full employment. Philadelphia, American ,Academy of

Political and Social Science, 1975. 244 p. (American Academy of
Political and Social Science, Philadelphia. Annals, v. 41F)

"Unemployment has always been a central issue in the: discussions
of politiCal economy, confronting eery generation with similar
disputations regarding its definition, size, severity of impact, and
relative significance as an issue of social policy. This volume [of 15
articles] speaks to all of these questions, but subsumes them within
the framework of a -broadser commitment of full employment and to
the eprinciPle that society has 'a responsibility 'to' Provide work t"pr
anyone who is willing and available for employment."
Pleeter, Saul. j

Will public se /-ice employment do the job? Business horizons,'v. 18,
April 1975: 41-47.
Princeton Manpower Symposium,' 2d, Princeton University, 1966. r.

Critical issues in employ-merit policy.; a-report. Frederick H. Harbi-
son and Joseph D. Mooney, eds. Princeton, N.J., Princeton University,
1966. 162 p. (Princeton University. Industrial Relations Section.
Research report series,.no. 109) HD5724.P66 1966.

I
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Problems of achieving and maintaining full emXyment". American
.economic review, v. 50, May 1960: 130-171.

Addresses before the American Economic Association, WashingtOn,
D.C., Dee. 28-

f
30, 1959. , -

The Question of yede-rally-stlbsidize-d jobs for the unemployed.
Congressional digest; v. 50, Mar. 1971: whole issue. 7

Speaking for the proposals are Senate Committee on Labor and
Public Welfare (majority report).,Senator CranqO'n, Representatives

_O'Hara and Steiger, and the A-FD-CIO; speaking against are Senate
Committee 'on Labor 4,Public Welfare (minority, report), Senator
Prouty, '.Represent ves Rarick and Scherle, and the Natiohal
Federation of Independent Business. ,

uadda'nt, R. D. V' '
Record business high needed to. regain full employment: special re-

port. Iron age, v. 182, Nov. 20, 10 8: 55-57. .

Roberts, Markley. -

Full employment: the next vital step. American federfitionist, v. 83,
Aug. 1976: 2-6.

"The basic idea in the ,pending-Humphrey-Hawkins full employ -;
meat bill is that all Americtws are entitled to the dignity and security
of a joband that the nation needs a national commitment to that
ideal. Full employment planning that will provide a vehicle for the
proper national economic policies, private expansion and pub* jobs
is a logical next step fog Ameri6i."
Rosen, Stimner M., and others.,

[Toward economic chan0- in America]. Journal of current social
-issues, .v. 13, sprinfr, 1976: *Ole issue.

Eleven writers discuss healing oureubnomic ills (S. Rosen and L.
Lecht), the need for and.desirability of full employment (H. Ginsburg
and C. King), planning (R..Lekachman and T. Erickson, tax reform
(P. McDaniel,, social welfare policy (M. Dowling and J. Dumpson),
and the role of the corporation (J. Joseph 4nd S. Marcus).
Singer, James W. -

The Humphrey-Hawkins billboondoggIe or e o omit blessing?
National journal, v. 8, June 12, 1976: 812-815., .

Discusses the views of proponents and.opponents to Humphrey -
Hawkins hill awl concludes that its passage will be determined with
the November elections. ,.

The Nvellare paattger.'& million jobs, 1.4 million questions. Na-
tional journal, v. 9, Nov.'12, 197:7: 1764-1768.

"Almost everyone seems pleased with the basic(mais of the jobs
component of the Carter Administration's 'welfare P.p.lanto provide,
incentives for:people to find work in the private and public sectors
and to create subsidized public service jobs ;or those who don't. But
a flood of questions and doubts about the details and the assumptidns
of the program has cast doubt on its prospects at the hands of Con-
gress next year.".
Solo, Robert I. l .

A policy for full( employment? Industrial relations, v. 2, Oct. 1962:
1 14.

What happened to-full employment. Quarterly review of economics
and business, v, 13, summer .1.973:.7-20.
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Rejects the st!uctural thearY of unemploym:3ent and adopts the view
that "groups with relatively high unemployment rates have them
beca4t they have relatively many short spells of unemployment-,

InSo dch because they. become nnem d.ployed an.stay unemployed fa
long periods of time.'
Sonne, H.Christian.

The EmploIrment Act: 1946-1961. Looking ahead, v. 91.Feb. 1-961.
Stabilizing the -economy: the Employment Aet of 1946 is operation.

American economic review, v. 40, May 1950.
Adcliksses before the 'Minuet &eet,' g of, the American Economic

Association, New York, Dec. 28,1949.
Sundquist,James L.

The government as employer of last esort. Personnel anministra=
tion, v. 32, Nov.-Dec. 1969: 27-31,

fh

". . . The second of th *e installments of excerpts from "Job, Timin-
ing, and Welfare for the Underclass," one of the essays included in the
Brookings Institution volume, Amide for the Nation, 1969. .

Tangling. with the manpower tangle. Nation's business, v. 58, Feb.
1970: 64=-68.

"There's a big job to be done on jobs for those who need them
mostif only the system can be made to work properly." ,

Tucker, James F.
-

--The Employment Act of 1946: a' review of postwar, public policy on
employment. Atlanta economic review, v. 24,..Mar.-Apr. 1974:.22-27.
Miner, Melville J. Spa

The,pitfalls and prornises of puttlic employment. Challenge, v.-17,',
:Tan Feb 1975: 5-9.

"For thirty years we haA fought inflation with measures qtat
created unemploymentand _then fought unemployment with Meas-
ures thatcreated inflation. The only way out of this dilemmais to
guarantee jobs in the public sector."

Toward patilic employment and economic stability.. Journal, of
economic issue, v. 6, Dee. 1972: 149-170.

Advocates the expansion- oft public employment as a solution,
.among other things, to the problem of the division of the demand for
labor between skilled and uns died. Concludes with an analysis of the .

psychology of work and a ief for public service as a legitimate ex-
tension thereof. <-

U.S. Council of Economic Ad ers.
The Employment Act: twent years of experience. In ManpoWer

pfoblerns and policies. John A. Delehanty, ed. Scranton, Pa., Inter-
national Textbook Co., 1969: 5-19. HD5724.D357
Vietorisz, Xhomas. Mier, Robert. Harrison, Bennett.

Full employment at living In.Plartning, for full employment.
Philadelphia,. American Academy of Political and Social Science, 1975.
(Annals, v.418, Mar. 1975) p. 94-107.

Authors maintain that a "policy of guaranteed employment that
fails to provide for living wage levels ,could easily turn into a device
for forcing xeluctant Workerg into substandard jobs.'>,../

32-843 0 -78 - 8 1yy.1
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Viper, Jacob.
NFUR employment t whatevtr cost: analysis of United Nations

jretorron fun' emplo ent. _Quarterly journal of economics, ..v. 64,
/Sing. 1950: 385-407. ' -

. Witsserman, Williim S. and HarleyL. Lutz.
.

ahould voveiment guarantee employment? Modern ndustry, v. 9,
\ Jime 15, TO45. . .'

. - h.

Wickenden, Elizabeth. '
. A guaranteed Income: supplement to frill employment guarantees.

\ In Planning for full dinp)oyment. Philadelphia, American.. AcidemA
' of Political and -SoCial Selence,..1975. (Armalsv.,418, Mar. 1975) p.
108-171.

Author maintains that in -a Cash economy, "it is essential that a
source Of income other than wages. he available both to persons who
are unable to workbecause of age or disability, temporary dis- .
location, or responsibility for young children or other family memberS

, and tO persons unable to earn enough to maintain a minimum level.of
living."
Wilson,. R. E. .

.

Industry's responsibility for job creation and job seCurity. Commetr
cial and financial chronicle, v. 181, June 23 1955:13. ----

- .
,,

4, .---... ---L.:,-PART :i : ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CONGRESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS/ 4

Studies in\public 'Ielfare:,Paper no. 19, public, emplOyment and wage
subsidres: Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. pff.,: 1974. 164 p.

At head of title: 93d Cong., 2d sess. Joint committee print.
Contents.JOIN: a jobs and inserne program for American'faini-

lieg, Lerman.Jobs Arid income (JOIN): a lal5cpr market'analy-
- sis, by R. Lerman, C. MacRae; and A. Yezer.Public employment
programs: an evaluative study, by A,---Pechter:The WPA:. public
employment experience iri the Nexi:Deal, by R. Hegner.The indirect
market effects of. wage subsidy and public emplbyment programs, by

4). Mieszkowski.Recent publications of th&Subcommittee on Fiscal
PiThcy.

U.S. _Congress. House. Cotnmitte,e or Education and Labor. SeleCt
Subcommittee on Labor. , ,

Comprehensive Manpower Act of 1973. Hearings, 93d Cong:, 1st
seA., on H.R. 41010 and H.R. 11011. Ocl, and,29, 1973: Washing,;
ton, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1974. 19.j p.

"Bills to. assure opportunities for employthent and training to
'unemployed and underemployed perSons. .

The Employment did Nlacp4ter Act of 1972. Hearings, 92(1 Cong.,
1st sess., on H.R. 6181, H.R. 11167, H.R. 11688, H.R: 12845. Wash-
ington, U.S. Govt. -Print. Off., 1972. 1103 P..

.Hearings held Oct. 27 Dec. 2, 1971; Ja,n. 26_ Mar. 2,
1972-,

"To assure oppOrtilnitie1/4s fop employment and training to .unem-
ployed and underemployed persons, to assist states and local com-
munities in prOviding needed public services, acid for oth:-.tr_purposes."
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U.S. Congress. House. Committee on Education and Labor. Subcom-
nUt tee on Eq'uul Opportunities.-

, Equal opportunity fiml Tull employment. Hearing, 94th Cong., 1st.
sea., Qjl H.R. 50. Feb: 25, 1975. Part 1. Washington, U.S. Govt:
Print. (-)fr., 1975. 153 p.

"A bill to establish a national policy and nationwide machinery for-/
guaranteeing to all-adult Americans able and willing to -work the .
availability of equal opportunities /Or tigri rewardipg employ-
meat."'

Equal opportunit v:and fulFemploymen,t..Hearin , 94th Covg., 1st
sess., on IL R. 50. Mar. 18, 1975. Pact 2. W-ashi 'ton, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1975. 62 p.

"A bill to 'establish_ a national policy and nation ide machinery for
guaranteeing to all adult Americans able and ailing to .work the
availability of equal opportunitie..; for useful an I rewarding employ-
ment."

Equal opportunity and full employment. Hearings, 94th ('ong., Ist
sess,, on II.R. 50. Part :1. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. OfT., 1975.
361 I).

Hearings held in Detroit, Nlich., Mar. 24, 1975; Los Angeles,
Mar. 26:--and Atlanta,' Gil ,-Apr. 4, 1975.

Equal opportunity and full employment. Hearings, 94th (

1st sess.; on II. R. 50. Part. 4. Washington-, U.S. Govt. Print. OIL 6.
355 p.

Hearings held in Milwaiiiiikee, Oct. 1:1, 1975, St. Louis, Oct. 14, an
Boston, Nov. 15.

Equal opportunity and full employment. Hearings, 94th Cong:-,.
2d sess., on H. R. 50. Part 5. Washington, IT.S Govt. Print. Off., 1976.
357 p.

Ilcarimrs heldrin North Miami Beach, Ha., Feb. 1:3, 1976; Washing-
ton, D.( Mar. 15-16.

"A bill to establish a national policy and nationwide machinery for
guaranteeing to the -adult Americans able and willing, to work the
availability f`qu'al opportiMities for useful ain't re\\ anting
employment ."

Equal Opportunity and Full Employment Act of 1976. Hearing,
19:1d Cong., 2d sess., on IL It. 15476. Oct. 8, 1974. Washington, U.S.

Govt. Print. (K., JssI/174. 97 p.
T.S. 'murress. t E('onomic ('omrnittee.

I gaud :"-+I 'on2,-re--. Joint Economic Committee.
Achieving the or the Employmett Act 1)1. 19-16 thirtieth

anniftersary review Washington: LS,. Govt. Print. (Hi., 1975.
At head of title: 0-1t h 'on,rres,;, 1st Joint committee print.,

-Printed for the use of the Joint Economic ('onunittl'e."
10ti.ii.A623

A congressional comference "at, full-employment policy : an ex-
amination of its implications." Hearing, 94th Cong,., 1st suss. Dec.
10, 1975. Washtw,t on, S. -Go yt. Print. Olf., 1976. 110 p.

Contents. -The goal of full employment.-- Costs and. benefits.--
Guaranteeing jobs. --Comments and news items from the national
press.
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'Employment Act of 1946, as amended, with related laws (annotated
and rules of the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United
States. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1.977. 17 p.

At head °Hide: 95th Cong.,-1st sess. Joint committee print.
Redudinp4memployment to 2 percent. Hearings, 92d Cong., 2d

sess. Oct. 17, 18, and 26, 1972. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.,
1872. 146 p:

Thirtieth' anniversary of the Employment Act of 1946 a national
conference on full employment.-Hearings, 94th Cong., 2d sess. Mar. 18
'find 19, 1976:Washington, U.S.. Govt. Print. Off., 1976. 358 p.

twentieth anniversary of the Employment Act of 1946; an economic
symposium. Washington, U.S. Govt. Pritit. Off., 1966. 150 p. At head
of title: 89th Cong., 2d Sess. Committee print.
U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.

History of employment and manpower policy in the United States.
In its Selected readings in employment and manpower. Compiled for
the Subcommittee On.Employment and Manpower. Washington, U.S.
Govt. Print. Off., 1964-1966. v. 5-7. '

At head of title: 88th Cong., 2d sess.-89th Cong., 2d sess. Committee
print.
U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Banking and Currency.

Assuring full employment in a free competitve economy: #report on
S. 380. Washington, U.S Govt. Print. Off., 1945. 2 v. (79th Cong., 1st
Sess. Senate. Report No. 583)

Biblipgraphy on full employment; report relating to S. 380. Wash-
ington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1945. 56 p. At head of title: 79th Cong
1st sess. Senate committee print No. 2.
U.S.. -General Accounting Office..

Efforts to employ disadvantaged persons in the Federal Govern-
ment, Civil Service Commission, Department of Labor; report to the.
Congress by the Comptroller General of the United States. [Wash- -
ington] 1972. 61 p.

"B- 163922, April 17, 1972"
U.S. Library of Congress. Economics Division.

Should the Federal Government establish a national program of
public work for the unemployed? Selected excerpts and references
relating to the national college debate topic, 1964-65. Washington,
U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1964. 402 p. (88th Cong. 2d Sess. House docu-
ment No. 363.)
Wiseman, Michael.

Achielaing the goals of the Employment At of -1946thirtieth',
anniversary review: volume 1employment; paper No. 1On giving
a job: the implementation and allocation of public service employ-
ment. A study prepared for the use of the Subcommittee on Economic
Growth of the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United
States. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1975. 26 p.

At head of title: 94th Cong., 1st sess. Joint committee print.
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C".. How TO SECURE AbDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE ROLE OF THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IN GUARANTEEING FULL EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES.

'r
1. BfJOKS AND ARTICLES

In order to be aware of the'latest books and magazine, periodical,
and newspaper articles on Federally guaranteed full employment the
debater may wish to consult such indexes as the Reader's Guide to

'Periodical Literature, a guide to general and non-technical periodicals;
the Bulletin of the Public Affairs Information Service, a subject list of
the latest books, pamphlets, government publications, reports of pUblic
and private agencies, and periodical articles; and the International
Index to Periodical Literature in the Social Sciences and Humanities, an
index to select American and foreign journals: The Book Review Digest
offers a subject index to reviews of current books appearirig, in selected
periodicals. The New York 7'imes Index, the'll'all Street Journal Index,
and the Christian Science Monitor Index lire relatively long-standing'
indexes to newspaper articles. Morel recently, the Bell & Howell
Newsptiper Indexing Center has compiled indexes for the Chicago
Tribune, the Houston Post, the Los Angeles Times, the ,New Orleans
Times - Picayune, the San' Francisco Chronicle; and the Washington
Post.

2. GOVERNMENT PUBLICATIONS

Additional sources of valuable information on Federally guaranteed
full employment are hearings and debates in Congress. The "Monthly

. 4
Catalog of United States Government Publications," issued by the
Government Printing Office, provides amindex to Congressional hear-
ings, reports, documents, and committee prints. Within the catalog
Congressional publications are arranged by committee and the docu-,
ments are in turn indexed in the back of the volume by subject. The
Congressional. Information Service Index to Publications of the United
States Congress provides abstracts of Congressional documents.

If.the documents are not available in a school or local library, they
May be obtained, if still in print, by Nvriting directly to the Super-
intendent, of Documents, Governmeht trinting Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402.

The Congressional Record contains Congressional debates it.s well as
relevant articles and speeches. Accordingly, it is a valuable source of
information. It appears daily during the sessions of Congress with.an
index which is issued. approximately every two weeks:At the end of a
session, bound volumes of The .Record, are published, one of which
contains an inAlex covering the complete session. The researcher should
be alert to-the fact th'at paginatiOn differs for the daily and bound.
editions of The Record.

(107)
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PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO THE 197879
COLLEGE DEBATE TOPIC*

1

Achieving the Goals 9f the Employment Act of 1946Thirtieth
Anniversary 'Review, Vol. 1, Employment, Paper No. 1, On
Giving a Job: The Implementation and Allocation of Public
Service Employment, 1975. 26 p. il.

Y 4.Ec 7:Em 7/14/v.1/pa.1 S/N 052-07043049-6 $0.45
Affirmative Action and Equal Employment: A Guidebook for

.a Employers. 'A guide to help the employer design and implement
programs to .insure fair and equal 'treatment for all persons,
regardless of race; color,'rkligian,, sex or national origin, in all
employment practices. 104. 160 p. (2 volumes, sold as a set.)

Y 3.Eq 2:2 Em 7/3/v.1-2 S/N 052-015-00024-3 2. 45
Supplermeia,t to Above, Directory of ResoOrces for Affirma-

tive RecruiOnent. 1976. 96 p.
Y 3.Eq 2:2 R 24. S/N 052- 015- 00027 -8 1. 60

Affirmative Action to Employ Handicapped' People, A Pocket
Guide to'1114 Regulations of the Affirmative Action Require-
ments of Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. 1976.

p. PrEx 1.10/8 :kb 8 S/N 040-000-003614 " . 35
Age, Discrimination in Employment Act Amendments of 1978.

An act to amend the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of
1967 to extend the, age group of empioyeelt who are protected by
the visions of such act, and, for other purposes. Approved

e. GS 4.1.1U:95/256 S/N 022-003-91786-1
. Apr. , 1978. 5 p.

Age Dis .urination in Employment Act of' 1967; as Amended.
The c plete t Xi of the act, incorporating amendinents provided
by the Fair I r,Standards Amendments of 1974. 1975. 10 p.

36.205:Ag 4 S/N 029-016-00032-1 . 35
erican W VVdrilciirs in A Full Employment Economy.

corn pizt4 ofIscpers by experts economists, lawyers,
oeiblo 8-4re sting the accelerated influx of

: or force. 1977. 306 p. il..
,Ec 7:W 84/2 S/N 052-070114216-8 4. 50

*.". I : eIrs in A Full.Employment conomy,
A. Economic COmmit t ye, ubcom-

it :,;3 b 41vith and Stabilization,, Congress,
14/V 95t . 11_1,977. 1978. 71 p.

P 4 . ' 74;_W 84/4 S/N 052-070-04553-1 2. 00
App Cation:of w of Career Education to Higher

E ucation,' An Idealistic,Model. Discusses the meaning of
"Work", rf defines the riilationships between educagen and work,

w , and offers a model for incorporating career education concepts
into kig 41'u-ration: 1970., 17 p,

I 1 HE 19.111/2:H 531 S/N 01-7-980-01617-6 . 4,5

P 'ithisepubljeatio ay be ordered from the Supenintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing
-,c°oZIAtilanggrel'o .C. 20402. Prices shown were in effect on date of publication. Subject bibliography

ce.
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Career Education Incentive Act. An act to authorize 4 career
education prog ram for elementary and seconddry schools, and
for other"purposes. Approved Dec. 13, 1977. 12 p.

GS 4.110:95/207 S/N 022-003-91737-3 $W. 70,

Civil RightAct of 1964. An act to enforce the Constitutional
right to vote, to confer jurisdiction upon the diskict courts of

\the 'Ended
'public

to provide injunctive relief against discrimi-
nation in public accommodations, to authorize the Attorney
General to institute suits to protect constitutional rights in public'
facilities and public education, to extend the Commission on
Civil Rights, to prevent discrimination in federally assisted pro-
grains, to establish a Commission on 1'qual Employment Op,por-
til nity, and for other purposes. Approved-July 2, 1964.:32 p.

QS 4.1 10:88/352 S/N 022-003-90258-9
. . 45

Compilation of Selected Federal Laws Relating to Employment.
and Training. 1976. 262 p.

Y 4.L 11,/2 :Em 7/27 S/N 052-070r03549-8 2. 60
.Comprehensive Employment and Training Act Amendments of

1977.---'1n act to authorize appropriations for _fiscal' year 1975'
for carrying out the. Comprehensive Employment and Training

. Act of 1973 as amended: Approved June 15, 1977. 1 p.
i GS 4.110:95/44 S/N 022-003-91573-7 . 50

Comprehensive tniploynkent and Training, Act, Early Read-
in!,s. From A Hybrid Block. Grant, the Intergovernmental
Grant System, an Assessment and Proposed Policies. 1977.
70p.

Y 3.Ad 9/S:2 C 7/3 S/N 05-003-00381-3 2. 20
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973. An act

to assure opportunities for employment and training to unem-
ployed and underempfoyed persons. Approved Dec. 28, 1973.
45 p.

GS 4.110:93/203 S/N 022-003-90490-5 . 45
riDevelopins i Indian Employment Opportunities. 1976. 237 p.

I 20.2:In N32 S/N 024-002-00057-8 3. 10
Earnings Gap Between Women and 'Men. 191,76. 16 p.

. L 36.102:Ea 7/2; S/N 029-016-(10046-1 . 35
Edocationol At t a ininent of GenerarSchedulc Employees by

Minority Group and Sex. De ;s re port preNt oM and analyzes
edorat;,,o,o1 'alto ininf7,1 data for (1 711.10r S( 04111 of IliC Federal
re. relia el po po lot ;on e to pbop el as of .1,1gust 31, 1974-- lull lime
pf rrita Ile nt GI ri, ral Schiil,th MI It UM' ilo1Ill II l Ili ph) .litt S II' fth I n
Ili( ;1' In i n ur;ty. for b on -eh i el or et y) fire re ps. 197 4 ; published 1977.
77 p. il.

'S 1.48 744 00 Si N"006-000-00923--,9 1.45
Emplayment und Pro,rn is Staff Working Paper.

1976.5. p.
10.2:Em 7 2 S'N tit2-07003651-6 85

Employment and Trirw, Report of the 'resident. 1978. -342 p.

I. 1.42:2:978 S/N 0297000-00305-.0 5. 25
Employment1\,Needs of the Rural and/the Minority Elderly,

Hearin!,s Before the SUbcommittee on Retirement Income
211111 E 1111)10y ant, SP114 C(Inntnittee on Aging, Abuse, 94th
Conr., 2d S(k7r., June 10, 19.76.11976. 45.p.

4.:2:EM 7/2 S.'N 052-4170-03697 ,-4 . 70 '2
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Employment erf Disabled and Vierl'arn Era Veterans in the
Federal Government. This is the first of. projected semiannufal
reports by the U.S. Civil Service Commission to Congress, abdut
the implementation of the Vietnam Era. Veterans Readjustment
and Assistance Act, 1975. 148 p.

y 4.V 64/4:D 63/5 S/N 052-070-03143-3 $1. 60
EmplOyment of the nandicapped in State and Local Gpvern-

merit. The following two publications outline and disdtss the
do's and don'ts of employment and utilization of handicapped
workers.

A Guide for General`` Program Implementation. 1977.
21 p.

CS 1.7/4:H 1/9/3 S/N 006-000-0102121 1.20
A Guide to Specific Disabilities. 1977. 14 p.

CS 1.7/411 S/N 006 000 01022 -9 1.00
E loyment Service. 1975. 12 p.

L 1.2 :Ena .7/12 S/N 029-000-00251-7 .5
Employment Service: An Institutional Analysis. 1977. 216 p.

L 37.14:51 S/N 029-000-00296-7 4. 00
Equal Employment Opportunity Act: Implications for Public

Employers, A Training Module. 1974. 156 p. il., issued with
perforations.

CS 1.2:Eq 2 S/N 006-000-00676-8 2. 25
Equal Employment Opportunity Statistics. 1976. 641 p.

CS 1.48:Sm 70-76B S/N 006-000701038-5 3. 25
Equal Opportunity in Employment, 1977. 1977. 45 p.

CS 1.61/3:88 S/N 006-000,701016-4 2. 20
Equat Bay. An informative pamphlet explaining key provisions

and outlining the background of the Equal Pay Act of 1963.
The act prohibits discrimination in wages on the basis of sex.
1974. 16 p.

L 36.?02:Eq 2/2/974 S/N 029-016-00017-8 . 45
Equal Pay for Eq, k. A collection of official interpretations
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